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Page 38. Prob. 17—Right hand member (in brackets) should

have index 2.

46. Last line, d = ih
50. Omit " Art xii."

53. Ex. 1—Num. of last fraction, ior x~a read x-a.
60. Ex. 4—Index of x in 4th term should be m - 3.

95. Read page 92 for " page 86."

110. Ex. 3—Last term in denom. read - for +.
1 28. Prob. 15—For a; - 4 read x-^.
133. Ex. 6—After a^ (in brackets) insert x.

146. Prob. 9 (2)—For + read = before ^.
194. Ex. 7—Insert — before value oi x.

197. Ex. 14—Middle fraction of (4) for -f 5 read -h.

Note to Teachers.—The last two articles of chapter on Fac-

toring, and some of the more difficult exercises, may be omitted

in going through the book the first time.
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PREFACE.

This book—embodying the substance of 'Lectures at Teachers*

Associations—has been prepared at the almost unanimous request

of the teachers of Ontario, -who have long felt the need of a work
to supplement the elementary text-books in common use. The
following are some of its special features :

It gives a large number of solutions in illustration of the best

methods of algebraic resolution and reduction, some of which are

not found in any text-book.

It gives, classified under proper heads and preceded by type-

solutions, a great number of exercises, many of them illustrating

methods and principles which are unaccountably ignored in

elementary Algebras.

It presents these solutions and exercises in such a way that

the student not only sees how Algebraic transformations are

effected, but also perceives how to form for himself as many
additional examples as he may desire.

It shows the student how simple principles with which he is

quite familiar, may be applied to the solution of questions which

he has thought beyond their reach.

It gives complete explanations and illustrations of important

topics which are strangely omitted or barely touched upon in the

ordinary books, such as the Principle of Symmetry, Theory of

Divisors, Factoring, Applications of Horner's Division, Sec.

A few of the exercises are chiefly supplementary to those pro-

posed in the text-books, but the intelligent student will find that

even these examples have not been selected in the usual appar-

ently aimless fashion ; he will recognise that they are really

expressions of certain laws ; they are in fact proposed with a view
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to lead him to investigate these laws for himself as soon as he

has sufficiently advanced in his course. Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 11

afford instances of such exercises.

Others of the questions proposed are preparatory or interpreta-

tion exercises. These might well have been omitted, were it not

that they are generally omitted from the text-books and too often

neglected by teachers. Practice in the interpretation of a new

notation and in expression by means of it, should always precede

its use as a symbolism itself subject to operations. Nos. 23 to

36 of Ex. iii., and nearly the whole of Ex. xv. may serve for

instances.

By far the greater number of the exercises are intended for

practice in the methods exhibited in the solved examples. As

many as possible of these have been selected for their intrinsic

value. They have been gathered from the works of the great

masters of analysis, and the student who proceeds to the higher

branches of mathematics will meet again with these examples

and exercises, and he will find his progress aided by his familiar-

ity with them, and will not have to interrupt his advanced

studies to learn processes properly belonging to elementary

Algebra. In making this selection, it has been found that the

most widely useful transformations are, at the same time, those

that best exhibit the methods of reduction here explained, so that

they have thus a double advantage. A great part of the exercises

have, of necessity, been prepared specially for this work.

Articles and exercises have been prepared on the theory of

substitutions, on Ehmination, &c., but it has finally been decided

to hold these over for Pt. ii., which will probably appear if the

present work be favorably received,
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CHAPTER I,

Section I.

—

Substitution.

Exercise i.

1. If a = 1, J = 2, c = 3, f? = 4, x = d, y = S, find the

value of the followiDg expressions :

—

i_/i_(i_i-ri.)}.

a - (.r—7j)-[b-c){cl-a)-{y- h)[x + c).

x-y[y-{y'-a)\d + c{h-c)\'\.

{x+ d){y-hb + c)-\-(:c-d){a-b-d) + (y + d){a-x-d).

{d-x)^-\-{c-i-y)\

(^a-b){c^ -h^x) - {c~d){b^ -a'^x) { {d-b - c){d^ - c^)

d — ad-\-c_i/l-\-b ^)

d -\- a d— c d — b

2. If a = 3, 6 == - 4, c = - 9, and 2s = a + 5 + c, find the

value of the following expressions :

—

s{s — a)[s — b)(s—Q).

S-' + (s-«)2+(s-6)2+(s-c)2.

s-^^S{s-a){s-b)-{s-b){s-c)~{s-c){s-a).

2(.s - a)[8 - h)(s-c) + a(s - ^*)(.s - c) + 6(s - r)(s - a) -}- c(5 - «)(.«; - b).

3. If a = 2, ^> = - 3, c = 1, .r = 4^, find the value of the

followiug expressions :- -

fl^-62 ^'1+^' (^-^)^ {a-hy
a^ + b^' a^-b^' {a^bY' (rt+T)"^'

a'i^ab^b'^ a--b^ x {2x-^ 8.r-l).r-l

a- —ah -h h- a-^ -b^

(a + 6)](a-Ht)2-c2[

462c3-(a2-62-c2')^'

(a-6)(/>^c)(c^a)
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4. If a = C, 5 = 5, c = - 4, cZ == - 3, Ihul tlie value of the

fol'owing expressions :

—

2a-y/[b^-acY c^ + 2d{d^-c^)

5. U z-S, y = 4:, z = 0, find the value of :

—

G. Calculate the values of
(^+y4-^)^-3(a:^ + //3 + c 3) ^.^^^

XJ-Z

(a) a;=l, 7/ = 2, 2; = 3.

(6) ic = 2, 7/ = 3, 2 = 4. ,

(c) a: = 3, ^ = 4, ^ = 5.

(c/) a:=10, 7/ = ll, ;j=12.

7. Given a:=:3, ?/ = 4, ;s= — 5, calculate the values of

{x^y-\-x)^-^{:x-^V-\-^){x'J+V^^-x)'

x'''{y^z)-^y'-{z+x)+z^-yx+y) + 1xjz.

x-yy-z)-\-y^{z-x)^-z^[x-y).

(3a; + 4//+ 52)2 + (4x+ 3»/4-122)3-(0a:+5^4-13c)3.

8. If s = a+6+ c, fiud the value of

(2s-fl)3 + (2s-6)2-(2.s+c)2, given

(1) ^ = 3, Z> = 4, c = 5, (2) a = 21, /; = 20, c = C3,

(3) a = 119, i = 120, c = lGD, (4) fl = 3, ^= -4, c = o,

(5) rt = 5, ^ = 12, c=: -13.

9. If rt = l, ^ = 3, c = 5, £/ = 7, ^ = 9,/= 11, prove that

1+1+1+-+- =- |1--1
ab he cd de ej 2 \ a /

i+i+l+l =1(1-1)
abc bed cde def 4, \ab ej j

J^+ i_+_L.=l/l-l
ahcd beds cdef ti \al}C dcj
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c2 ^(}2 4. ^,3 _ cd - de -ec = f/2 4-^2 j^j2 _ de- ef-fd,

10. If rt = l, 6 = 2, c = 3, rZ = 4, £? = 5,/=6, (j = l, prove that

a-\-b+c+ d+e=W,ci + h+c+d+e+f=\fo,

a2j^l2j^c-.= 'A(p:l}. «2 4.^2+c2_^.,/2==

ah{ci-{-b)

a^^h^Ji^cZ+d^ = [a+h+ cA-dY,

a^-irh^+c^-\-d^-\-e^ = {a+ h^c-^d-\-eY,

a^+ i3+c3-f,/3.^^3_|_y3 = (a+i+ c+ t^-f-^+/)3

ic(i+c)

hc{h-\-c)

a4 +i4 +,4 +,,4 +,4 = ^4i+/K<-lAll),

a4+i4 +C4 +,/4 +,4 +;-4 = Ml^!^ (C%^),

c2+t/«=e2, c3+(/3 4.^3=^3

11. Assume any numerical values for x, y, and z, and calculate

the values of the following expressions :

—

(X" - Kx^ + Cx]^ + {rx* - ICx'^ + 1 )2 - (a;2 + 1)5.

(a:4_i)3_0(2._f_5^3_^^^.J,3^_o ^^.4.1-1)3+ 3.4. ION 3 _(^j.1G)3.

(;,2_^2^2 4.(2^^)2 _ (^2 +^2^2 112(^2^^2^21.

{«:3_3:c.72)2 4-(ra:2^_,/3^3_ (2:24. ,^2^3.

(3j;2 4-4^:/+ //3 )2 + (4a;3 +*ix/)3 - (;5a;3 + 4ar;/+ ?/3)3.

(a:-?/)3+(,/-cj3_^(^_.y^3_3,^_,/)(,/_o (._^,),

Art. I. If X = any number, as, for example, 3, then x'

(which = x.x) = 8a:, x^ (which = x.x-) = ?>x^, x* (which = x x^) =

8.^3, &o. 0. 3 = a;, 2x-£', 'dx^' -x-^, 'Sx^ =u;*, &c. Hency piob-
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lems like the following may be solved like oicliiiary aritlimetlcal

problems in " Reduction Descending."

Examples.
1. Find the value oix^ — 2x — d when x = 5.

x'i-2x-d
5

5x
-2x

5

1-5 Explanation.
-9

x^- = bx,

:. x^-2x = ?jx = n, and
6

/. a;2-2:c-9 = 15-9 = 6.

2. Find the value oi x^ -x^ - Ax'^ -^x- ^ when a: = 3.

x^-x^-ix'^-?jx-o
3

V, ^x^

-x^

ri 2x^
3

p^ 6^2

-Ax^

^2 2-.3

3 :. x^-x^- ix^-Bx-o = i— iia; = 3.

7^3 ^^

^3 3a;

3

Pi 9

u ..^.
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Explanation.

a:* = 3^-3,

:. x--x^-4x^ = 2x^ = 6x,

:. x^-x^-4:X^-Sx = Sx = 9,

:. x^-x^-ix^-Sx-5 = i.

8. Find the value of 2x^ + 12x^ -^-Qx^ -12x-^l0.

Using coefficients only, we have

2+ 12-1-6 -12 + 10
— 5

Pi -10
-f-12

rj -f 2
- 5

P2 -10
4-

^'2 - ^
- 5

P3 20
-12 «

-5

P4 --iO

+ 10

^4 -'SO

:. the quantity = —30 if x= -5.

Art. II. If the coefficients, and also the values of x are small

numhers, much of the above may be done mentally, and the work

will then be very compact. Thus, performing mentally the mul-

tiplications and additions (or subtractions) of the coefficients,

and merely recording the partial reductions r^,r^,r^, and the

result r., the last example would appear as follows :

—
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-5 ) 2 +12 +6 --12 +10
2

8

Alt. III. In the above examples, tLe coefficieuts are "brought

ilown " aud written below the -pvoducts Pi, P2, p^, p^, and are

added or subtracted, as the case may require, to get the partial

reductions r^ , r^, r^, and the result r^. Instead of thus " bring-

ing down " the coetficients, we may " carry up " the products ^^,

P'Z'Ps'JU' writing them beneath their corresponding coefficients,

and thus get 7\, r^, r^, r^ in a third (horizontal) line. Ai'rauged

in this way Ek. 2 will appear

11-1-4 -3 -5
3 +3+6 +6 +9

I 1 +2 +2 +3; 4;

and Ex. 3 will appear

I

2 +12 +6 -12 +10
-5 -10 -10 +20 -40

I
2 +2 -4 +8; -30

Comparing these arrangements with those first given (Ex. 2

and 3), it will be seen that they are figure for figure the same,

except that the multiplier is not repeated.

Art, IV. ^\'hen there are several figures in the value of x,

they may be arranged in a column, and each figure used sepa-

rately, as in common multiplication. "Where only approximate

values are required, "contracted multiplication " may be used.

4. Find the value of 2x' -K'/'x^-^-Uiz^+lOCx^ -AdlCx+
1200, given i!:= 51.

i 3 -IGO +344 +700 -1910 +1200
1

I

3 -7-13 37 -23
60

\
150 -350 -650 1850 -1150

-7 -13 +37 -23; +27
.•. result is 27,
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5. Given a;= 1-1.^3,

iliree decimal places.

.nd the value of 64a:* —144a:+ 45 correct to

I

8

3
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f>. i^-y) (y-'z) i^-x).

6. (x+y)^ {y-hz-a) (x+ z-a).

8. _^ + _^+_^.
Find the value of

f. X , X 1 abc
9. — 4- — when a; = .

a b a-\-h

10. -.J_^ 4- .^_^ 4- -y^' ^^en a;= l(,,-6+c).
a{b — x) b{c-x) a[x-c) a

X 11. ^+ ^-, when:.= ^'(^-^).

12. {a+x) (h-\-x)-a{h^c)+x^, when a;= ^.
b

13. Ja;+c?/+«2, when a; = 6+c-«, y^c+ a-b, z = a-{-b -c,

14. ^ ^ ^^— - — , when x= -a.
a(l-^-b)-bx a-2hx

15. M '- ?±^, when x= i(i-«).

16. (p-q)(x+2r) + {r-x)(p+ r;), ^yhen x = '^J^l^.

17. a2(i_c)+62(c-a) + c2(<t-6), when«-& = 0.

18. (a-t-b+ c) (bc+ca+ab) - {a+b) (b+c) (c+ a), when a = -5.

19. (a4-6 + c)3-(a34-63+c3), whena+ 6 = 0.

20. {xi-y-^z)^-(x+y)^-{y4-z)^--(z+x)^-i-x^+y^-\'rA,vfhen

x+y-TZ = 0,

21. a^{c-b^)+ b^{a-c^) + c^{b-a^) + abc{abc~l), ^heub-a^
= 0.

22. aW^_!±^V + 6W^ff!±lV,whena^+6^'=0.

\ 23. Express in words the fact that

(a-b)^ = a^-2ab+b^.
24. Express algebraically the fact "that the sum of two quan-

tities multiplied by their difference is equal to the difference of

the squares of the niimbers,"
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25. The area of tlie walls of a room is equal to the height mul-

tiplied by twice the sum of the length and breadth : what are the

areas of the walls in the following cases ;

(1) length Z, height h, breadth h.

(2) height x, length h feet more than the height, and breadth

h feet less than the height.

V 2G. Express in words the statement that

(a; fa) {x-{'h)=x^ -{-{a-\-h)x+ a}).

27. Express in symbols the statement that " the square of the

sum of two quantities exceeds the sum of their squares by twice

their product."

\ 28. Express in words the algebraic statement,

{x+yY = x^ +y^ -f 8a;y(ic+ ?/). .

29. Express algebraically the fact that "the cube of the differ-

ence of two quantities is equal to the difference of the cubes of

the quantities diminished by three times the product of the

quantities multiplied by their difference."

80. If the sum of the cubes of two quantities be divided by

the sum of the quantities, the quotient is equal to the square of

their difference increased by their product j express this algebrai-

cally.

\ 31. Express in words the following algebraic statement

;

x^ —y^ / I \'>——= {x+yr-x'j,
x — y

82. The square on the diagonal of a cube is equal to three

times the square on the edge ; express this in symbols, using

I for length of the edge, and d for length of the diagonal.

33. Express in symbols that " the length of the edge of the

greatest cube that can be cut from a sphere is equal to the square

root of one-third the square of the diameter."

84. Express in symbols that any "rectangle is half the rectau- y/

gle contained by the diagonals of the squares upon two adjacent^

sides." [The square on the diagonal of a square is donldo the

square on a side.]

85. The ai'ea of a circle is equal to n: multiplied into the squai'e
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of the ra:llas; express tais in symbols. Aho express iu symbols

the area of tlic ring botwcou two concentric circles.

3G. The Yohirne of a cylinclcr is equal to product of its height

into the area of the base, tliat of a cone is one-thirJ of this, and

tliat of a sphere is two-thirJs of the vol ime of the circumscribing

cyhniler ; express these facts in symb )ls, using h for the height

of the cyUuJer, and r for the radius of its base.

Exercise iv.

Porforra the additions in the following cases

:

1. (h-ayx-{-[c-b)ij,^\\^(a-\-Jfx+[!>-\-i)y.

2. ax- I'll, {a — h)x - {a+ h)ij, and [a -}- 'j)x — {h~ a)i/^/

^- (//— ^)'^^ + (^ x)ab+ {x - y)b^ , and (x - y)a^ — {z - y)ah - [x

4

.

ax+ hj/ -f crd, hx -f- ^// 4- ^^, and "":
-f- '.'/+ hz, /

--'

5. (.,-|-/;)a;3+(6+ c)//2 4-(r^+ 0-'^ ('^-fc^u;3+(rt+ c)^2 + ^^ + 5)2»,

(a-}-c)x-^ + (^/+ ^)//2+ (^+c):2, and-(«+ /j+0 (arS+^s + .S). v>—

^

G. x[a-by^ +>i{b-c)^-\-z{c-a)^, y(^a-b)^ +z{b -cY-\-x[g^
a)2, iiiii\z{a-b)^-{-x'b-c)^-[-y{c~a)-^,

'

and (c-rtU3-f (r<-6)7/3 + (^_c)23. /
^

8. {a^b)x+ {b + c)y-[c+a)z, {t!->rG)z+{c-\-a)x-{a+ h)y, and

(a + c)^+ (r< + />'z -ib-TC^x.

9. rt3_3rti_^4./,3, 2/y3-f/j3+ c3, a^-i^z+^s, and 2ah-\h^.

10. ^/x''-3/^a;\ -9rt:c'+7/;a;\ and -Sbx''-\-lQax''.

11. Wliat will («a; — /^?/ + c2)-|-(6a;-}-cy — «2) -(f.r-f ^i'+^2) bo-

come wiieu a: - ?/ - 2 = 1 ?_^

Section II.

—

Fundamental For?.iulas Ajrc their Application.

4. By Multiplication we get

{x\-r) i.c-\-s)=x- •\-{r-\rs) x->rrs A.

(x \-r)[x-i-!i) {x±t) = x^ ^ (r ^- s + t)x- -^ {rs t st-\-tr)x-\-rst B.

From A \\q immediately get

f.t;J:y)-=^-±2a;//-h2/2 [1]
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(x-{-y + zy=x'^ + 1x11 -\-2xz + y'^ + 2yz -F z^ [2]

(va)2 = 2^2 ^ 2zih [8]

(x + T/) (x— ij) =a;2_7/2 [4j

From B we derive

{x±y)^ =:c^±dx''u + 3x7/^±U^ [5]

= x^±y^±dx>j {x±y) [G]

{x^yiz)^=x^ + 7j^+z^+Sx''iy-\-z) + Sy^z + x) ^dz^xiy)

+ G.yjjz [7]

^x^-ty^ + z^ +3 (x + y) {y-\-z) (z + x) [8]

= x^-\-y^-\-z^-\-S{x + y-\- z) {xy + yz + zx)— 3xyz... [9]

[Z'^y^Za^ + ^Za^-b^- QZabc [Kj]

[The symbol 2 means the sum of all such terms as]

Formula [1] .

—

Examples.

1. We have at once {x + y)^ + (^— ?/)- =2{x^ -f t/-), and

{x +yy—{x— yy=ixy.

2. {a-\-b-\-c-\-d)^ -\-{a — ?j— c + d)^ may be written

{(a + d) + (6 + c)}2 + {(a 4- J) — {b + c)}\ which (Ex. 1) =
2{('/ + (Z)2i-(^ + 6-)'-'}

; similarly

{^a — b -\ c— f/)2+ (a + ^>— c — ^)2 = {(a— (/) — (6_c)}2-,.

{(.,_,/) + (6 _c)}-"^-2{(a-cf)^ +(6- c)2};

.-. (a+6 + c+ f/j2 + (a_ft — c + r/)3 + (^,— 6 -j_ c — (7)2 4.

(^ + Z;-C-6Z)2=2{(ri + ./)2 + {b +c)2+{a^d)i+{b-c)i} =

(agaiu by Ex. 1) 4(rt2 4-^2+,.2_|_,^2).

8. Simplify {a-{-b-^rc)^ -2{a+ b-{-c)c+ c^
;

This is the square of a binomial of which the first term is

(a + b{-c) and tlie second — r; the given quantity .'. =

^{a-\-b-\'c)-c\-.= (/i-^-b]^.
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4. Simplify (a+ h)^ -2{a^ + bZ) (a-i-b)^ +2{a^-^h^).

By Ex. 1. 2[a^+b^) = (a2+(j^)2 + {a^ -b^)^ ; ;. given quan-

ti!.\ ={a-\-b}^- 2(a2 -f b'^) {a + b)^ + {a^ +b'^)^ + (rt2-i2j2_

{(a+ bj^ -[a^+b'^j]^ + {a2 -b^)^ =:a^ + 2aH^ + bi = {(1^ +62)2.

Exercise v.

^1. (a;+ 3//2)2 + (a;-3?/2)3, (l«2+3i2)2_(lrt2_3?,2)2.

2. iSliUW tljat (ma;-|-?l//j2 + (7l:z;-W/^)2=(7„2_^,i2) (^2+^2).

3. ** " (wa: -???/) 2 -(;?:e -?;??/) 2 = (w2_,i2) (^2 _ 2/2).

4. Simplify {rt + 3/j;3_j.2(a+ 3Z/) (a-6)-f (rt-^)2
|
{«-Z;}2.

5. " (a; + 3)2 + (2^-1-4)2-. (aj+5)2, and (^a;2 -2?/2)2

-

(i^2.^2a;2)2. ^.-- ...
'

^^. /^Zl.
6. Simplify (rt + 5 + c)2 + (5+ c)2 -2(6+c) (rt+ 6+c)

(^7. Shew that {ax -I- bi/)^ + {ex -\-di/)^-\- {ay ^ bx)^ -\- {cy - dx)^ =

{a^-^b^^c^^d^) (a;2+2/2).

8. Simplify (a-- 3^/2)2 + (3^2 _2/)2_2(3a;2-2/) (aJ-3^2).

9. " (a;2+a;^-?/2)2_(a;2_a;i/_2/2)2^and(l+ 2a;+ 4a;2)2

4-(l-2.c + 4.«2)3.

10. If rt + 6= -|c, shew that (2rt-6)2+ (26-c)3+ (2c-«)2 +
2^2a-6)(2^-c) + 2(2/;-c) (2c-a)+2(2c-a) (2a-?>) = ^i^.c2.

/ 11. Siaiplify2(a-6)2-(r/,-26)2; («2+4rt^.+62)2 _ (^2+^2)2.

.^ 12. ** (a+ ^>j2_(i^c)2+(c+ 6/)2-(fZ+rt)3.

.7 13. " {\x-y)^+[ly-zY+{]^z-xY^-2{\x-y) {\z-x)

'^^{hj-^)(¥-x] + mx-y){\y-z).
^- 14. Prove that (x- y)^ + {y-z^ -{-{z-xY = 2[x~ y) {z- y)^

\{y-x) [z-x)+'l{z-])) {z-x).

lo. SimpUfy (l + a^;4-2(l+a:2) (1+:^^2 4.2(1 -fa;*).,

N.^ IG. *' (.'c+^+<^)2-(.c+?/-z)2_(?/+2_x)2-(g+a:-2/)s.

^" 17. " (a;-2?/+ ?z;2^,^e2-2?/,2+2(a;-2?/+ r2) (2y-e2;).

C 18. " (rt2 _|. 7,2 _e2^3_f(c3- ^2^2 +-2(^2^ C2)(a24_62._c2).

19, " {x+y^-\-{x-yY-2{x-ijy{x-^y)\
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20. «' (5rrf 3/;)2 +lG(3rt+ //)2 -(18rt4-o&)3.

21. Sbewtliat(3a-Z;)3+(3/.-c)2-|-(3c-a)2-2(6-Sa) (36-c)

+ 2(36-c)(3c-a)-2(a-3c)(3a-6)-4(^t+ ^+ c)2=0.

22. If 2-2 = 2a:y, prove that (2X'2 -2/2)2 + (23 _-2^2^2 4.(^;2_ 222^2

-2(2^'2_3^2)^22_2y3)_|.2(a;2_222)^g2_2?/2)_

2(.«2_223) (2a;2-2/2) = (ic+ 7/)4.

23. Simplify (l+a;+^2 +^3)3 4.(1 _a;_a;2+^.3j2 +
(l-a;+a;2-a;3)3-|-(l+ a;-a;2-a;3)3.

24. Simplify (rtic+&?/)4-2(a2^2 + J3^2) (^^+5^)2 +

2(a4x-4 + Z/4?/^).

Formulas [2] and [3]
.

—

Examples.

1. (l-2a; + 3ft;2)2=.l_4a;+ 6a;2

+ 4x3-12^3

= l-4a;+10a;-^-12a;3 + 9a;*.

2. (rt6+k + M)2=rt2^2 + 2rt62^+ 2a26c + 62c24- 2a5cS+c2a3=:

a2^3 4-^2^.2 +c2rt2 ^ 2ak'(<i + 6 + c).

3. {(a; + y)2+a:2 4-2/2}3 = (^ + ^)4 + 2(a:+ 2/] = (^'+!/-)+^-^ + 2^'

= 2;a;-h7/)'* + (.^3_2/2j2+a;4+2^2^2+y4 = 2{(a;4-2/)^+^^-f2/-^}.

4. (a;2+x?/+?/2)2=a;4 + 2a;3i/ + 2a;2//3 + a;2^3 +2.f//3 + //^ =

(a:+y)2.c2 4-.f2^3+^2(^+ ^)3.

5. Ill Ex. 3, substitute h — c for x, c-a iory, and consequently

b-a for x+ y, then since (6-«)2 = (« — 6)2, Ex. 3 gives

{(,i_6)2 + (/,_c)2+(c-a)2}2 = 2{(c6-^)4 + (6-r)4+(c-a)4}.

6. Making the same substitutions in Ex. 4, we have

(.x3+/,2+c2-a6-ic -ca)^= {a -b)^{b - c)^ Jf.{^b '-c)^{c - a)^ \-

(c-rt)2(a — 6)2, or, multiplying both sides by 4,

{(rt-/,)2 + (i_p)3 + {c-a)2}^^i[a-'b)\b-c)^ + -i{h^c)^X

(c-a)3+4(c-rt)^(a-6)2, and .-. fmm Ex. 5, {a-b)i + [b-c)* -i-

(c-a)4=2(a- 6)2(6 -r)2+2(;;-c)9(c-«)2 + 2(c-a)2^a~^^)3.
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Exercise vi.

2. (1-2^+2^3 -3.^3 -;r;4)2, ^i^Sx+dxJ+x'^)'.

3. (2a-6-c2-l)2, (l-a: + ?/+ ^)3, (^^-
ly+ G^)^.

4. (x-3-a;2^4-a;//2 -7/3)2, (ax+ hx^+cx^ + dx^)^.

6. Shew that (aS -f ^2 + c2) (a;3 -f. ^3 +22)_(rta; + /^y+ ^z)^ =
{'.j-bxr'-\-{cx-azy^-\-{bz-cy)\

G. Prove that {a + b)x-[-{b-\-c)ij + {c + a)z multiplied by {a— b)x

+ {^ — c)!J+ {c— a)z, is equal to the difference of the squares of

two triuomials.

7. Sliew that (a-h) (a-c) + {b-c) {b-a) + {c--a) {c-b) ^
l[(a-br- + {b-c)2 + {c-ay^}=0,

8. Simplify {a-(6-c)}3 + {6-(c-a);-2 + {c-(a-t)}2.

9. Shew that {a^ +b^ -x'^y +{al-{-bl-x^y +2{aa^-\-bb^y

= {n'- -\~ a^,-x'^y + (b^+hl-x^y +2{ab+ a,b,y.

\ 10. Prove that- {(a-6)(6-f)4-(6-c)(c-rt)-f(c-a)(a-^)}2 =
(a--by {b-cY + {b-cY (c-rt)2 + (c-rt)2 {a-by.

^11. Square 2a- i&uj-ira:+ 2t/^.

n2. If a: + 2/ + 2 = 0, shew that «* + 2/* + 2" = (-^--2/^)^ +
(^2_,2^2^.(,2_^.2)2.

\ 13. Provothat<(2(/,_|_c)2^^2(c+ rt)2+c2(,7 + 7,)3-|-2a&r(a+ Z/ + f)

^-r,b + bc+ ra)\

Art. V. To apply forn^ula [4] to obtain the product of two

factors which diffjr only in the signs of some of their terms :

—

group together all the terms whose .signs are the same in one fac-

tor as they are in the other, and then form into a second group

all th3 other terms.

Examples.

1. Maltiply a-\-b — c-^d\)j a — b— c— cl\ here the first group i&

a— Cy tiie second b+ d ;
.'. we have

{(«-c)+(6+ =0} {(u-c')-(6+</)}=(«-c)5-(Hrf)-.
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2. (1 -1- Sa:-fr^2 +^3) (1 ... ?:c 4- 3;r:2 -oy'.) = {(1 + Prc^) +

3. Find the continued product of a -fA-i-c, l-\-c-'a,c-\-a-h and

(Z -4- 6 — c.

The first pair of factors gives {{'b-\-c)-\-a] {(^^+0-^} =(6-f e)2

The second pair ^Ives {a — {h — c)] {a-\-{h — c)]=a^ — l--^^hc

— c3 ; the only term whose sign is the same in both ^Vese results

is 26c ; hence, grouping the other terms, we have

{26c4-(62 4-:3_t/2)i ;ojc-(^2+c3 _ ,,2);.=

(26'::)2- (63 +6-2 -«2)2= 2^262 + 262^2 +26-2.,2_,, 4 _ 54 _c4.

4. Prove {a^-\-ab-\-h)^ -cM^ = {a^ -\-'jh)^ -\-{'Ah + h^Y-.

The expression =(/r2+62) (^2 +2r/6+62) = (a2 +62) (.^-f6)2 =

a3(a+ 6)2.h63(a+ 6)2 = (a2+,,6)2+(a6+ 62)3.

Exercise vii.

1. (a2+2a6+ 62) (a2_2«6+62).

j8. (a3-fl6+ 262) (a2 + c/6+ 262); (x^-yi:ry) {x^ -4.xij).

4. {{x + ij)x-y{x-y)\ {{x-y) x~y{y-x)).

.6, Simplify: (^+3) (a:-3}+ (^+ 4) {x-^)-{x^:^) {x-^).

G. •* (l+a')*+{l-a:)^-i:(l-a.-2)3,

7. (^.2+^3)2 _ (2^.^)2. (^2 _,/2)2. '

8. (2a2-b62+4,-2) (2u-: + 362—lc2).
9. (2a+ 6- 3r) (6+ 8c-2rt)

; (2a-6-Cc) (A- Sc-2fi).

10. (;c4+.v^) (.C2 + //2) (^+ ^) (^_;/).

11. (^•2+^^+ ^2) (^.2_^y+^2) (,,4_^.2^2+^4).

12. («+ /,-f./y-l) (a-f6+ ci6+I).

13. PrDve(a-+6-'+c-)(6-+c- - a2)(c3 +a^ -6-) (a^ -f 6^-c-)

c=-16*6'^ when a4 = 64+c'*.

14. (x- +//^ - .^.i-//) (.^;- +//2 + :.c//).

15. (.c-i-2.c3 + cu;--2^-4-l) {x^ \-1x^-\^Zx\^1x-\'l),
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16. Multiply {1x-y)ci'^ - {x-\-y)ctx -^x"^ by {1x - ?/>•--!-

{x-^-y) ax -x^.

Prove the following

:

17. (a2+^,2^c2+rt6+ k+ca)3-(rt5-i-6c + c«)- = («4- J +c)3

{(«+ i)(Hc)}2 + {(6+ c) (c+ a)}2.

19. 4(«6+c^j3-(a3+ft3-c2-./2)2 =

''rt+ ^^+ c-c/j (a + ^-c+ ^Z) (c+ fi+ rt.-Zj) {c-\-d-n-\-h).

23. Find the proJiict oi x"- +y'^ \-z'^ -2x'j + 'lxz-'ljz anl s;5-f

.72 4.22_2^^_2^2+2^z.

21. (.^2 +?/2+.,^^2) (:e2 _a,_^-^2+i/3) (a:* -y^).

22. (l-6a+ 0a2) (L + 2a-f3«2).

23. {(m+?i)+ CP+ (/)} (>^-5+jt?-«j.

24. Obtain the product of l-^x+x"^, x^+x-1, x^-x+ l, and

l+a;-a;3.

25. (rt-/;3)3 (a+ 52)2 (a3_^i4)S (rt4 4.^8)2.

26 Shew that {x^ + xy + ij'^ )^ (x' - xj ^ y^)^ - (x^y'')^ =

{.c'+x^^y^y + {x"y^+y^)K

FosHULA A.

—

Examples.

1. Multiply x^-x+5 by x'^ -x— 1 : here tlie common term is

.r- -X, the other terms -|-.5, and— 7, hence the product = (aj2 _3.)2

_|_(_7+ 5)(:«-^-a:) +(-7x5) = (.'c2-:c)2-2(:s2-a;)- 35=a;4-

2^3_a;2 4-.2:c-35.

2. (a;— a) (a;— 3a) (a:+4a) (a;+8a) : taking the first and third

fa?/.)rs together, aad t le second and fourth, we have the product

= (xfj^^jTX-4:a^){x- + 3ax-lSa-)^{x'-i'-3ax)' -(4*2+18^2)

X(.c-+3:/x)- 72:^4 = &c.

Exercise viii.

Vl, (.r''-f2.r+ 3^ ^.^^-f2^-4): [x-y+ '^z) fx-y+ ^.z).

ih>. ix-^l) {x+ 3) [xh2)'x±^); {xi-h-t'-h){x^'\-'2h-cf\.

i^. (a?-- 3)(a--'-l) (a2 + .:) (a^-f n; (.c^+ .t;- +lj c^-*+^^ -2).

^4. {[x-^yr-'^xy)} {[x-hy/' +:^xy}.
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7. {:cJra-y){x-\-a+ ^7j).

8. (a;-" +X'' -a) (a;-" +a;^ -&).

11. Multiply togethera;-2+ |/2, a;-2-}-i/3, Z-2--/2, and

2;-2- v/3.

12. {x-\'a-\-l) (iK + 6-c) (a;-a+&) (a:+&4-c).

13. (a+i+c) {a+ 6+(/)-|-(a+c+ t/) (6+ c+c/) - (a-|-i4-c+J)2.

14. Prove that

(2a + 26-c)(2i+2c-a)4-(2c + 2a-6)(2a+26-(?)4-(26+ 2c-a)

(2c+ 2a-5) = 9(ai+k+ca).

Formulas [5] and [G] .

—

Examples,

1. We get at once

{x-{-y)^-\-(x-y)^ = 2x[x--\-dy^).

\x-^y)^- {x-y)S = 2y[cx' +y^).

2. Simplify {a-\'b-{-c)^-3{a + b-{'cyc'hB{a+b-{-c)c^~c^,

This plainly comes under formula [5] , the first term being «+

J

+ c, the second —c; hence the expression is {(a+ i-f c) — c}3 =
{a+b)\

3. Shew that(a;--fa:.y+^-)3+ (^:/-a;2-7/3)3-

Gxy{x^+X'y^+y^) = i:x^y3.

This comes uudcr formula [G] , the first term being

(x--\-xy-\-y'), and the second- (a;2-a-'/+ 72) . ^e have therefore

{[X'+xy\-y^-)-{x--xy+y-)}^ = {2xy)^ = ^xhj^.

Exercise ix.

Siteplify

la. (i-xn^-h{l-hx'^)\ }(x'^-i-xi/^)^-(z^-xy^y.

2. (nf4-26/-(a-6)3, {3a~b)S-{3'j.-2b)^. ^
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4. (a-i)3 + (a + 6)3+6a(a2-Zy2).

5. (x-yY^-{x+yy +^x-yY{x+y)-^y-x){x^y)\

,V V 6. (\'\-x + x'y-{l-x^x''y-Q>x{\+x'' ^-x^),

»AWc 7^ (a-6-c)3+(/; + c)3 + 3(6+ c)2(a-6-c) + 3(a-6-c)2(i-{.5il
^'''

8. (3a; - 42/ -r 5^)3 -(52 -4?/) 3 + 3(5:3 _ 42/)^ (3a; - 4]/ + 5;:)A
8(3a:-47/+ 5.^)2(5^-4//).

9. (14-x--fa:-)3 + 3(l-a:3)(2+a;2)+ (l-a;)3.

10. Shew that a(a-26)3-fe(/;-2«)3 = (a+Z.)(a~&)3.

11. Shewthata3(a3 -2^3)3 4.i3(2a3_P)3 = (a3_63)(«3 + z,3)3.

12. (a;3+-ry+ ?/2)3+8(a;2+z/2)(a:4+a:^+2/*)+ (a:2-a:^ + ?/-2)3.

13. Shew that «3(a3 + 263)3 + i3(2rt3 4. ^>3)3 a. (Sa-^^^s =

(a6+7a3Z>3+&6)2.

14. Simplify {ax-\-^yY-^^^y^-\-^^x^ —^ahxy{cix-\-hy).

15. What will a3+63+c3-3a&c become when a+6+e = ?

16. Find the value of x^-if^-z'^-^^x'^-y'^z'^ when x--y--\-z'^

= 0.

Formulas [7] , [8] and [9]
.

—

Examples.

1. Simplify {1x^^yy + (iy- 5a;) 3+ (3a;- 7/) 3

-

Xlx~-'^){^y-'ox) (3x~7/).

By [8] this is seen to be {(2a;- 37/)+ (4?/ - 5a;) + (3a;- 2/)}
3 =

l.)3 = 0.

2. Prove that(a—i)3 + (6-c)3 + (c-a)3 = 3(a-&)(i-c)(<;-a).

In [S] substitute a — 6 for x, h — c for y, and r — aforz; for

these values a;+?/+z = 0, and the identity appears at once.

8. Prove (a+ 6 + c)3 -(6 + c-a)3~(a+ c-Z>)3-(a+i-f)3 =

In [7] le^ x^h-\-c— a, y = c-\-a — b, z = a + 6— c, and therefore x

+y = 'Ac, y-\-z = *Za, z+x='lb, and tiiitt identity at once appears.
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Exercise x.

1. Cube {he foroTv'iug : 1 —x-\-x- , a — h — c, 1 — Cx-^-Zx- —ix^

.

2. Simplify {x-- + C:c-1)3 + (Ca:-l)(z'^ + •:a;-2) —

3. "Prove that {x-]-y){y-]-z){z-\-x) -{-xi'Z = (x-\-y-\-z)(xy4-7jz+ zx).

4. Prove that {ax — bj/)^ 4- a^y^ — h^x^ -{-ZaJxyicx — by) =

5. rimplify {x-^7j)^-\-(y-^z)^-{-(z-2x)^ + ^(x-y-:z)x

(y-z-2x){z-x-2y) + {x^y^z)\ V \

y^ 6. Simplify (C^- - Zy'^ +iz-y-^{2y^ - Ta:- + 4^2)3 +

7. Simplify (2ra:-/^?/)3-f(2/>2/-f^)3 + (2'2— ca:)3+
S{'lrx-\-by-(z) {2by-\-cz — ax) {'l<z+cx — by).

8. Prove {x^ -^2xhj-y^)^ -|. {e:^^(^ + ^..)13 = r(.^_ ^^p+o^o^.j

9. Prove 9{x^ +yS -\.^3) _ (^^^y^^^s = {4.;^ -\- iy+ z) {x - ij)-

+

{4y + 4z+x) {y-zy--\^{Ui-ix-^y) {z-x)K

( 10. If a;+?/+ 2 = 0, shew that a:3 + ?/3 +23 = 0^^^-2.
^

\ 11. Ifa: = 2^+ ?z shew that a;3_87/3_2723_iea-/,'2 = 0.

42. Shew that (x"^ +xy-\-y^)^ -^-ix"^ -xy+ y-)^ + ez^

-

13. Prove that 8(^+ 6 + 0^ - (« + ^^)^ - (^ + 0^ - (c+rt)^ =

3(2a + 6+ (a4-26+r) (a+ 6+ 20.

Prove the following :

14 {ax-byY-\-b^y^=aZ-^^^?jalxy{bj-Gx).

•Note tliat thoriqht-hand member is formrrl from tbe If'J-hatidor'e by chniiRing
arldUi Its ii.to ntiiltii'lirntiun!<, ami muUii>>icn(i ii.h into additi'^ns ; lience in (j+ j/+
Zitx.!/ -^y.zJrz.x thf 81 1.8 + and . may be iutoicUauged tlirougUuut without alter-
lug the value of the t^xpixs^iua.
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l.'i. a^+b^+c^-Sabc = i{{a-bj2-\-{b-c)^ + {c-ay] X

IG. (.7 + 6 + c) {{a + h-c) (b-^c-a)-]-(l-\-c-a) (c+ a-b)+
(^c^a-b) {a-\-b-c)\=(atb-c) {b+ c-a) (c-j-a-b)-\-Sabc.

17. a^-\.b^+c^+2labc = {a+ b + c)^-S{a{b-cy-+b{c-a)^-{-

c(a-bj^}.

18. (rt + t'+ 7c)(a-i)2 + (6+ c+7a)(6-c)2J-(c+a4-76)(c-a)3

19. («+ 6+ c) {(2a-b) (2h-c)-^{2b-c] {2c - a) -^ {2c - a) X

{2a-bi}={'la-b} [2b-c) [2c-a) + {'2a^b -c) [lb+c-a)x
{2c+ a-b).

20. lix-(y-^z)^a^, y^{z+x)-^b^, z^(x+y)=c^, a,Jid xy^ = abc,

shew that a^ i-b^-^c^- + -labc={x+y) {y-^z} (z+x)

Expansion of Binomials.

"We liave from formula [5]

(i(-\-b)^ =a^ -^'cia-b-it-Sab^ ^b^ ; miiltiplying by a+ 5 we get

(a + hj'^=ci^ + 4:a^b -\- Qa^b''^ ~4:ab^-\-b'^ ; multii)ljiug tliis by

a-j-b we get

{a-\-by=a^ -hoa'i^h+ lOa^b^ + I0a^b^ -j- oab^+ b\

From these examples we deriva the following law for the form-

ation of the teims iu the expausiou of a-\-b to any reqimed

power :

—

(1). The iwhx of a, in the first term, is that of the given power,

and decreases by unity in each succecdmg term ; the index of 6

be.f^ins with unity in the second term and increases by unity in

each succeeding term.

(2). The coefficient of the first term is unity, and the coefficient

of anv other term is found by multiplying the coefficient of the

immediately preceding term by the index of a in that term, and

dividing the product by the number of that preceding term. It

will be observed that the cotffieients equally distant from the

extremes of the expansion, are tqaal.
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A Exercise xi.

IZ/Expand (^+ i/)6, {x^y)\ ix^ii)\ {x-^yY^.

2. What will be the law of shjns if -y be written for y in (1) ?

3. Expand (a- 6)^ («-2i)4, (26-a)4.

4. Expand (l+7«)^ (w? + l)", (2w4-l)^
5. What is the coefficient of the 4 th term in [a-^iy^ ?

6. Expand (a:2-?/)4, (a-262)-, (a3-2/.3)6.

7. In the expansion of (a — by^, the third term is 66a ^
" Z/^ , find

the 5th and 6th terms.

8. Shew that (x^yY -x^ -y'' ~^xy{x-\'y) (x'^ +xy^y^).

9. From (8) shew that 2{(a - hY + (6 - c)^ + (c - a)-} =
5(a-6} (6-cj (c-a) {{a-hY + [h - cY + (c - aY).

Section III.

—

Horner's Methods of Multiplication and
Division.

Examples.

1. Find the product of Ix^ -\-Ix- -{-wx-^-n and ax^ +hx-j-r.

Write the multiplier in a column to the left of the multiplicand,

placiug each term in the same horizontal line with the partial

product it gives :

I

kx^ -^Jx^ +nix -i-n ....Q

ax^l akx^ -i-f:b:^ +aiPx^ +(n}:c^ p^
-^Ix

I

-\-hkx^ -i-'>'x'^ ^h)ltX-+h71X 7*2

+ c
j

-\-<'l'X^ ~rclx'^ +c)iix-{-cn ^'3

1 akx'^ -^ [al-^ bk^x^ + [u in -\- hi + ck)x^ + {an+ bm+ cl]x- +
(bn+ cm X 4- <-n P.

Art. VI. The above example has been given in full, the pow-

ers of X being inserted ; in the following exavnnle dti,.Lohed coeffi-

cients are used. It is evident that if the coefficient of the first

term of the multi[»lier be unity, the coefficients of the multiplica d

will be the same as tJiose of the first partial product, and may be

used fbr thorn, thus saving the repetition of a line.
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2. Multiply 3^4 _ 2^3 _ 2a; + 3 hy x^-^dx-2.

1

+ 3
— 2

3 _2 4-0 -2 -f3
+ 9 -() -1-0 -G +9

_G +4 -0 +4

3^« + 7^^-12:y-i-f2^3_3^.2 + lo^_(5^

3. Find the product of (^-3) ^a;+ 4) (:c-2) {x-5).

+ 4
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e. Fmdthevalueof(a; + 2)(a;-f-3)(j:-f4)(a;-{-5)~9(a; + 2)(a:-f-3}

X(^+ 4)-f-3(a-+2)(a;i-3)-|-77(a;-i-2)-85.

1

+ 4

-1-3

+ 2

+ 5

-9

1 -4
+ 4
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Simplify the following

:

8. {x + 1) {x-^2) (a:+3) + 3(.; + l) (:c-^2)-13(xi-l)-{-9.

9. x{x+l) (x+ 2) {x-r'd)-M^'+ l) {x^2)-2x{x-{-l)+ 2x.

10. x{x-l)[x-2y^.-3) + Sx{x-l){x-2)-2x{x-l)-2x.

11. (x-l) (a:+l) {x+3) {x -h 5) - U{x- 1) (a;+l)-f-l.

12. Given that the sum of the four following factors is — 1, find

(1) the product of the first pair
; (2) the product of the second

pair ; and (3) the product of the sum of the first pair by the sum

of tke second pair.

(1) X \-X^ -fx^3 J.^16

(2) s;2 -\-x^ -^x"^ -\-x^^

(3) X^ +.i-^ +.1-13 _|.;^14

(4) x^ -^x"'
4-./;'o +a:ii.

13. Giveji that th« sum of the three following factors is equal

to —1, find their product.

(1) X +x^ +0:^ -}-a:'3

(2) ic3 _,_^3 _^^ao ^^11

(3) x^ +X'' -^x' -VxK

Art. VII. Were it required to divide the product P in tho

first of the above examples by ax"^ + hx-^-c, it is evident that could

we find and subtract from P the partial products jOg, p^, (or what

would give the same result, could we add them with tne sign of

each term changed), there would remim the partial product j9j,

which, divided by the monomial ax^, would give the quotient Q,

Tliis is what Horner's method does, the change of si:jn being

secured by changing the si^^ns of b and c, wliica are factors iu

eacii term oij;^, p^y respectively.
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2. Divide Sx'^+lx' lIxA ;2+lS:<:-6bya:-+3^-2.

-3
+ 2

3 +7 -12 +2 -3 -M3 -6 r^c^^2=:.4i
_9 ^ 6 _0 4-G - 9

\x .X X f

+ 6-4+0-4+6

Compare this example with the second example of Homer*9

iMultiplication, performing a step in multiplication, then the cor-

responding step in division ; then another step in multii3lication

and the second (corresponding) step in division, and so on.

3. Divide a;' -8./;^ + 4:/;^ + 18^-^- 7:/j;+;12 by'a;^ -3a;3 + 3.1--1.

!
1 _3 4-0 -4 418 +0 -7 +12

+ 3 +0 -9 -86 -27
-3 -0 + 9 +86 +27 [x'^x^^x^],

4-1+0-3 -12 -9

+ 3
-3
+ 1

\ o:^ +0 -8.v;2_i2.,; - 9; Qx'^-\- 8z +3

The quotient is therefore x^ — 3.>;" - 12;/: — 9, and the remainder

6^2+s^;+ 3.

4. Divide ic'-3a;7 -5:^5 +2^4 + o^;3 + ix^ -\-lhj x^ + 2a:-l.

The zero coefficient in the divisor may be inserted, or it may be

omitted and allowance made for it in the 2a;— line. See examples

4 and 5 in multii)hcation»

. 1 ._3 +0 -5 +2 +5 +4 +0 +1
-2

j

-2 +6 +4 -4 -6 +2
+ 1 1 1-3 -2 +2 +3 -1

I

1 _3 _2 +2 +3 -1; +5 +0
[;);s ^ o:^ = x'^] . The quotient is therefore x'^ - 2>x^ — 2a;3 + 2x^

+ 3;/;— 1, and the remainder ox.

5. Di\ide 10^;^ -lla;-5 -Saj* +20aj3+10a;3+2 by 5x^-Bx^-h

2a; -2.
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ArraDging as in the ordiDary method, \^•e Ijave

+ 3

-2
4-2
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Divi(Hnor7/5-G.y4 4-4//3+24y2_iGy+ 9Gby 2/3 4-y2_Gy4-4by

the ordinary metlio.1, and tlie quotient by 2^ we have

2/^-7y+ 17 _ _1_ 30y2 - il4y - 28

Substituting for y its value 2a;, and simplifying we get

2 4 "^ 8 8* 2x^+x^-dx+ l

By comparing the dividend of A with the original question, we

find that we have multiplied the successive coefficients of the divi-

dend by 2", 2^ 22, &c., and. omitting the first term, we have

multiplied the successive coefficients of the divisor by the same

numbers. Dividing then by Horner's division we get the coeffi-

cients 1, -7, 17, and for coefficients of remainder, -30, 114,

a;id 28. The first of these divided by 2, 22, 23 are the cotffi-

cients of x^ &c. ; and, -39, &c., are divided by 1, 2, 22. Hence

the work will stand as follows :

—

x''-Sx^+z^+ 3x2- x+ S^2x^4-x^-^}x+l12 4 8 16 32 1 2 4

1 -6 +4
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7. Divide 5a;' +2 by 8x3 -22.-+ 3.

1 27 81
+2
243

5

+ 2

~9
10 +20 -50

-45 -90

5 +10 -25-140

+ 486
—280
+225 +12G0

8a:2-2a;+3
1 3

-2 +9

Coeffs. of Quotient = u
3 ^ 82

- 55 +1746.

10 25 140

34

ro«3 ira;2
Quotients -—- 4.3^9 27

HO

^-4 3-2+ 3

1 55a; -582
81 3a;3-2a-+3-

Exercise xiii.

/^l. Divide 6a;' +5:c-4-17a;3-Cu;2 + lCa;- 2 by 2a;2+3a;-l.

^2. (5a;«+6a;' + l)-f(a;'^ + 2a;+ l).

^(.i6_Ca+ 5)- (rt3_2,,-|-l).

/£. (x-^ -4a;3//3-ea;3^3_i7^^4_ 12^5) ^(a:2_o^.^_ 3^2).

Divide

G. 4a:44-?a;3-ea;+ lbya;3-2a;+ 3.

7. 10a:5+5a;4-90a;3-44a;3 + 10a: + l bya;3-9.

8. x'^ -xhj+x^y^ -x'^ij^ -\-xi/^ -7j'' bya;3-?/3.

9. Multiply x*-4x^a + Ga;3a3 -4a;<j3 4- a^ by a;3 + 2a-r< + <-,

and divide the product by a;'* -2a;3rt+2a;a3 -a*.

Divide

10. a;5-aa;'* + /a;3-6a;2+r/a;-l by a;-l.

11. 6a;'+7a:^+7a;3+6a;3+Cu-+ 5 by 2a;2+a;+ l.

12. 60(a;4+^4)^91a.^(^2_^2) by 12a;3 - ldxy + 5>/^.
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13. Gx^ -4:Slx-^'\-7dx^-}-81x^ -Six'' +S6x-iSl byx-80.

14. Gx^ -x^ +2x^ -2x3 +2x2 -i-ldx+G hy 3x^ +4x+ l.

15. a(a-{-2by -b{2a-\.b)3 hy {a-h)3.

16. {x+y)3+d{x+ ij)^z + 3{x-\-y)z'+z3hy{x+yy +
2(x + y)z+zK

17. 10a;'»+ 10a;6 + 10a:3-200 hyx'+x^-x+ \.

18. hmx^ + {hn-\-cm)x^ ^cnx^ -{-ahx+ ac by ^.t+c.

19. Multiply l+ya?-18i;3 by 1-1^3^24.3^3 and divide the

product by l+^'x-^x"^.

Find the remainders in the following cases :

20. (a;34-3rc2+4:c+ 5)-^(a:-2).

21. {x^-dx'^-\-x-3)^{x-l).

22. ix^-\-4.x3+ Gx+ S)^{x + 2)

23. (27a;4_7/4)-.(8^-2^).

2-4. {3x'^ + ox^ -3x^ ^Ix"- -^x-{-S)^{x''' -2x\

25. (5a;4 + 90;c3+80:c2_i00.c+ 500)H-(rc'+17).

Art. viii. The follo"wing are examples of au important use of

Horner's Division :

1. AiTange x^ —Gx'^+lx—bm powers of a; -2.
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a. Express x^-{-\2x^+ilx^ + 66x-^2S in powers of x+d.

-3
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10. " Sx^+12x^i/-\-10xij^+Sy^ ** 2x-\-y.

11. *' x3-i_x'-+ix-J^j " ix-j\.

12. * x^+Sx^-Ux-10 «• x+2.

CHAPTER IL

Section I.

—

The Principle of Sysimetey.

Art. ix. An expression is said to be symmetrical with respect

to two of its letters when these can be interchanged without

altering the expression :

Tims if in a^+a^x-\-ax^+x^, we write x for a, and a for x, wc

get x^-^-x'^a+xi^ -\-a^, which is identical with the given expres-

sion. So, in x--T-b^x-r^J<^^+ a-x. if we interchange a and h, there

results oj^+rt -a:-!- a6 + /-/^.c which is identical with the given ex-

pression ; but it will be seen that the expression is not symmetrical

with respect to x and b, or x and a.

An expression is symmetrical with respect to three of its letters

a, b, c, when a can be changed into b, 6 into c, and c into a, without

altering the expression.

\ Thus a^ -\-b^ -{- ^^ —Sabc remains unaltered by changing a into 5,

b into c, and c into a, and is therefore symmetrical with respect

to these letters. So, a^b+ b^a+ a^c+ c^a-Jrb^c+ bc^, and (a-b)^

+ (6— c)3 + (c — a)3, are each symmetrical with respect to a, b, c.

Again (x-a) {a—b)^-\-{x—b) (b — c)'^-{-{x-c) (c-a)^ is sym-

metrical with respect to a, b, c, but not with respect to x and any

of the other letters.

Generally, an expression is symmetrical with respect to any

number of its letters a, b, c, . . . h, k, when a can be changed

into b, b into c, c into d h into k^ and k into a, without

altering the expression.
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A syiaiQetric function of several letters is frequently represented

by writing each type-term once, preceded by the letter E ; thus for

a-{-h-\-c-\- . . . +/ we write 2a, and for ah-{-ac-\-ad-\- ....
-{hc-\-hd-\- . . . (i. e. the sum of the products of aery pair of

the letters considered) we write lab.

Exercise xv.

Write the following in full

:

1. S«2^, ^{a-h)^, ^a{b—c), ^ah{x-c), ^aH^-c, T.ia+ h)

X{c— a)(c—h), :s .[(a-i-cy^-h^], and 2«(ft+c)3, each for a, b, c.

2. ^ahc, y^a^b, ^a^bc, 2 (« -^), and ZaS («_£), each with

respect^to a, b, c, d.

Shew that the following are symmetrical

:

3. {x-\-a) {a-{-h) (b-\-x)-\-r(bx, with respect to a and b.

4. {a-{-b)^+(a — b)^ with respect to a and b, and also with

respect to a and —b.

5. {ab-xy)'- -((lA-h-x-y) {ab{x-{-y)~xy{a+ b)] with respect

to a and 6, and also with respect to x and y.

\y6. a-(6— e) — i3(^/_c)— c--(6-rt) with respect to a, b, c.

7. {ac+bdy-\-{bc-ady with tespect to a^ and i^^ and also

with respect to c- and d'^.

8. a^ + //^'+3^'yU^+^y+ y^) with respect to x and y.

9. (:c-^-?/3+3u;//(2:c4-//)}3 + {2/3-a:3 + 3:.7/(27/+ a;)}3 with res-

pect to X and ?/.

10. a(a-^2b)^ -[-b{b+ 2a)^ with respect to a and b, and also

with respect to a and — b.

11. «Z>[{(a -i- c) (b+ c) + 2c «+ 6)}^ - (a-cy- {b-c^] with

respect to a, b, c.

12. aH^ +b^c' +c'^a'^ +2abc{a-{-b-{-c) with respect to a's be, ca

With respect to what letters are the following symmetrical ?

13. xyz+ 5xy+2(x'+y^).

14. 2{a^x'+b-hj'',-2ab{.ry+ yz-\-zx).

13. (/^_/i-^)-^-f l,/2(_;-^/,y.+^o,7,_2^c)2.
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16. (^4-y) (x-z) {y-z)-xyz.

17. (r-h''-\-h''c^+c''cr--2ahc(a-^h-c).

18. ;c«-//C+^6_3(^.3_^2)(^2_22) [z^-^x\).

19. {a+ hf-\-{a+ c)i-^{h-c)^.

20. (a+6)^+ (rt-r)4 + i;^+c)4 + (a+ 6-)4.

21. (a4_^)44.(rt_e)44.(i_|.e)44.(a4.c)4 + (c-Z.)4.

Select the type-terms in :

22. rt2 4.2rt?;+ /y2 + 2k + :-+2oa

23. a(^)2-c2)4-%2_a2)+c(a2-62)^(rt^^,) (J+ c) (c + rt).

24. a(6+t')2+Z;(c-fa)2 4.c(a+&)2-12rtk.

Write down the type-terms in :

25. ^^•+.v)^ (^-2/)^(a^+2/)^-a'^-2/^•

26. (^+3/)^ + (a;^-^)S (^+^)7_(a;-2/)7.

27. (a^+7/+2;)S (^_2/-^)4.

28. (ri+6+C+ fZ)4, (rt2^524.6'2+fZ2^^

29. (rt+ Z')^ + (^+ c-)^+(^+«)^-

Art. X. lu reducing an algebraic expression from one form

to another, advantage may be taken of the principle of symmetry :

for, it will be necessary to calculate only the type-terms^ and the

others may be written down from these.

Examples.

1. Fmd the expansion of (aH-6+c+ J+6 4-&c.)2

This expression is symmetrical with respect to a, b, c, &c.
;

hence the expansion also must be symmetrical, and as it is a pro-

duct of iit'o factors, it can contain only the squares a^, b-, c^, &c.,

and the products in pairs, ab, ac, ad , , , , be, bd, &c. ; so that

c<2 and ab are type-terms.

Now (a+ b)- =a'^ -\-2ab-{-b^ ; and the addition of terms involv-

ing a, b, c, &c., will not alter the terms a^ -^2ab, but will merely

give additional terms of the same type. Hence from symmetry

we KC't
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H-Z.2 4-2k+2k/+2/j^ +
4-c2 -^2rrJ -^2ce -\-

+ c/2 +2de+
+^- +

This may be compactly written

(2-<)2 = la.2+2Sa6.

2. Expand (a + h)^.

This lias been found by actual multiplication— see formula [o]

—but we may also proceed as follows :

(1) The expression is of three dimensions, and is symmetrical

with respect to a and h.

(2) The type-terms are a^, a-b.

Hence (a-f-i)^ = «3_|_^3 -\-n{a~h-\-h-a), where n is numerical.

To find the value of 7i, puta;=7/ = l, and we have (1 + 1)3 =
i+i+»(i+i); .-. ^^ = 3.

3. Expand (x+tj+z)^.

This is of three dimensions, and is symmetrical with respect

to a:, y, z. AVe have

(s;+y+2)3 = {(a:+7/)+z}3 = (:r+y)3 4-&c.

= a;S f 3a:2?/+ &c., which are tyi)e-terms, the only other possible

type-term being xyz.

Now, since the expression contains 3^- //, it must also contain

3a; -2, that is, it must contain 8^-(?/-f s). Hence

(^+ 7/+2)3 = a;3 4.3a;2(y4..)

+ n[x}jz), whore n is numerical, and

maybe found by putting x = y = z = \ in the last result, giving

(l-f]+l)3 = l + l + l + 3(l-|-l)+ 3(l + l) + 3(14-l)+ 'i;

?t = G.
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4. Similarly we may shew that

{a-{-b-{-c-\-d)^= a^+Sa^{b-\-c+ ((} + Ghcd

+ 63+3/y2(c+ (/+ a) + 0rc7^

+ c^ +Sc^(l+a-\-h)-Jt-(Jdab

5. Expand (a + 5 + f+ &c.)3.

Tho type-terms are a^, a-b, abc.

Expanding (a + b+ c)^, we get a^-^Sa-b-{-Gabc-\-&G.

Hence by symmetry we have

G. Simplify (a+ h-2c)^+{b+ c-2n)^ -\-{c+a-2b)^.

This expression is sj'mmetrical, involving terms of the types

«2 and ab. Now a^ occurs with 1 as a coefficient in the first

Kiaare, with 4 as a coefficient in the second square, and with 1 as

a coefficient in the third square, and hence 6a^ is one type-term

of the result : ab occurs with 2 as a coefficient in the first square,

w^ith -4 as a coefficient in the second square, and with —4 as a

coefficient in the third square, and hence - (jah is the second

type-term in the result : hence the total result is 6 {a^ -j-b- -^c^

— ab — bc—ca).

7. Simplify {x+y+ z)^-]-{x-y -z^ + iy^z-x)^ -^{z-x-y)^.

This is symmetrical with respect to x, y, z] and the type-terms

are x^, Sx-y, Qxyz :

(1) x^ occurs in each of the first two cubes, and —x^ in each

of the second two cubes, .'. there are no terms of the type x^ in

the result.

(2) Sx^y occurs in the Jirst and tJdrd cubes, and —^x-y in the

second and fourth, ;. there are no terms of this type in the

result.

(3) 6xyz occurs in each of the four cubes, .*. 2i*^yz is the total

result.

8. Prove («2 + 62_^.24. -72) (,p2^^^5 ^^s^^^^^

{'uv 4- bx 4- ry+ dz) - = (nx — hw) ^ + (ay — \cw) ^ + {az — da) 2 +
{hy-cx)^-{.{bz-dxr +{cz~dyy'.
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The left hand member (considered as given) is symmetiical

with respect to the pairs of letters, a and w, h and x, c and y,

d and 2, that is, any two pairs may be interchanged without

affecting the expression. As the expression is only of the second

degree in these pairs, no term can involve three pairs as factors ;

lience the type-terms may be obtained by considering all the

terms involving a, b^ w, x; these are a^'ic-, a-x-,h^ii-', l^x"^,

— a^iv-, —h'^x'^, -2rt&Hic, and are theteims oi{ax—hwY ^hich. is

consequently a type-term. From {ax—hu-)^ we derive the five

other terms of the second member by merely changing the

letters.

9. Prove that

a complete square.

The expression will remain symmetrical if (x^—ifz) {y^ —7:x)

(2^— a;//), instead of being n^ultiplied by —8, be subtracted f.-om

each of the preceding terms, thus giving

(<-2/2) {(^''-iz.^-in^-xz] iz^-xii)]

+ (7/ -zx) {{y^-zx}^ - [z^ -xy) [x^ -yz\}

. M^^^-xy) {{z^--xyY-{x''--!z) iy^^-zx)}

= (a;2 - ^^,^(^3+^3^.3 _ 3;^^,,

)

-f&c.

-fete.

= ^^3_}.^34.:3_p_^,.2)(.,3^_^3_{_^'^_3^^.).

Exercise xvi.

Simplify the following : /
^
(J ^ H'"

^'

V2. (a-h-cY + {h-a-<')^-\-[r-a-h)-.

Y4.
{a+ h-^^cY-a{h-\-r-,,)-h{<t+r-h)-c\n-^h-r\

y^>. {x-{-y-{-::-{-ny +{x- y - z-{-n)- +{x- y-{-z - n)- 4-

(x-\-y-z-n)-^.

V 6. {ci^h-\-cY-\-ia-\-h-cy--{-{h-^rC~a)^-\-y,.{.a-h)^,
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^7. {x-%j~2zy-+{y-2z-^x)^-\'{z-'2x-^y)\

8. {ma-\-nh-\-rc)^ — {ina-\-nh— rc)^ — {nh-\~rc — iiia)^ —

9. rt(6+r)(/y2-f,3 _rt3)4-5(c^-a)(c-3+ri2 -&2)_|.

c(rt+6)(a2+62-c--').

10. {(ih+ bc-i-ca)^ -2abc{a-{-h-\-c).

Prove the following :

11. {ax+b7j-Jrcz)^M^^x-^cij-\-azy +{cx-{-mj-i-hz)^ -{^

{ax-\-aj-Jrbzy-}-{cx-irbij-\-az)^-^{bx-\-ay-\-czy

^2{a^-+b^--\-c^'){x'^-\'y^-JrZ^)+i{ab+bc+ca){xu-\-y:^+zx).

12. {a+h+c)^-{-{b-Jrc-a)i+{c+a-by+ {a+b-c)4'

13. (a+ 6+ c)4 = 2rt4_|_4va3^_|_62a2Z/2_{_i22a26c.

14. {i:a)^ = Za^ +4la^h+ Qla^b^ -\-12la^bc-{-24:Xabcd.

15. .(«2-|-i2_}_c3)34.2(.i5+6c+ Ca)3-3(rt24-i2+^.2)x^

(ai^-Z,c+ m)3 = (rt3^i3^c3-3a6c)3.

16. (a-5)2(6-c)2 + (6-c)2(c-«)2 + (c-a)2(a-Z;)2=:

;a2 4- ^2 _|_ c2 _ a6 - f/c - be) -
.

17. (2rt-5-c)-'(26-c-rt)2 + (26—c-a)2(2c-a-6)2^-

J2c-a-^/)2(2a-6-c)2=:9(a2+62+c2-rt6_6c-c•7).

18. {ar2-\-2brs+ cs^){ax-+2hxy+ cy^)-

{arx+ b{ry + sx)-\-csi/}^ = (ac-b^)(ry-sx)^,

19. {a^+ab-\-b^){c^-\-ccl-\-d^) = (aC'{-ad-{-hd)^_+
(ac-{-ad-\-bd){bG-ad)-{-{bc-ad)^.

20. Sbew that there are two ways in which the given product

in the last example can be expressed in the form 2^^+jo<7+^^, and

t^o ways in which it can be expressed in the form jj^ -pq-Vq.^*

21. 6(lt;2+a:2+7/2+;22)2=(lt' + a:)4 + (tt'-aj)4-f(i6'+ 7/)4 +
{iv-y)^-¥{ic-Vz)^ + {w-z)^ + {x+yY^(x-y)^-\-{x-^z)^ +
{x-z)^^-{y\-z)^+{y-zY.

22. \{{a+b+cY + {a-b-cY-\-{b-c-aY-ir{c-a-bY}^
i{(rt+ 6+ c)3-|-(a-6-c)3 + (6-c-a)3 + (c-a-Z/)3}x

i{(a+&+ c)2+ («-&-c)2+ (6-c-a)3 + (c-a-6)2}.
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Section II.

—

Theory of Divisors.

Any expression which cau be reduced to the form ax^-^h»f~'^-\-

j,^n-3_|_
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^jix^ ky in which n is a positive

integer and a, b, c, , , . , h, k are independent of x, is called

a PoLYNOME 171 X of degree n.

The expressions /(ic)", F{xY, ^(a;)"*, are used as general symbols

for polynomes ; the index n. m, indicates the degree of the poly-

nome.

Theorem I. If the polynome/(a;)" be divided by a;- a, the

remainder will be /(a)'*.

Cor. 1. f{xY—f{ay* is always exactly divisible by x-a.

(Particular case: cc"* — a^is always exactly divisible by a;— a).

Cor. 2. If/(a)" = 0, /(a;)" is exactly divisible by z - a, i.e., /(x)"

is an algebraic multiple of x — a.

Cor. 3. If the polynome f{xY on division by the polynome

^(xY leave a remainder independent of x, such remainder will be

the value off{xy when 9(:(;)'" = 0.

Examples.—Theorem I.

1. Find the remainder when x"' —Ix'^+ ldx^ — IGx- + 9a:— 12 is

divided by a; -5.

The remainder will be the value of the given polynome when 5

is substituted for x. (See Art. III.).

1 -.7 +13 .16 +9 -12
5 -10 15 -5 20

1-2 3-1 4; 8

Hence the remainder is 8.

2. Find the remainder vfhen (x— a)^ -\- (x — h)^ -\-(a-\- h)^ is

divided by a; -fa.

For X substitute - a, then ( - 2a) ^ -{.{-a-b)^-\-{a + b)^ = -Sa^.

3. Find the r-emainder Vflion x^+a^-\-b^'{-(x+(i){x-{-b){a-{-b)

is divided by a; + a+6.
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For X substitute —{a-\-h) and we get

-{a + ^)3-frt3-f-Z,3_|_rti(rt_Fi) = -2fl/v(«+ ^/), See Foimn:a [6].

4. Find the remainder when {x^-\-2,ax— 2a^)^{x^-2.ax-2a')

-\-S2{x-a)^{x-i-a)^ is divided by x^ -2a^.

x^ — 2a^ may be struck out wherever it appears.

This reduces the dividend to

{2nx)^(-2ax)+ S'2(x-a)i[x+ ci)i = -l^a^x^ +32(x^ -a^)^.

Iq this substitute 2a 2 for x^ and it becomes

-64«^+32«^ = -32aS
which is the required remainder.

Exercise xvii.

1. Fiud the remainder when Sx^-\-()Ox" + oAx^ -GOx-^-oS is

divided by a:+ 19.

2. Fmd the remainder when j^x^ — dqx--{-orx — s is divided by -

X -a.

3. What number added to 4:x' -\-SJLx^ + 5SxJ+21x^ -12Sx-U
will give a sum exactly divisible by 2.^+13 ? ff .

4. What number taken from lOx"^"^ -20x'^ -Wx^ -'Sdx-^-

8'9;<;2-}-29 will leave a remainder exactly divisible by lO./;'- — 11 ?

Find the remainders from the following divisions :

5. {x+Vj^-x'^ -^.v-\-l,a.nd{x+ a-{-3y'^-(x-\-a-\-l)^ -^x+ 2. ^

6. ic"+?/'^-r x-y; x^-''-\'f'' -^ x-\-ir,
;y2»+i-j-/^»+i h- ^;+y. li

7. {x-^l)^-{-x^+(x-lf^-^x-2. i

8. (a;-a)3(:c+a)34.(a;3_2/y2)3-f-^3_|./,2. ...

^9. (a;'-+«a;+a3)(a;3 _^.^+a2)-(a;3 -'dax^2(r-Yx^ ^^ax^2iC-)

-f-a;-2+2a3.

10. (9a2+6a6+ 462j(9,,2_6fl/,-|-462j(81a-i— 36«2/;2 4. iGM)

(3a -26)3.

12. {ax-VhyY^a^y^-\-V-x--^'Llxyi^iX^h}j) ~ {a^h)[x^y),^

13. x'^-\'a^ -\-h'^ —'6ahx-^ x — a -^-h; also -^ jt; + a— 5 also -?•/

a- a — 6.

2/;2 4.1GM)- //
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14. Any polynoine divided by a:-l gives for remaiiidc-v ibe y
jum of tbe coefficients of tbe terms.

E^jiPLES.

—

Cor. 1.

1. x^-\']j^ is exactly divisible by x-\-ij.

Jn ''x^ -a'^ is exactly divisible by z— «," substitute -y for a.

2. wx^ —'px^ -\-(ix-\-m^j)-\-(l is exactly divisible bj^ x-\-\.

This may be written

{). a?^ -^a;2 +5'x} - {m{ - 1)3 - 2J( - 1)2 ^,^( _ i) ; is exactly divi-

sible by ic- (-Ij.

3. (a:2+ ea://+%3)5 -1-^0:2 +2^7/4-4?/2) '5 is exactly divisible by

(x+27/)2. For (a;2+6a;?/+4?/2)5-(_a;2_22;?/-47/2)5 is exactly

divisible by fa;2^6a:^+ 4?/2) -(-^^s _ 2:cy_4?/2), which is

2(x2-f4a:.v+ 4y2) = 2(.r+ "2?/)2.

Exercise xviii.

Prove that the following are cases of exact division :

1. a;'2"+i4-2/-"+^-^a; + 2/; a;-«-r" -^ «+?/.
'

;

2. .^;i2^^,i3 _^a;*+?/4 ;
jc3o_{_,^3o_j_^o^yG. also ^a;^o +?/'"':'''

a'so -f- a:- +2/^.

3. {ax-\-lnjY ^-[hx-\-ii>iY -^ {a.'\ry)[x\y).'^

4. (rta:+%+ c::)3 — (6a:+q/ + «-^)^ -i- (rt-6).t-+ (6-c)j-i-(c-</)2.

5. (27/ - ^r- (2a:- 2/)" -3(7/- a;). ^;

6. (22/-^;)2«+H(2a;-7/)2"+i-7/+a;.:^'

7. {niy — n.v)^ — {inx — n/j)^ ^ [m-^ii) {y — x).-''

8. (a'-t-?/)6-f(r/;-7/)6 -^2(a:2+7/2). /
[9^ (a:2-fa:y4-2/^)3+ f^--.'P.'/+?/-)^ -^ 2u-2-f v2).J

110. (a^hy-{a-hy ^2/>(3^(2 4./,2).^

!ll. [x'^ -\-5bx+ h-y -\~{x- -hx^h-^y ^2iy; M')'-

^|12. (a+ 6)^"+2+ (a-i)4"+2-j- 2(</2+/,2^.^'

;13. {x^+^xu{:x-y)-y^]^ + {x^-^xij{:x-ij)-y^\^-^'l{x-iiyy^

[IJ. 3x3 _ 5^2 ^ .J^. _ 2 -^ X - 1<}
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15. Any polynome in x is divisible by «— 1 when tlie snm of

the coefficients of the terms is zero.

16. Any polynome in x is divisible by a;+ l, wben the sum

of the coefficients of the even powers of x is equal to the sum of

the coefficients of the odd powers. (The constant term is in-

cluded among the coefficients of the even powers).

Examples.—CoE. 2.

1. Show that a{a^1hY ^hi^a^hY is exactly divisible by a+&•

By Cor. 2, the substitution of -5 for a must cause the polynome

to vanish.

Substituting; a(«-.2a)3+a(2^-a)3= -a4_}.fl4 = o.

2. Show that (a&-5C7/)2 -(a+&- a:-?/) {«Z/(a; +?/)-.ry(«+ &)} is

exactly divisible by {x - a) (y — a) , also by {x-'h){y-h).

For X substitute a and the expression becomes

{ah — ay)"^ — {b - y) { ah (a + y) — ay{a -f- b)

a^{b-y)^-ib^y){a^{b-y)}=0.

The expression is, therefore, exactly divisible by x— a. But it

is symmetrical with respect to x and y, hence it is divisible by

y—a, and as x-a and?/— « are independent factors, tlfe expres-

sion is exactly divisible .by {x-a){y-a). Again, the given

expression is symmetrical with respect to a and b, hence, making

the interchange of a and b, the expression is seen to be divisible

hy{x-b){y-h),

3. Show that 6(a5+6-+c5)-5(a^_+P4-c3)(ft3 + ^'2 + cS) is

exactly divisible by «+&+c.

For rt- substitute —{b+ c) and the result which would be the

remainder were the division actually performed, must vanish.

= 6{ -(6+c)-^ + 6^ -i-c5} -f306c(6+c)(63 +5^+ c^). gee [1] and [6]

.

The expansion being of the 5th degree, and symmetrical in b

and c, it will be sufficient to show that the coefficients of 6^, b^c,

b^c^ vanish, the coefficients of b^v^, bc^, c^ being the coefficients
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of the former terms in reverse order. Calculating (lie coefficients

of these type-terms we get

6{ _564c- 1063^2 _...
I +30(64c-f2/.3c-2+ ...),

which evidently vanishes. Hence the truth of the proposition.

In the last example it has been proved that the dirference of the

quantities here declared to be equal, is a multiple of a + o+ c, i.e.,

in this case, a multii^le of zero. Hence under the given condition

they are equal.

Exercise xix.

Prove that the following are cases of exact division :

1. (ax— h7j)^-'r{hx-ai/)^-^[a^-\'h^)(x^—y^)-^a,b,x, y, a-^h, '

x-y.

2. ax^ - (a2 +6)a;2 +52 ^ ax—b. (Substitute ax for b.) ^

o ^ax+ by)^-{a-b){x+z){ax-{-by)-^{a-b)^xz-^x+y.^'
*^'

\ (ax-by)^ ~{a-bb){x+z){ax-b7j)'{-{a + b)^.tz-^x-hy. J
4. 'oa^x- -^^ax^ -\'^axy^^alxy-\-1x^-y -^hy"^ -^ Icx-y,h
5. l-2a^x-16-32a^X' '^4:-8a^x^+ -Qax^ -x^ H- 'Qax-2x^.\^

6. x^-hx^y^+x^-y-i-y^ ^ x'-^l/.j

7. {-.-d)a^ + ^bc-bd)a^{-^{b^c^b-d)'^a-{^^b.'

8. ^{x-j'^yy-hyi^Sx-yy -^x-y.^

9. a(fl+ 2/03-6(6+ 2a)3~ct-6, also H- a-\-b.'

10. a-^4-2rt*6 + a363+a2a;3-2a/.r'-}-63a:3 -j- {a-b)(x-\-a)J

11. a{b-cf+b(c-a)^-{-c{a-bY H- {a-b), (b-c), {c-a). i

12. a^{b-c)-^b^c-a)i-c^{a-b) -r- (a-b), (h-c), (c-a).,:

13. a^[b-c)+ bHc-a)-{'C^(a-b) -^ {a-b), (b-c), (c-a).

14. {a-b)^c-d)^-Jr(b-c)%d-a)"-{>l-b)\a-cy^ -r- {a-b),^

(b-c), (c-d),(d-a).

(c-a)263}-{(a-6)3c + (6-r)2a+ (c-a)36}3 -j- [a-b), ^b-c),

(c-a).
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17. ab(a^-h^)-^9c{h- -c^)-hca(c^ -a^) ^ a-^h^-c,

18. (ab - bc-ca) - a^b^ - h^c^ - c^a^ -f- «+ ^ - <-

19. (a + 2^)3 + (26-3c)3-(3c-a)3+ft3 + 863-27c3 4-

.+ 26-3C.

20. a3534.53(;.3^c3a3_3a3/,2c2^rt^^5c+ ca.

Examples.—Cors. 3 and 2.

1. Find the value oiAx'^-^2x^ - 5:c3 -i-23:c+6 when 'Ix'^ = ?>x -4.

Since ^Ix^ — Zx-\--i — 0, we have simply to find the remainder on

division by 2.-^3 — 3a;+4, and if it is independent of x, it is X\\^

value sought, Cor. 3.

I

4 9 -5 23 6

3 t 6 9 15 -3
-4 -8 -12 20 4

lo

exactly divisihle

2 3 5-1.
Hence the required value is 10.

2. What value of c will make x'^ —Zx'^ +7ic

by a;- 2.

If 2 be substituted for x, the remainder must vanish, Cor 2.

1-5 1 -c.

2 -6 2

1-3 1; 2-c

Hence 2-c= 0, or c = 2.

3. What value of c will make G-w^ _ 5;^^ +t-;r" - 20a;3 + 10a; - 5

vanish when 2a;2=3a;— 1 ?

By Cor. 3, the remainder must vanish when the given poly-

uome is divide by 2x^— Sx-i-l. We may divide at once and find,

if possible, a value of c that will make both terms of the remainder

vanish, or we may first express cx^ in low^er terms in x, and

then divide and find the required value of c from the remainder.

1st. Method, (see page 28),

6 -10 Ac -IGO 304 -IGO
18 24

12
12C+36 38c -420

-16 -8c-24 -24r-|-280

8 4c+12 12c -140;- 28c- 140 -24c+120
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Hence 28c = 1-10 and 2k- = 120. Both of these are satisfied by

2nd Method, x^ = ix(Sx -1) = ^x'^ - Ix = li^x-V) - \x =

1\x-\-\x = \lx-\\ ,'.cx^ = \\cx-\c.

Substituting for cx^ in the given polynome it becomes

6x-5-5a:^-20a;2+(lfc+ 19):c-ic-5.

Divide and apply Cor. 3.

6 -10 -160 28c + 301 _ 24c- 160

3 18 24 36 -420
—2 -12 -16 - 24 280

6 8 12 ^^40"; 28c- 140 -24c+ 120

"We thus obtain the same remainder as by the former method,

and consequently the same result. A comparison of the two

methods shews that they are but slightly different in form, but

the second method shows rather more clearly that c need not be

introduced into the dividend at all, but the proper multiples of it

found by the preliminary reduction can be added to or taken

from the numerical remainder, and the "true remainder" be

thus found, and c determined from it.

Exercise xx.

Find the value of

1. a;*-3x3 + -U-3-8./- + 4, given:i-2=.>;-l. (/

\2. a;'5-2a;*-4:«^+ 13^^-lU'-10, given (.c + l)-=2.^

\3. 2^'-7.c^4-12.6-'^-ll.c2^_2.y;-5 given (rf-l)2+ 2-:l). ^

4. 3.«« + Wjy' +l(^x-^ +7.7:2 + 3.C + 3 given x'^—^x- + 2.i-- 5 - 0. \,

5. Oo;^ +?a;« - ir.i-4 - .5.c-3 - 12:i;2 - 6.r + 60 given 3./,-i +.r-4 = 0. //

What values of c will make the following polyuomes vanish

under the given conditions.

N6. a-4 + 13.c^ + 26.r2+52.r|8r, given:r + ll = 0. ^

<l. x^~1x^—'dx^-\-'h'x-\\, given 3.r+7 = 0. ^^

8. a;-i-4.i;3-.r2 + 16.r + 6c, given;c2=.r+6.
''

i). 2x*-l(V2_^4ra;+6, given x- -^^ = '^x.f/'

10. 2x-<+.c> -7C.C-2 + 1U-+ 10, given 2u;= j.
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11. -i.c^ +rcc^ -{-llOx-105, given 2a-^ --ox-^-lo^O.V
,

12. 3x^ -16x^-\-cx^ -Dx^- -lUx-{-200, given x^ = Sx-i.y

13. What values of p and q will make x"^ -{-'Ix^ —l(^x^ —px+q J

vanish, given 2^2 = 3(^_ 1) 9

14. What values of 7) and ^ will make a^ 2 _ 5^10 ^lO^s _15rtV
-{-2da^-]ja^+q vanish, given (a^ -2)3 =a2 -3 ?

Theorem II. If the polynome7'(a-)'* vanish on substituting

for a; each of the ?i (different) values a^, a.^, a^ . . . . a„

f{xY = A(x-a^){x-a^){x-ci^) .... (a;-ff„)

in which A is independent of x and conser^uently '

6 the coefficient

of ^c" mf{:cy\

Cor. If /(:«)'* and <?)(:«)'" both vanish for the same -m different

values of x,f{xY is algebraically divisible by ^'(a;)"*.

Examples.

1. x^+a:c~+hx-{-c will vanish if 2, or 3, or —4 be suhstituted

for a;, determine a, h, c.

The coefficient of the highest power of a; is 1
;

.-. x^+axJ+hx+ c = {x-2)(x-S){x+ ^) = x^ -x'i -l'ix-h24:.

.-. a= -1; b= -14: c = 24.

2. ar^+i.-O'+cc+^Z will vanish if —3 or 2, or 5 be substituted

for r/;, determine its value if 3 be substituted for x.

The given polynome ='{x-\-S)(x— 2)(x — 5)\

.-. the required value is (34-3)(3-2)(3-5)= -12.

3. «.f3 4-3/^.r"2+37jc+c/ will vanish if for a^ be substituted —3,

or 1-, or 1^, but it becomes 45 if for x there be substituted 3
;

determine the values of a, h, c, d.

The coefficient of the highest power of a; is ^

;

.-. «a:3+36.f2 + 3ra;+ f/ = ^((a;+3)(a;-i)(a;-li)

.-. fl(3 + 3)(3-i)(3-U) = 45; .'. a = 2.

.-. 2a;-+ 3/a:2 + 3caj+ (/ = 2(a;+3)(a;-*)(a:-10

.-. h='i, c=-3i, c? = 2t.
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•1. If x^ -\'px^-}-rjx-\-r vanish for x— a or h, or c, determine ;;, q,

and r in terms of a, b, c,

X ^ -hi^^^ + q^v -\'r={x-a){x— h) (x - c)

= x^ — {a+h + c)x'-^ + {ab-{-bc-{-ca)x— ahc

.*. i>= — (a-r^+ c) or — 2^.

^= aJ^Jc+cof. or ^ab
r = — abc or — 2 ^^c-

o. If .'t;^4-i^:c24-^2;+ ?• vanish for x = a, or 6, or c, determine the

polynome that will vanish for x = b-^c, or c-^a, or a-\-b.

Since n;3 4-^a;2+g:c-f.r vanishes for a; = ^ or b or c,

a;3 --^a;'-^4-(?-^— ^ will vanish for a:= — a or — 5 or — f,

and —2) = a+b+c;
But the required polynome will vanish for

x= —jJ—ct, or —jo— b, or — p — c
;

that is, for x-\-p= —a, or — Z>, or — c.

Hence it is Oc-f/*)^ —2i(x-\-pY-\-qix-{-i:)) -r =
x^ +2px^ -}-(p^ -\-q)x+pq—r.

The following is the calculation in the last reduction. (See

page 31).
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2nd. The area vanishes if the three sides vanish together,

hence if a-\-h-{-c = 0, A = 0, and consequently A is divisible by

a+ h-^r.

We liave thus foimJ four linear factors, but A is of only four

dimensions.

.-. A = m(a + h-{-c){b4-c-a)(e-{-a-h)(a+ h-c),

in which m is a numerical constant.

But 62 or 36-m(8+4 + 5)(4+ 5-3)(5 + 3-4)(3-f4-5)
= 576//? ; .*. rn = ^^.

(The above includes all the ways in which the area of a triangle

can vanish, for the vanishing of only one side involves the equal-

ity of the other two, or if a = 0, h = c, and .-. a-\-h= c, which is

included in Ist. ; if two sides vanish simultaneously, the three

must vanish).

Examples ox the Corollary.

7. Prove that (.':+ 1) ^^ -x^^ -2.v-lis divisible by

Factoring the latter expression we find it vanishes for x = 0, or

— 1 or -J. Substituting these values in the former polynome,

it also vanishes. But these are different values of x, hence the

truth of the proposition.

8. {x+y i-z)^ —x^ — y^ ~z-^ is divisible by

{x+ y+z)^-x^-y^-zK
The latter expression vanishes iix= —y, so also does the former.

By symmetry they both vanish if ?/= — z and ii z=—x. Hence

they are both divisible by {x-\-y)[y-\-z\{z+x). But this expres-

sion is of three dimensions, as also is the latter of the given poly-

nomes, hence it is a divisor of the former.

9. Prove that {(.? + 6)54-(c+ (/)5}(a-6)(;c-(/)+
[{h+cY-\-{a^d)''){b-c){a-d)+\[b+ dy-\.{c^^^Y\(h-d){c-a)

is algebraically divisible by {ci— h){c — d){h — c){a -d)(b— d){c — a)

X (ft4-6+c4-(^/), and find the quotient.

Let a = h and the former polynome reduces to

{i^a+cy+{a-^dy}(a-c){a-d)+ {{a-j-d)^ + {c+ay}{a-dXc~a)
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which vanishes, the second complex term differing from the first

only in the sign of one factor, having (c— a) instead of (a - c).

Hence the former polynome is divisible by i — 6, and by sym-

metry it is also divisible by «- c, by a - 1/, by ^ - c, by 6 - d, by c - d.

Again, {a + hy -\-{c-{-dY is divisible by (a+6)-f-(c-f rf)
5

^o^' ^u

putting«-|-6^-(c+-rf), it becomes {— {':+d))^+{c-\-d)'' which

= 0.

Similarly the other terms of the former of the given polnomes

are each divisible by a-fi-j-c+c^, and conser[uently the whole is

so divisible.

Now all these factors are different from each other, hence the

former of the given polynomes is divisible by the product of these

factors, i.e., by the latter of the given polynomes.

Both of these polynomes are of seven dimensions, hence their

quotient must be a number, the same for all values of a, h, c, d.

Putrt = 2, 6 = 1, c = 0, d=-l, and divide. The quotient will

be found to be — 5.

... [(a+ h)^ \.{c+ dY]{a-h){c-d)-\-{{h'^cY -^{a-^dY] X

(^h_c){a-d)-{-{{b-\-dY + (c + a)^}(b-d){c-a)=-5{a-h){c-d)

X{b-c)(a-d)(J>-d){c-a){a+ b-{-ci-d).

N.B.—It is not always necessary to find the factors

of the divisor, as the following examples show.

10. Prove that x^+x+ 1 is a factor of 3;^^+.i-^ + l.

;K2_|..c-f 1 will be a factor oi x'^^+x'' + 1 provided

x'^+x' + 1^0iix'^+x+ l = i).

Ifar^+ic+l =0
.-. x^+x'-+x =0
.-. x^-\-x-'\-x+ l = l

.'. X- =1

.-. a-6 = land.ri2 = l

/. x'^ =.candx»-* =./

-

... ^14 +.^.7 4-1 =.,•-' H-.r+ 1=0
.-, x''\-x-\'l is a factor oi x^^-^-x'+l.
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Art. XT I. Two other methods of proving this proposition

are worthy of notice.

1st. X-+X+1 will be a factor of x^'^+x'' + 1 provided it is a

factor of {{x^^+x' -\-l) ± a multiple of (^2+.c+ l)}.

a;i4_|.^7_j_i (differs by a multiple of x'^ +x+l from

x^^+x^^x''+x+ l)+x^x''+xi-l)+x'+x^x^^+x+ l)^

x{x^+x+l) + l

^x^''(x'-+x + l)+x^ix'-+x-j-l)+x%x''-{-x+l)-ix\x^'+x+ l) >r

{x'-+x+l)

Hence x^+x+1 is a factor of x^^+x'^ + l,

J
x' ^4-x'-}-l _ x'-'-l x-l

^"^
• x'^+x-^l '^ x' -1 ' x^-l

{x^^-l) {(
x''-l) -x{x'^-l)}

{x^-l){x^-l)

{x'-l){x^~l) {x^-l)(x'-l)

But we see at once that on reduction both of these fractions

give an integral quotient, hence (x-^^+x-^+l) ^a;2-fx-+ l gives

an integral quotient.

11. x'^+x+ l is a factor of (x + l)'' -x'' -1,

If ic'^+xH-l = 0, {x-^-iy -x'^ —\ will vanish also, for in such

case x-\-'^= —x^.

.-. {x-^iy -x'-l = {-x^y-x'-l = -x^ ^-x' - 1,

which by the last example vanishes if x^ 4-a; + 1 = ;

.*. x--\-x-{-l is a factor of (x+l)^— a;^ -1.

For x substitute — and multiply hj y^ and y'^ respectively,

y

and this example becomes

x^-\-xy-{-y^ is a factor of (x+y)'' —x'^—y''.
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Exercise xxi.

determine the values of a, h, c, d, e, in the lollowing cases :

—

1. x^ -^Sbx^ -\'Scx-{-d Yanishes for x = 2, or 3, or 4. J
2. x^-\-cx^+dx-\-e

8. x^-\-bx'^-\-cx+2i

x=n or -3 or 4^. J
x = 2 or —3. ^ /

« = 3 or —5 or 2.

x=\\ ox —4, or 2i.i'iy'

x=\^ox-^\^\\jy
.^ = I or I or 3. U'
x = 2 or 1^ or -1 and be- /

4. rta;3-f-6a;2 4-c.r+90.

5. ax^+cx^ -30x-i-e.

6^Slx^i-6cx--\-Ux-^e

7. ax^-\-bx^-{-cx"--8l

8. ax^-\-cx^+dx+ e

comes 14 for a; = l.

9. ax^-{-cx-\-d vanishes for x = l\, or 2|, and becomes 49 for

x = 3, determine its value for ic = — 3.

Given that x^ -px^ + ^a;— r vanishes for x^a, or h, or c, deter-

termine the polynome that vanishes for

10. a; = tT-hl, or^^+ 1, or c+ 1. '^

11. a; = a-l, or 6 — 1, or c — 1.

12, x = l
, or 1

1
or 1 ——

,

13. x-ah, or he, or m. t= ^ l/\ t^AJ^

14. a; = a2, or 6'-, or c^.

15. x = a{b + (), or /'(<' + a), or c(a+ ^/). /^/(6+ r) = ^-f —

1

</ + 6 6-f^ c-f-a
16. x= or or -y—

•

\ c c )

Prove that the following are cases of exact division :

17. {x-iy^- x'' +(•?- - .c-L 1)3 - a:3 -^x"- -f 2.c- 1.

18. {x-\y^-x^-]-{x^--x^lY -rx^-'lx^^-'lx-l.

19. (a;-2)io(2.c—5)"^-a;i« + 2io(.c3-4.c+ 5)'' -

a;3_6x2+ 13:6--10.

20. (a:2+ 4d;+3)^8-:ri^-.?:2_|.5^_3^^34.Gj;2^8j'-f3.

21. (9ic-4)2 1(^- 1)-' > +.£3 1 _ (.j^.2 _ 14.f4-4)3 iH-(.c- 1) x
(9a;-4)(9x^-14a:-h4).

22. {6(a;- 1)
} 1 3 - (0^2 + 3^ _ 4) . 3 ^_ (2.^ "^ - 3.r+ 2) ' 3

^

(2a;^+ii*-^)r-^^-^-Su; + 2)(u;-l).
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ix'j-l){x-2){x^ -Sx+S){'Sx'^ -5x-l).

24. {6(.a;- 1)}
1
« - (2.^-^ +3./:-4) ^ « - (2x^—?,x+2y^ +

2(2a;2+3^j-4j«(2a;2_3^.4.2)4-^(,i._l)(2a;2+3x-4)(2a:3-8:r+ 2)

25. {2(a;+l)(a;-2)}2o_(^2_3^,+ 3)2o_(3^.3_5a^_l)2 +
2{x'' -Sx + S)^{dx^-5x-iy^-^{x-i-l)(x-2){x^ ~dx+?.) X

26. 1+^:4+^:8 -^ l4..^.4.a;3.

28. l+a;3+:^G^.^9^^l2 ^ l+^+^,2_^^3^.^^,4.

29. l+;^4^_.^.8_|_-pl2+^ie _^ l_}.^4_^3 4..^3+^4.

31. a;i7+a:4+«3+^+l -^ :«4 4^^.3_j_^.2 4.^^_^l.

32. l^x+x^+x^+x^'\-x^-\-x''^ ^
l+x+x^-\-x^+x'^+x^+x'^.

Find the quotient of the following divisions in which D denotes

the product

{b-c){c-a){a-b){a-d)(b~cl){c-d)
;

33. {h^c^-+a^d^){b~c)(a--d)+ {c^a^+h^d^){c-a){b-d) +
{aH^- +c^d'^)(a-b){c''d) -r- D.

34. (hc'}'ad){b^--c^){a^-d^)-{-{ca-^hd){c^-a^){b^—d^)+
{ah+ cd){a^-b^)(c^-d^) -> D.

35. {b'^c)(a+ d)(h^ -c^){a'^ -d^)+ t]ie two similar terms -^ D.

S6. {b^+c^)(a^-\.d^){b-c){a-d)+ '' *' -- i).

37. {bc{b+ c)^+ad{ai-dy}{b-c){a-d)-h " H- X>.

38. {bc{b+ c)+ ad{a-\-d)}{b^ -c^){a^ -d^)-^' " ~ 1).

39. {6c(63+c3)+ a^/(a3^^3)l(i_,.)(^_,/)^ «* ^ ^^

40. (/;+c-a-f/)4(6-c)(a-fZ)-{- << »^ i).

41. The sum of the fractions {, I, i,
^, increased hy the

sum of their products two by two, increased by the sum of their

products three by three, .increased by their product is

equal to n.
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42. In any trapezium the square of the area expressed in terms

of the lengths of the parallel sides and the diagonals, is a poly-

nome of four dimensions, determine that polynome.

43. In any quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, the square of the

area expressed in terms of the lengths of the sides, is a polynome

of four dimensions, find that polynome.

Theorem III. If the polynome /(a:)'* vanish for more than

n different values of :<:, it vanishes identically, the coefficient of

every term being zero.

Cor. If a rational integral expression of n dimensions be divi-

sible by more than n linear factors, the expression is identically

zero.

Examples.

{x-aYx-h) (.c-h)(x-c)
{
x-c)(x= a)

1- ^c-a)\c^h) + {a-h){a-c) + (b-c)ib-a) "1 = ^' ^^ ^'

/.', and c are unequal ; for this is a polynome of tiro dimensions in

X, but it vanishes for x = a, and, therefore, by symmetry for x= b,

and for X- = '', that is, ior\three different values of x, hence it

vanishes identically.

2. {{a+ h)^+ {c-]-ciy-](a-h)(c~d)+ {(c+br'-^[h+ dr^}

(^]j_c){a-cl) + {{c+ ay--h{b-{-dy}{c-a)(b-d) = 0.

Substitute b for a and the exjiression becomes

{{i>^cy--^(h+d)^}{b-r){b-d)-i-{{c+by' + {b+(iy\{c ^ b)[b-d)

which vanishes, hence the given expression is divisible by a— 6,

and consequently by symmetry it is divisible by (^/— />), (6-r),

[c— d), {((—c), {b— d), and ('/-</), But the given expression iscf

only/our dimensions, while it appears to have six linear factors,

hence it vanishes identically.

Exercise xxii.

Verify the following :

x'^ir-z'^
' (x''-b'- )(y^-b^)(z-'-h^ (.f^-c2) (.v2 _r3)'c^-r2)
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C2)

.^)
=^-

• ^2/,3 (23_tt2j(^2_aVyj2 "^"
^^2 _23 j((f,2 _ ^2)^2

(,2_ ^2)(,2_y.
) _

4., ...,.\.. . +{x^a){a-b){a-c) (^x-^b)(b-c){b-a) {x+c){c-a){c-b)

1

{x+ a){x+ b){x+ cy

5. bcib^ -c^)+ ca{c^ -a'^)-\-ab{a^ -h^) ^

^a + b-\-c){a^{b-c)-l-h^{c-a)+ c^{a-h)].

G
^+^

,

<^+!/
,

^+- ^ _^^
^'(^-?/)(^-^) "^ y{y-x){y-z) z{z-x){z-y) xyz

^ fl4(52 _,.2)4.54(c2-a2)_|,c4(a2_6^)

i.f(a + 6+ c)3-a3-fe3_c3|.

a (rtrf/"+^c/+Z/^fZ-ace)2 + (&c6+ a^^+ ac/-W/)2 =

(«2 4.62)(c2+^2)(,2+/2).

^
(«-ft)5+(6-c)54-(c-«)^

(a-6)(6-c)(c-rt)

4/(«_6)24-(6_c)2+(c-«)2}.

10. {-x-\-y+ z){x-y-^z){x-]rll-^)+x{x-y-\-z){x^-fj-£)-^

y{x + ij-z){-x-\-y-\-z)-\-z(-x-^y-\-z){x-y-Yz) = ixyz,

^^
(a2-?>2)34.(52_c2)3^(c2-aS)3

{a^b){b+c){c+a)
'

(a-5)8 + (J-c)34-(c-a)3.

12. a;H2/ + 2)2+2/H2+ ^)2+ .^2(^+^)2j,2a^?/z(:c4-!/+^) =

^{:xy+yz-\-zxY.

Theorem IV. If the polynomes f[xY, (p{xY {n not less than

m) are equal for more than ri different values of x, they are equal

for all values, and the coefficients of equal powers of :c in each

are equal to one another.
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(This is called the Principle of Indeterminate CoefQcients, The
full use of it cannot be exhibited till the student is able to work

simultaneous equations.)

Examples.

1.
fes

+{a-b){a~r){a-d) ' {b-a){b-c){b- d)

{c-a){c-b)(c-d) ' {d-a){d-b){d-c)

. x^
Assume —

{x-a)(x-b)[x-c){x— d)

A B C D , .

x-a x-b x— c x-d
in which A, B, C, D are independent of x.

Multiply by {x-a){x-b)(x-c){x-d).

:. x^ = (.'14--£^4-^+^)a;^+terms in lower powers of x.

Now this equaUty holds for more than three values of x, hold-

ing in fact for all finite values of x,

:. A + B+ C-{-D = (^)

Again multiply both sieves of {a) by x^ci

n a J^
. \ / X

(^x—h){x — c){x — d) \x— b x — c x — d

Put x = a

= A.
{a — b){a— c){a -d)

By symmetry —

—

^rj—j. = B, &c.
{b — a)[b— c){b — d)

Adding

+ 7^—A7T:-:ul—^^ +
(^a-h){n-c){a-d) ^ ^h-a){b- c)(b -d) ^ (c-a){c~b)(r -d)

+ ^d-a)(Zb)ia-c )
= A^B+C+P = Ohy(^).

p ^(« + 6)(a+r) b^ib+c){h+a) cHc^a)(c-^b)
"' {n-b){a'-c) + {b-c){b-a) "^ '{c-a){c-h)

= ^a + 6+ c)-'.
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Assume x^ —pX'-\-qx— r={x— a)(x — b){.i--c). (^).

.-. ^.c'^+px^-i-gx+ r={x+a){x+b){x-\-c). (/3).

Multiply by x^ —jjx'^+qx — r and equate the coefficients of the

terms in x-. (In multiplying the fractions in the right-hand

member of (y), use the factor side of (a).}

:. A-hB-{-C=22jK

Multiply both members of (7) by x— a

.J
.+«)(.+^)(.+ c) ^ i

B ^ _C:|

{x-h)[x-c) -r
^

"T i T^ ^_j x-c]'^ }

Puta,- = rt,

2aHaA-h){a-\-c) _ ^
{a—h){a—c)

By symmetry

2h^{h+c){h+ a) _ 2c2(c+ a)(c+&)
__ ^

a2(ti+5)(a+ ^)
,

62 (6+c)(H^ c2(c+a)(c4- 5)
•'•

(a-6)(a-c) (6-c)(6-a) "^ (c_a)(c-6)

= (rt-f6+ c)2.

3. Extract the square root of l-\-x-\-x~-\-x^ -\-x^-Ykc.

Assume the square root to be l-\-ax+ lx'''^ -\-cx^ '\-dx^-\-kc.

.-. l^x^x^ \-x^-\-x^-\-kc.=^{l + ax-\-hx^-\-cx^ +dx^+ ka.)^

.-. 2a = l .-. a = i
2Z>+a2^1 .•.6 = 1(1-1) =t
2(c+a6) = l .•.e = l-(ix|) = A^
2.Z+ 2ae+62 = 1 .-. .Z= Hl-i^-^^ = i¥V-

... -^/(l_|-^+:,.3 + &c.) = l + i^ + -|a;''+-r\a:3+^^^a:4 + &c.

(Note.—As it is frequently necessary to determine the coeffi-

cient of a particular power of x, a few preliminary exercises are

given on this subject.)
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Exercise xxiii.

Determine the coefficient of

1. x^ in {l + a:c)^-^(l-hbxy4-{l-cxy. /
^

2. x^ in {l+x+2x^- +Sx^)a-x+Sx^- -{-x^ -5x^).^

3. x^ in (l+a:+2j;2 +3a;3 +4a;*+&c)(l -x+o:^ - x^4-x^-Scc).

4. a;2 in^(a;-6)(a;-c)(a;-6;)+ J5(a;-a)(a;-c)(a;-f?)+-y

C{x-a){x-b){x-d)+D{x-a){x-b){x-c).

5. a;4 in (l~aa;)3(l+«a;)-5.

6. .r* in (l4«.i-)3(l -^.t-j^

7. In the product
^

(l+tf^+?V(;2+ca33+&c.)(l-«^;+6:^3_c^34.&c.) :^y^
prove that the coefficients of the odd powers of x must be all

zeros.

Determine the value of the following expressions :

8.
{ci-h){a-c){a-d) ' {b - a){b - c){b - d)

1
,

1
.

(c-^0(c-&)(c-fO {d-a){d-h){d-c)

^
a b

l^h){a-c){a--d) + (6-«)(6-c)(6-(/) "^ ''''^•

in ^*^

'•"• / nT";

—

Wn,
—

T\ + *^^®6 similar terms.
(a — 6) [ti— <7 (rt— «)

«3
11. + " «*

j (a— b){a-c){a — (l)

13. '-^^- + u
la-b){a-c){a-ii^ ^

14. "(^-»':^ + tv,-o
{a— b)(a—c)

^^ a3(a+ b){a+ c)
^ ^^

(a— b[a — c)

10. "'{^i)S^+^ , ,.

{a-b)(a-c) ^
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»'• 7 rrr r; Tv + three similar terms.
(a— b){a—c){a—d)

cr'(a+h){a^c){a-[.d)
^^

^^- {a-b)(a-c){a-d)
"^

19.

hc{b-{-c)
20. 7—Tw—~\ +two Similar terms.

[a— b)(a— c)
'

a(b-{-c) . .,

22. TTT -X + two similar terms.
[a — h)(a— c)

a^{a^b)(a-^c){a+ d)

{a— b)[a— c){a — d)

'(6+c)
-Tw -X -ftWO i

b)(a— c)
'

[For numerator use x^^-\-2px-\-(j'^ — q-rli)i^-'r{}'>q— r).]

+ h]{2a+ c)
^ , /.,

,—7T7 r- 4- two similar terms.— h)(a— c)
'

[For numerator use x^ — 22 X'+(jj^ —^)^— (j^9— '^)-]

- two similar terms.

[For numerator use a:(x-\-p).]

b+ c-{-d
^^ . •-, .

23. rrr x7 5T + three similar terms.^^' {a-b){a-c){a-d) ^

a^(bc-{-cd+ db)

'^- {a-b)(a-c){a-d) ^
bci-cd+ db

^^' {a-b){a-c){a-d) ^

Extract the square-root of (to 4 terms)

:

2G. 1+x.
I

27. 1-x.
I

28. l + 2x+Sx'^ +ix^ }-&c.

29. l-Ax-{-10x^ -20x^ + Sdx^ - 5Qx^ -\-8-^x^

.

30. Extract the cube-root oil-^x. (To 4 terms).

Art. XI. 1. Find the condition that px£^+ 2qx-\-r and p'x^

+ 2q'x+r' shall have a common factor.

Multiply the polynomes by p ' and p respectively, and take the

difference of the products, also by r' and r respectively, and

divide the difference of the products by x.

p'px^-h2p'qx+p'r

pp'x^ + 2pq'x-{-pr'

2i9q'-p'q)x+{pr-p'r)

pr'x'^ \-2qr'x-\-iT'

p'fX^-{-2q'rx-\-r'r

{jjr<-pr)x->r2{qr'-r>q).

Multiply the former of these remainders by (pr'-p'r) and the

latter by 2{p<j'—p'q), and the difference of the products is

(pr'-p'r)^ -Mpq'-p'<i){gr'-r'q),
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But if the given polynomes have a linear factor this remainder

must vanish, or

{p/ -p'r)^ = i{pq'-pg){qr' - r'q).

If the given polynomes have a quadratic factor, the liiKar re-

mainders must vanish identically, or (Th. III.)

pq''-p'q = 0, pr' —p'r = 0, and qr'-~r'q = 0,

or, ^ = i- = ^.
y/ q'

2. Find the condition that px^ ^Sqx"^ -^Srx+s shall have a

square factor.

Assume the square factor to be (x — a)^. On division, the

remainder must be zero for every finite value of x, and conse-

quently (Th. III.) the co-efficient of each term of the remainder

must be zero. Divide by (x — a)'^, neglecting the first remainder.

a
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Multiply bvOtb numerator and denominator by^; and reduce by

Til. IL, and Ex. 4 of Tb. 11.

jjx'+Sqx'-^Srx-i-s

2.-/H-1 j.m + 1 .,.'»+! S(px'"'+^+ 2qx^+'^-{-rx^^+^)

' ' X ~ a x — h X — c itjc"^ -f3|/a;2-|-3'*a:+s

4. If ;;:/;3+37,':2_^3,-^_^.5 vanisli for x = a, or 6, or c, express in

terms oip, q, r, .% tbe following, a -i- 6+ c, a^ + h^+c-, a^-^h^+c^

, a"' + Jy''+c"\

Divide x^^^+^ hy x- a.

I 1

Similarly divide a;"*+i by a;— 6 and also by a;— c.

add togetber the quotients

X^+l r^m+l /-/.m+l

h -—r -f • =Pjx" + (a + h-Jrc)x''-'+ (a' + b'^ + c^Jx"^-^
X — a iv— b X — c ^ ' ' ^

4_(V,34.^,34.,,3yn-l+ &c.

Hence, by the last example, the requii-ed expressions are the

coefficients taken in order, beginning with the second, of the

terms in the quotient of d[px'''+'^ + 2r/:c "i+ 2+ ,•:/;'« +i) - (px^-^^qx^

-\-'6)x-\-^). These may now be found by Horner's Division.

5. Writing s^ for a+ h+c, s^ for a- +h--\-c^, &c,, express

(«-6)4 + {7> -rj4-|-(o-^)4 in terms of 5^, .s^, .S3, .<^^.

By actual expansion

(x^ay+{x-h)^+ (x-c)^ =

?jxi-A(a^h + c)x^+Q{a^+h^+c^)x^-4:{a^-^h^ ^c^)x+

a^^h^ + c^ = Sx'^-4:S^x^ -i-es^x^ ~-4:S^x-i s^.

Put x = (i, -h, = c in succession.

i^a-b)^-\-{b-c)^ =-3/.^-4s,63+o.s2/- -4:s^h + s^

{h-cY -\-{c-aY =3c4-4sic3+6.<?2c2 -4.«f3C+.s-4

.-. 2{('^/-6)4 + (6-c)4 4-(c-a)*}=3.S4-4.<Ji6f3 + 68,^-4.93.s,+3.«?^

... ^a-b)^^[h-cy^{c-n)^ =,^^,^-4.8^8^ + ^.1

in which .s-^, is written for 3 or 1-^-1+ 1, i.e., a^-f-^'^+c-".
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Exercise xxiii. (a). ,

1. Determine the condition necessary in order that x^ +px-\-q T^) -^
and x^+p'x + q may have a common divisor. '^^

^

2. The expression x^+da^x-' +dhx^ -\-cx--i-3dx^' -\-de^x+P

Viili be a complete cube if

^ ~
a ~ b ~ 6c/2 ~ a

. y

8. Prove that ax^ -^bx + c ?.nd a -i- bx^ -\- rx^ v?ill have a common

quadratic factor if

4. Prove that a.i-5 + rjic2+c and a'\-bx^+cx^ will have a com-

mon quadratic factor if

a262 = (rt2 _ ^2 J(rt2 _ c3 ^^^).

5

.

Prove that ax^+ hx^+cx-^d md a+ lx-\-cx ^-^-dx* will haA-e

a common quadi*atic factor if

{a-d)^==(b-c)(bd-ac),

6. x^ i-px'^ +qx+r -will be divisible by x- -\-ax+ b if

a^ -2pa"+[p^ '\-q)a+ r-pq = 0, and h^ - qb^ -\- rpb - r^ :=^ .

7. ic*+pa:-f^ will be divisible by ic^ +aa;+^ i^ ./

a^-4.qa^=p^ and (6^ +g)(7j3_^j2 =^,3^,3.

8. Determine the condition necessary in order that a;* + 4;;j:^

-^Qqx^-{-irx-\-t may have a square factor.

II x^ +ipx^ + Gqx? +4:rx-\-t vanish for x = a, or b, or c, or d,

find in terms of x, ^?, q, r, f, the value of

iC" .r" .r" .;"

9. ^ 1 h —

—

x— a x — h x—c x — d

10. Sa, 3a2, v^(3^ v,y4^ v^,'.^ va6.

11. :i:(a-?.)4, ^^a-b)^.

12. Determine the values of the expressions in Ex 0, 10, 11, for

the polynome x^ - 14.x-=* -Yx- 38.
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CHAPTER ni.

Section I.

—

Direct Application of the Fundamental Formulas

Formulas [1] and [2]. (x±y)^ =x^ ±2xy-\-y^, &c.

Art. XII. From this it appears that a trinomial of which the

extremes are squares, is itself a square if four times the product

of the extremes is equal to the square of the mean, and that to

factor such a trinomial, we have simply to connect the square

root of each of the squares by the sign of the other term, and

write the result twice as a factor.

Examples.

1. 4:X^~mx^-ij^ + i00y^ = {2x^-2Qy^-){2x^-20y^)

2. l-12x^y^'+S6x^y^ = {l~6x''y^){l-6x^2j^).

8. (^a—b)^ -\-{b-c)^ -\-2{a-b){b-c). This equals {a-h+b-c)
X (a — b-^-b — c) = {a — c){a — c).

4. x^-\-y^-\-z^+2xy-2xz-2yz.

Here the three squares and the three double products suggest

that the expression is the square of a linear trinomial in x, y, z.

An inspection of the signs of the double products enables ns

to determine the signs which are to connect x, y, z: we see that

1st. The signs of x and y must be alike.

2 ad. The signs of x and z must be different.

3rd. The signs of y and z must be different. Hence we hare

x^y — z, or —x—y+z= - (a; +?/- 2), and the factors are

{x+y-z){x+ y-z).

Exercise xxiv.

1. 9w2+12m-f4; c2"'-2c'"+ l.

2. 2/^-2^/323^26; IQx^y^J^lQxy^+ iy^.

8, 8rt262^12a6c4-4c2 ;
^^^-y^ -2ixy^ -\'iy^
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4. ir4-f-16?/2.:2- 4.1-2^2; ^a^ -^a^h^c'^ ^Ib^c^,

8. (a:2_a:^)2_2(:c2-:c^)(:^:?/-?/2) + (^y_y2^2.

10. (3a;-4i/)2 + (2a;-3«/)2.-2(3.c-4.?/)(2;c-3?/).

11. {x^-xy-^y^)^ + {x^-{-xyi-ij^y+2{x^-\-x^y^+y^y

12. (5;c2^.2a;?/+ 7^2)24.(4^3_|.6//2)2_2(4a;-^+6z/3)x

;5a:?,-L 2^^4-72/2).

18- (t) +U -Ht] •

14. a2 +62+6-2 -2^f6-26c+ 2rtc.

15. rt4^_i4+c4_2rt2i2_2a2c3_j. 263^3.

IG. (rt-6)2 + (6-c)2 + (c-«)2 + 2(a-6)(6-c))-2(a-6)(c-a)

+ 2(6-c)(a-c).

17. 4a4 -12^25 + 9/^2 _f.iGr?2c+ l6c2-24&c.

Formula [4]. x^ -ij^ = {x+y)(x''y).

Art. XIII. In this case we have merely to take the square-

root of each of the squares, and connect the results with the sign

+ for one of the factors, and with the sign — for the other.

Examples.

1. {a+ h)'^-{c+d)^.

This= {{a+b)+ {c-^d)}{(a-\-b)-^(c-\-d)}

= (a+fe+c'+ f/)(a+-^-c— fZ).

2. Factor {x'+Sxy-^y'^y' -{x^- -xy-^y^)^.

Here we have

{{x^-^r^X!/+y^)+ {x^-xy-hy'^)}{{x--h6xy-['y^)-(-^'-xy+y'')}

^2{x^-^2xy+y'')(6xy)=:12xy{,ci-yr'.

This = ai-{b-~c)^ = (a+ b-c){a-b+ c), ^
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This = 4^2/^2 _ (^3 +^2 _c2) 2

The former of these {£LctoYs=(a+ b)^ -c^ ={a + b-\~c){a+h-c),

and the latter = c- -(a-b)-) = {c+ a'^b){c~a-\-b).

.•. the given expression

= {a-i-b+ c){a+b^c){c+a-b){c^a+b).

Exercise xxv.

1. 49^2 -462.

2. 9a3_i&3.

S. 81«4_i664.

4. 100a;2-36^2,

5. 5a3b-20hx^y^,

6. 9.<;6-16?/4.

7. tV— 1.

8.

9. 81a4-l.

10. a^-lGb^.

11. a'6_^,16,

12. «2_J3^26C—C2.

13. {a+ 2b)''-{Bx-4y)K

14. (a;2+^3)3_4^2^2.

lo. (.7J4-7/)2_423^

16. (8a;+ 5)2-(5;c+3)».

17. 4a;-^2_(^^,2_|.^2_.,2)2.

18. (p;2+^^_,^2)2_(,,2_,,^_,^o^o^

19. (.c'-3 -7/2 +22)2 _. 4^,2^3.

20. (rt4-?;+c+cZ)2-(a-6+c-^)2.

21. (2+ 3:/;+4a;3)3_(2_3.o;+4a^2)2,

22. (rt2-}-62+4^5)2_(^2+J3)2,

23. (rt2_^34.c2_(Z3)3_(2rtc-26c^)3.

26. ai2_/,is+.6a9f>3_6?,9a-+86»rt3-8rt953.

27. (.v;3+^2+,3 _^^_y,_2.,)3_(^^+ ^,+ ,^J3.

28. {x^- +^- +23 _ 2xy-^2xz - 2yz)-{y-^z)^.

Ad. 2rt2Z/3 + 2526'2+2c3a3-rt4_^,4_c4,

V 30. x^+yi+z^ -2x^y^-2y^-z^^^2zH^.
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FoP.MULA A . {x -]-r){x-{-s)=x^-{-{r-^s)x+ rs.

Examples

1. x''-Qx^^20=r(x-'-o){x^-h4:).

2. (a.-_7/)2-f^.-y-110=:(aj-2/+ ll)(a;-2/-10).

3. {a^-ah-\-b^)2 + Qh(a^-ah + Z/2) - 4^2 + 9&- =

4. (x-i - 5a:)3 _6(x'3 -5:>j) -40 = (a;3 - oa;+4)(a;2 - 5s; -10).

5. (a^-+ ^2/ + ^)^ — (7/1— :?«)(rt.i--f 5^+ c)—WW
= [a.X-\-hy -\-c '-m){ax-\-h]i -{-c-^-n).

Art. XIV. It will be seen that the first (or commoii) term of

the required factors, is obtained by extracting the square root of

the first term of the given expression, and that the other terms

are determined by observing two conditions :

(1) Their product must equal the third term of the given ex-

pression.

(2) Their .sum (ah/ebraic) multii:)lied into the common term

already found, must equal the middle term of the given expres-

sion. Hence, to make a systematic search for integral factors of

an expression of the form x^±bx±c, we may proceed as follows :

1st. "Write down every pair of factors whose product is c.

2nd. If the sign before c is +, select the pair of factors whose

sum is b, and write boih factors x+ , if the sign before bin -|- • ^ -

,

if the sign before b is- .

3rd. But if the sign before c is - , select the pair cf factor^

whose dlference is b, and write before the lanjcr factor x-f or x- ,

and before the other factor a;— or .c-}-, according as the sign bc-

fc.-e ^ is + or —

.

EXAJIPLES.

1. X'+9x+ 20. The factors of 20 in pairs are 1 and 20, 2 and

1 >, 4 and 5. The sign before 20 is +, hence select the lactors

w Qose ,s?(wi is 9. These are 4 and 5. The sign before i) iP-j-,

hmce the required factors are (.i- + 4)(.r+ r)).
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2. x^- - 82'-f 12. Pairs of factors of 12 are 1 and 12, 2 and 6,

8 and 4. Sign before 12 is +, therefore take pair whose sum is

8. These are 2 and 6. Sign before 8 is — , hence the factors

are (x— 2)(a;— 6).

3. a;2-21a;-100. Pairs of factors of 100 are 1 and 100,

2 and 50, 4 and 25, 5 and 20, 10 and 10. Sign before 100 is -,

therefore take the pair whose difference is 21. These are 4 and

25. The sign before 21 is — , therefore x— goes before 25, the

larger factor, and the factors are (x--f 4)(aj — 25.)

4. a;2 4-12a;-108. Pairs of factors of 108 are 1 and 108,

2 and 54, 3 and 36, 4 and 27, 6 and 18, 9 and 12. Sign before

108 is -
, thei'efore take the pair whose difference is 12. These

are 6 and 18. Sign before 12 is +, therefore x+ goes before 18,

the larger factor, and x — before 6, the other factor ; hence the

factors are (jc — G)(x+18).

Note.—It will be found convenient to write the factors in two

colunius, separated by a short spape. Taking Ex. 2 above, i^ro-

ceed thus : Since the sign of the third term is + , write the sign

of the second term (m this case — ) above both columns.

1 12

(^_2) (.^-6)

Ex. 3 above. Since the sign of the third term is — , write the

sign of the 2nd term (in this case — ) above the column of larger

factors, and the other sign of the pair +, above the other column.

1 100
2 50

(ic+4) {x^-lo)

5. 2!2_3iar-f64.

Here we have the factors

1, 64
a--2. x-S'2

4, 16

and^iiice the last term has the sign +, and the middle term has

the sign — , we write — over both columns.
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6. x'~+12x-G^.

- +
1, G4

2, 32

0- — 4, x-i-lG.

Here, since the last tenn has the sign - , we write the sign

(-I-) of the middle term, over the column ol larger factors, and

the sign — over the other column.

7. x^-lOx^-lU.

Here we have the pairs of factors :

-h -
1, 144

2, 72

4, 8G

x+ S, ic-lS.

And since the sign of the third term is — , we write the sign of

the second term (in this case -) above the column of Icuyer

factors, and the other sign (of the pair ±) above the other

column.

Exercise xxvi.

1. x^-rjx-U] x'^-^x+U) X'+lx+ l2.

2. x^-^x+U\ x^-Ydx+ Sl; ;/j2-7a;-G0.

3. 4a;3 -2u;-20 ; 9a;2 -150a;+600./

4Cia;2+ 4.^:^-30; 25.c^+40.c+15t^^6_ 07^3 4.20^^

5. Vc^'- + l4a:+12; 10^-^ -4x-3 -20.

G. ic4-(rt2-f^'Jjx-2+<i-/'2 ; 4(^-+//)2-4(.c+ //)—09.

7. (x2 + ;/3j3__(,,2_i2)(,,2+^2^_,,2^3.

8. (,/+ /.)3-2c(./+ ft)-3c3.

9. (a:-^,jY ^^ix-i +ir-)[x+y)+ {x^- -if-)\

10. (a + /y)2-4a//(a + /y)-(./3_/,3j2.

11. (u:'^+x-;/+ ^2^2+a:3-,/3_5.f7- 2^3-2.^3.

12. a^-'ln{h-c)-'d{h-iy.
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13. (:e3+^3j24.2rr''(.7^3_j_^3)_|_^6_56.

li. (x-^ -lOx)^ -Mx-^ -10x)-96.

15. [x^ -Ux-\-A^}^ -2d{x^ -Ux+i0)-150.

16. {x^- -x'j+i,^)^-\-2x!/(x'' -xjj+y^) -Sxhj\

17. z^-Sz^+2] x^-2x^-S: dx^+dx^y^ -lOu^.

18. c-'"+ c'"-2; a:6-a;3-2; a;'^"' - 2x"'y'' - Qy''\

19. x''"'-(a-b)x"'if -ahf".

Avt. XV. Trinomials of the form ax- -{-hx+ c {a not a sqna' e)

may sometimes be easily factored from the following cousideia-

tiong :

—

The product of two binomials consists of

1st. The product of the first terms.

2nd. " " second "

3rd. The sum (cdgshraic) of the products of the terms taken dia-

gonally.

These three conditions guide us in the converse process of

resolving a trinomial into its binomial factors.

Exa:iples.

1. Eesolve 6.c2„i3.,.^_|.g^2.

Here the factors of the first term are x and 6.r, or 2x and ?x ;

those of the third term are y and 6//, or 2y and 3?/. These

pairs of factors may be arranged

(1) m (3) (4)

• X 2x y 2y

Qx ^x 6y Sy

Now, we may take (1) with (3) or (4), or (2) with (PA or (4) ;

but L one of these combinations will satisfy the third cinlition.

If, however, in (4) we interchange the coefiicients 2 and 3, then

(2) and (4) give

2x 3//. and

Sx 2y, where we can combine the ' dia^'onal"

products to make 13, and the factors are
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we see tliat their diagonal

aud the factors are

9x - 3//, aud

Ex - 2v.

The coefficients of (2), instead of those of (4), might have been

interchanged, giving the same result.

2. Pa:2-15a://+ C.y2.

Here, comparing (2) and (3), Ex. 1

products may be combined to give 15,

2,r— ?/, aud Sx— G>/.

8. Cx''-20x7j-{-6y^.

Here, again referring to Ex. 1, we see at once that it is useless

to try both (2) and (4), since tlie diagonal products cannot he

combined in any way to give a higher result than ISx//. But com-

paring (1) and (4), we obtain by interchanging the ccefiicients

in (4) x— S//, and

Gx—2y, which satisfy the third condition.

Or, we might interchange the coefficients of (3), aud lake the

resulting terms with (2), getting 2x—Cy, and

Ex- y.

4. 6:>j2 + 8.5a^y-67/3.

Here the large coefficient of the middle term shews at once

that we must take (1) aud (3) together. luterchaugiug the co-

efficients of (1) we have

(Sx— y, aud

:f.4-i',y. The same result will be obtained by inter-

changing the coefficients of (3).

Exercise xxvii.

11. 6x^-ie-xy-()y'.

12. ex"+5.ry-6y-^.

13. 66a:2+562<v+ 20//3.

1.
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Art. XVI. More generaUy, trinomials of tlie form ax'^-\-hx-rC

[a not a square) may be resolved by Formula A, thus

Multii)lying by a we get a^x"^ -\-hax+ ac. Writing z for ax this

bscomes 2- +^2-f-a'j. Factor this trinomial, restore the value of

z and divide the result by a.

Examples.

1. Qx^-\'DX~4.. Multiplying by 6, we get (6a')2 + 5(Ga;)-24 or

2'-ro;:-2J:. Factoring, we get (^-3)(<; + S), hence tlio required

factors are ^(6^-3)(6^-H8) = (2^—l)(3^-f 4).

2. 6:^2-13;^^ 4.6^3. Factoring 5;3 - 13^?/+ 36?/ 3 we get {z-4.y)

(z — dy), hence the required factors ai'e |(6a;— 47/j(6.c— 9^) =
(^Sx-2y){2x-Sy).

3. S-3-Ux-4:Qx^. Factoring 1320-14~-23 ^g get

(30-c)(44-f2), hence the required factors are ^^^(30-40^)x

[U-{'4:0x) = [d- Ax)(ll + lQx).

Note.—The factors may conveniently bs arranged in two col-

umns, each with its appropriate sign above it.

-h

Es. 1, above 1 24

2 12

-^{6x-3){ex+ S)^{2x^l){2x+.i).

En. 2, fibove 1 3G

2 18

3 12

^(6:/;-4)(6:>;-9) = (3:>;-2)(2.ir^3).

[Another msthod of factoring trinomials of the lorm ax'^+ hx-^o

is as follows :

Multiply by Aa, thus obtaining Aa^x^ +4rti.r 4- 4rtc. Add b^ - b^,

Tfhich will not change the value, 4:a^x^ +4:abx-hb' —b^ +iac ; by

[1] this may be written {2ax -^-b)' -^ \b^ ^ ^ac) . Factor this by

[4] and divide the result by 4a.
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Ex. Factor 56a:2 + 137a; -27885. Multiply by 4x56 or

2x112, 1122a;2 + 2.137.112a;-624G2t0. Add 1372-1372, then

1122a;3 -|-2.137.112a;+ 1372 - (1372 +621C240) = (112a;+ 137)2 -
6265009 = {(112a; -f-137) + 2503} {(112a;-|. 137; -2503} =
(112a;4-2640)(112a;-23G6).

We multiplied by 4 x 56, we must, therefore, now divide by that

number. Doing so, we obtain as factors (7a;-hlG5}(8a;— ICLI).]

Exercise xxviii.

9. 12a;2-a;-l

10. 9a;2y2_3^^s_62/4.

11. 4a;2+8^//+ 3?/2.

12. U^x^-lhx^-^x^.
13. 6a;4-a;2?/2_35?/4.

14. 2a;4+:^;2_45.

15. 4a;*-37a;-7/2 + 9v/4.

16. 4(a;+ 2)* -37a.-3(:c+2)2 -|-0a;*.

1. 10a;2+:c-21

2. 10.^:2 _ 29a; -21.

3. 10a;2+29a;-21.

4. 6a;2-37a;+ 55.

5. 12a2_5a-2.
6. 12a;2-37a;+21. ^

7. 12a;2 + 373,^21.

8. 15aC+13«362-20^>4.

17. 6(2a;+ 37/)2+ 5(6a;2+ 5a;^-6^2)_6(3^_2^)3.

18. 6(2a;+37/)44.5(6a:2-f5a;j/-6^2)3_G(3^_2y)4,

19. 6(a;2+a;^+7/2)3+ i3(a.4+a;2y2 4.^4)_385(.c2_a;y4.y2)3.

20. 21(a;2-f2a;i/-h2>/2)3«6(a;2-2a;//+2^3j3_5(a;4+4^4).

SECTION II.

—

Extended Application of the Foemulas.

Art. XVII. The methods of factoring just explained may be

(ippUed to find the rational factors, where such exi^t, of quadratic

multinomials.

Ex^UIPLES,

1. ReGolve 12a;3-a;y-207/2-}-8a;+ 4l7/-20.

In the first place we find the factors of the fust three terms,

v/hich are

ix+ ^ll, ami

oa;-4y.

Now, to find the remaining/ terms of the required factors, we
must observe the following conditions :
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1st. Their product must = —20.

2nd. The sum {aJgehraic) of the products obtained by multi-

plying them diagonally into the t/'s, must =41?/.

3rd. The sum of the products obtained by multiplying them

diagonally into the ic's, must =8.c.

We see at once that —4 with the first pair already found, and

+ 5 with the second pair, satisfy the required conditions, and .".

the factors are

Ax+^y -4, and

3.'>j-47/-f5.

2. ;;2^27>r-2^2^77;--3r3. -\-pq.

Here the factors of ;^--f P7 —^q^, arc

2j-{-2<j, and

P— ?•

Now find two factors which will give - 3/--, and which multi-

plied diagonally into the ps and ^'s respectively, will give 2pr,

and 7qr ; these are tound to be —r taken with the first pair, and

4-3?- taken with the second pair. Hence the required factors are

p + 2q-~r, and

v-q-j-Sr.

Art. XVIII. But the following examples illustrate a surer

method.

3. x^ -^-xy -2y- -\-2cr^z+ 7yz-Bz^.

Eeject 1st the terms involvings,

2ud. " "
y,

3rd. ' *' *'
X,

and factor the expression that i-^mains in each case.

1st. x''+xy-2y'^ ={x--y){x+27j).

2nd. x^-^2xz-2z^ = {x-\'2z)[x-z).

3rd. -2?/2 + 7y^-323 ={--y+ 3z){2y-z).

Arrange these three pair of factors in two sets of three factors

each, by so selecting one factor from each pair that two of each

set of three may have the same coefficient of x, two may have the
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e?.me coefScient oiy, and two the same coeffcicnt of z {roej/icleni

including sign). In this example there are

X— 7j, x+ LZ, — y-\-Sz,

and x-{-l7j, X— z, 2i/— 2.

From the first set select the common terms (including signs)

and form therewith a trinomial, x—y+ 'c'z.

Repeat with the second set, and we get x+2y-z.

:.x^+xy-2y^-\-2xz-i-li/z-Sz^ = (x-r/+ S'.jix-^r''^ij-z).

1st. Sx^-8xy-3y^ ={dx + y}{x-Sy).

2nd, Bx^--{-B0x-\-27 ={Sx-{-S){x-\-9).

3rd. -3^3 4.27 =(2/+3)(-3^ + 2).

/. the factors are {dx-\-y-\-S){x-3y-\-9).

5. 6a2 - 7rt6+ 2«c- 2062 + 64k -48c3.
Ist. 6a^- 7ah-20b^ =(2a~oh){Sa-h4:b).

2ud. 6rt3-|. 2ac-48c3 ={2a-^Qr){Sa-Sc).

3rd. -20^3+ 646c -48c3 =(-56 + 6c) (46 -8c).

.-. the factors are (2'(- 56+ 6c)(3a + 46-8c).

Exercise x:ax.

1. lx--xy-Gy*-Gx~20y-lQ.

2. 20x^-15xy-5y'^ - 68.^ - 42;/ - 88.

3. 3a:*+.^•^v^-4v* + 10.7:2_l7y3_l3.

4. 20x'' -20y^+9xy-\-29x-\-S6y.

5. 72x^ -8y^-^5DXy-{-12y-lGdxi-20.

C. X' —xy—12y'^ — 5x-~15y.

7. 8./:3-}-18.r^+ 9^2+2xv:;-^«.

8. 63;2 + 6y 3 _ 13.^.^ _ 82^ - 2y::-{-Sxz.

9. 6.>:4-10?/4 + l]ft;272_2;K2 + 10//-4-2:j//^^2_l5^,.?+10.r2;;2.

](). 15.c'^-16»/4-22x-2,v2-1524^_i4y2..3_^50.c2>3.

11. 4^<»-1562-4rt6-21c2-366c+ 8ac.

12. a* + 6*+Q*~2a262«263c2-2c;2a3.
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Art. XIX. Trinomials of the form ax^ 4-^^^ +c can alTrays be

broken up into real factors.

If a and c have different signs, the expression may be factored

by Art. XVI.

If a and c are of the same sign, three cases have to be consid-

ered : i. 6 = 2y(ac), ii. 6>2v/(ac), iii. 6<2v/(«c)

Case I. fe = 2|/(ac). This case falls under Art XII., formula

[1] . where examples Trill be found.

Case II. 6>2y(«c). This case falls under Art XYI, where

examples will be found. The following additional examples are

resolyed by the second method of that article.

EXAMPLZS.

Here we see that {^y^)^ will make, with the first two terms,

a perfect square, and we therefore add to the giTCn expression

(f^2j3 _(|.j^3j2^ Xiie expression then becomea

= (2a:3 +12/2 +|y2^(2a;2 +A^' - fy^)

= (2j;2 +2ys^(2x2 + hf') = {z^- +y^-){ix' +y'^),

2. 3a;* + 6a;2+2.

Here multiplying by 4 x 3, and completing the sqr:^re as in

Ex. 1, we have

36./;* +72.^2 -I- 62 +24 - 62 = (6:>;2 + 6)2 -12

= (6:<;3_|_6_-j/l2)(6.c2 + D+ va2), which divided by 4x3 give

the required factors.

Proceeding as in Ex. 2 we have, by multiplying by 4a,

= {2ax'i-\'b+i/{h'i -iac)}{2ax^ -{b--^(b^ -iac)} ^U.
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Exercise, xx!:.

1. x^+7x''^l; ix^ + UxJ+ l.
^

3. 4a;4+ 10a;3+3; 3(a;+7/)*+ 5.^3(a:+^)2+2i.

4. x^ + lxhj'^-hSiy^; x^ + lx-y^-\-S^y*.

6. Sx*+Sx''y^-\-4.^',y^] 86x^+96x^ + 55.^

T. 5a:* + 20a;3+2; 4a* + 12^3 + 1.

8. 4:{x+y)* + l2{x+yyz^+z^ ; 5.v^ \'20x^y^+2y^.

9. 9x^ + Ux^'+4:] 2x^+ 12x^{y+z)^ + 15{y+z)^.

10. 2a;*+ 12a:2 + 15; 7a;* + 40a;2+45.

11. &x^-\-SCx'iy''+29y^', 7x^+20xhj^ -20yK

12. 7(a-J)4+ lC(a-6)2c2+5c*
;
4a4 + 8rt2Z;2_|.i4.

13. 2xA+ 6x''y'^ + 2y^; S(a+b)^+6{a^-b^)^+2(a-by.

14. 49a*-S4a2i'-^ + 22i* ; 25m* + 60m'^n^ + 21n^.

15. 49(m + n)*-S4(wi^-n3)2+22(;rt-72.)*.

Cas? III. b<2i/{ac). This case may be brought under
Art. XIII. The following examples illustrate the process of re-

duction and resolution.

Examples.
1. x^-lx'^+l.

We have to throw thig into the form a^ — b^ :

a* -7a;2 + l = (^-^ + 1)3 _o^2 ^ {x^+l + Sx){x- + 1-Bx).

2. 9x^ + 2x'^y'+iy^ = {fix^+ 2y^)'^-dx'y^

= (3a:= +2y^ - 3xy){3x^ + 2y^ +2xy).

3. x* + y* = (x^ +y^)^ -2x^y*

= (x2 + 1/3+0:// x/2)(a:2 +7/3 -av/i/2).

6. ax*-hbx^+c = (^/a. x^ + y'c)^ - [2 ^/{ac) -h]x^
= {v/a. a;3+|/c-i/(2i/;;7-^^a;;-

X

{lA. a;2+|/c-|-y(2^^-A).cf.
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Art. XX. It is seen from tliese examples that we hare merely

to add to the given expression what vrill make with the first and

last tefms (arranged as in Ex. 5) a perfect square, and to subtract

the same quantity. In Ex. 2, e. g., the square root of ^x'^ = 'Sx'-j

the square root of 4?/* = 2^2^ ,-, ox- -\-2}j'^ is the binomial whose

square is required ; we need .'. 12x^y^ ; but the expression con-

tains dx^y^ : .'. we have to add and subtract 12x^t/^ - ox'^-y^ -

9xh/\

Hence we derive a practical rule for factoring such expression :^>.

(1). Take the s^^uare roots of the two extreme terms and con-

nect them by the proper sign ; this gives the first two terms of

the required facto- s.

(2) Subtract the middle term of the given expression from

twice the product of these two roots, and the square roots of the

difference will be the third terms of the required factors.

6. x^-^-j^x'^ij^+y^. B.ecei/x^=x^, yy^^y^, and the first

two terms of the required factors are x^-\-y^ ; twice the product

of these is -\-2x^y-, from which subtracting the middle term,

-Y^x-y^, we get ^^x^y^ ',
the square roots of this are +|^y.

Hence the factors are x--\-y^ +^xy.

Note that since yy*= +?/2, or -y^, it may sometimes hap-

pen that while the former sign will give irrational factors, the

latter will give rational factors, and conversely.

7. x^ — llx- y^-\-y^. Here, taking H-y^, we have

^'+^'+.^'i/N/13, and :.a + ?/2 -x-y,/13.

But taking —y^, we have

x^ - 2/2 -\-^xy, and x^-y^-- Sxy,

Sometimes both signs will give rational factorrS.

8. 16x^-llx^y^-}-y*. Here we have

{4.x^+y^+dxy){ix^-\-y^-Sxy, and also

{4:X- —y^ -\-5xy){4:X- -y^ - 5xy).
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Exercise xxxi.

1. ^44.2;,^ +9^4, ,,4_^.3^2+ ^4, X^+x''-ij''--^>jK

2. x^ + 4.y^, Wx^-\-y^-x^y\ Ix^+y"-.

3. a;44-l, a;4 4-9//4, 1-12//3 -f-lG7/4.\

4. X^—lx'^+ l, X^^'3, ix-4 +7/4-3^2^2.

5. y^-x^ + Ux^-y^, x^ -[-hj\ x^+ix^ + 16.

6. 4x^+7j^-8ix^y^,x^+y'^—^\x^y^, 4a;4+l.

7. x'^^ + Q^y*"', a;^"'+4/'% ^aj^ + ^^T/^-S^ajS^^

8. 4a;4-8x2 + l/7a;3i/3-i:/;i-36//S x^-{-a*y^.

9. ??i3:<;4_|-,i2^4^(2,;,;i+;,)^-:^,/3, ^*"^ + 2^'"-y^

10. 16x^-25x^ + 9, 4x^-Wx^i-4:, 13.c2^2 _ 9^.4 _ 4^4.

11. 4a;4-12^?x-2^2_|_9^4^ xi+C)x^ + 2>5.

12. rt4_|_^4^(f/.j_5^4^ l_|_,,4_|_(l^,<)4.

13. (x+yy-lz^{x+i,)^+zK

14. (.6+Z;)4 + 7c2(rt+6)34-c4.

15. 16rt44.4(/;_c)4_9rt2(/,_,.)3.

16. 4(a + ^)4+9(rt-fc)4-21(.<2_^2)2.

17. (a;2+7/2-a:^;)4_7(^3_j_,/3)2+(^._^,^)4.

18. (.,2^rti_^^2j4_|_7(rt3_53)2_|_(rt-6)4.

19. 16«4+4rt2+ l, :i-4_41a;24-lG.

20. a;4+8l7/«-63a:2^4, l_}_;.4+252«.

21. (a2H-l)4 + 4(./-' + l)'«^'4-n5''^ (.f+l)^+ 2(:>:-^-l)- +
ll(;.-l)4.

Art. XXI. We can apply [4}, Art. XIII., to factor expres-

sions of the form rwA -\-l>.r^ + rbx — r^ a. This may be written

,,(.,4 _ ,-^
) + h,'{,c^ 4- ;•) = {a{:c^~ - r)+bx] {x^--^r).

Examples.

I*6j^-t^.4.,.34.i2.r_54. This

= 6[x^ - 9)4-4x-(x'^'+ 3) = [X-' 4-3) {6[x^ - 3) + 4..-}

= {x^-\-S)[Cix'''-\-L>:-lH).
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4

320//^

2. Ux^ + lOx^-iOx-llG. This

= nix^-16)-{-10x[x^-^) = (x'^~i)[n{x^+ i)+10x}

^ix^^-iXUx-^+lOx+ U).

3. 40u;' + 30a;3+60a;-160. This

= 10{ix^-16) + lDx[2x^^+ i) = {2x'^ +i){10(2x^ ^i)+ Ux}
= {2x-+^){20x''-\-15x-4:0).

Note.—To determine r, take the ratio of the coefficient of x^

to the coeffiiient of a;.

Exercise xxxii,

Eesolve into factors

13.

14.

15. 2ix^-12x^ij-h^0x!j^ -I50ij*.

16. 2x^ + lx^j/-Sx>j^-512y^,

17. 11^* + 10.^3 -12a;- 15 14.

18. 4:0x^+ S0x^-\-60x-iG0.

19. lQx^-12x^y+72xy^—i6Sy*.

20. Sx^+ Sx^y+Uxi/^ -ASy^.

21. 5aj4+4a:3?/-12^'^/3-45?/4.

22. 4x^ -Ux^y+2Sxy^ -16yi,

28. a;*+80:i;3j/-f.l6:c'^3_^i^2^4.

24. 2x^-x^y+6xy^-72yi.'

Art. XXII. Formulas [1] and [4] may sometimes be ap-

phed to factor expressions of the form

ax^-^bx^-^-cx'+rlx+r^a.

This may be put under the form

a{x^+r'-) + hx(x'- +r)+cx^- =a{x^- -{-ry + hx{x^ + r)-h

[c-2ar)x^, which can sometimes be factored.

Examples,

1. x^+Qx^ +21x^-{-162x+12d.

We have x^ + 12d+ (jx{x2-{-27)+27x^,

=:[x^--\-2iy-+Qx[x^+2r)+ 9x^-SGx^ •

c 1^2 _|_27+3aj} 3 -36a;2, which gives the factors

a;2-3.c+27, and x^+dx+27.

1. x^+2x^ + 6x-9.

2. 2a;* + 2a;3+6a;-18.

3. a;*+ 3.'c3+ 12a;-16.

4. Sx^+x^-4:X-4:S.

5. 5x^ + 4:x^-12x-'^o.

6. Wx^ + Dx^+S0x-S60.

7. ixi+20x^-\-ix-^i-^,

8. 25aj*-40a;3+8:c-l.

9. 37i^*-30a;3+48.tf-96

10. 63a;^-39a;3 + 52a;-112

11. 810x^ + \'x^+ lx-2h
12. 242a;4-33a;2-3a;-2.
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2. x^ + ix^+Ax''-{-20x+2o. This

= (x^ + 5)^ + ix{x^+5)-\-4x^-10x^

= {x^+ 5+2x-Xy/10}{x^--\-5-\-2x-{-xyiO].

Exercise xxxiii.

Eesolve into factors :

1. x^-ex^^27x^-lG2x+120.

2. x^-\-2x^+Sx^+Sx+16.

3. x^+x^ +x^+x + 1.
y

4. x^-ix'^+x^-ix+ l.

5. 4:x^-12x^ -6x^ -12x-{-i,

6. x^-]-Ux^ -2dx^ -10x+2o,

7. lGx^-24.x^-16x^-\-12x+^.

8. x* + 5^3_i6.c3 4. 20.^+16.

9. a:*+ 6^3_iia;3_i2a;+4.

10. ic4+4a;3y+:c-y3_|.i2ar;/3+0?/4.

11. x^ + 6x^-dx^-Gx+ l.

12. x^+ix^y-Wx^!j^-\-lxu^ -\-7j^^

13. 4a;4-f4x3^-G5a:2//2_lo;i^5^--^y*.

14. a;*+G^3^_9^2^2_Ca:^3_|_^4.

15. a;4 + G^3^4_i02;2^2^12.,.^3 4.4,^4.

16. 9x4fl8x-3y-52;f3^2-12;cj/3 + 4;/*.

17. lla;*+ 10.f3^+3UiVp/;2?/3 +200:^3^.44.^4,

Section III.

—

Factoring by Parts.

Art. XXIII. To factor an expression which can be reduced

to the form a.F{x)+b./{x).

When the expression is tlius arranged, any factor common to

a and 6, or to F{x) and /(x), will be a factor of tlie whole ex-

pression. Tlie method about to be illustrated will be foimd use-

ful in cases where only one power of some letter is found.
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>^
Examples.

, iTactor acx^ —ahx — bc^x + b^c.

Here we see that only one power of a occurs, and we therefore

group together the terms involving this letter, and those not in

Yolving it, getting

a{cx^-bx)-hr^x+h^c

= ox[cx — h)~ bc(cx— b) = (ax— bc){rx — b) .

2. Factor m^x^ -mna-x— vmx-\-n^a^.

Here we observe that a occurs in only one power (a^).

Therefore we have

— a^[mnx— n'^) + vi^x^ —mux
= — na - (jiix—n) + mx{iiix — n)

= {mx— n){inx — na-),

3. 2x^-\^4:ax+Ux+ Q»ah.

Here we observe that the expression contains only one power

of both a and b. W«» may, theref:)re, collect the coefticients in

either of the following ways :

a(4x+6i) + (2a;2+3M.
or, &(3a? + 6«.)4-(2^2^4«:c).

Now the expressions in the brackets ought to have a common
factor, and we see that this is the case. Hence,

a{ix-\-Qb)^{^x.^+^hx)

= 2a{2x-\-'db)+x{2x-\-U) =[^1xA-^b){:c^-2a).

4. abxy-\-h^ij^-\-acx — c-

= a{bxij+cx)^-b^ij^-c^

= ax{hy-\-z)-\-{bij+ c){by-c) ::={h,j+ c){ax-]-bij-c),

5. y^-(2a-i-b)y^-\-{2ab-\-a^)y-a^h

— ~b(y^ — 2^'//+^*^)+ //^ — 2(ty^-i-a-^y

= - b{jr'-2ay+ a^^) + yi,f^ - iay-^a^)

6. 2x'^y-]-2bx^ - bx-y+ Ub-x 2
//
- x^ y^ + ^axy- ~ 2abxy^ - 2ay^.

= b{2x^-x^y+ 4:ax'^y-2axy^) + 2x'^y-x^y^ + 4:axy^-2ay^

^bx{2x^ -x^-y+ laxy -2ay^)+ y{2x^ -x'^y-^iaxy -2ay-^

)

^{y-rbx){2x^-xhjJr^axy-2cnf-).
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Ancl 2./;C _ x-!i ^^oxij- 2ay^

= 2a,j{2x - y) +x'^ {2x - y) = (2ay+^2 y^^x-y).

7. x^+ {2a-b)x''--{1ab-a^-)x-a^b

^h[-x^-2ax-a^)-{-x^+2ax-^a''x
= -h{x-\-aY^-x{x^-aY ={x-h){x-\ra)^.

8. r^^-{p-q)x'-¥{p-q)x+q
= q[x- —x-\-l)-\-px^—px'^ -\-px

q[x^ -x+\)-^rx{x^-x+ l) ={rx-^q){x^-x+ l).

Exercise xxxiv.

6. x^-h^x-'-a^-x-^-a^h^.

7. x'^—a^x'-b^'X^-\-a^h^.

8. 8^2 4.i2rtj:+10/a;-f loaZ>.

9. a^ + {ac-b^)x'^-irbcx^.

10. «2^(rtc-62jx2-k.c3.

2

.

alxj -\-b'y^ -\-acx — c^

3. :c222 4.a^,.2_^,223_a3

4. '2x^—ax — Ahx+2ab.

5. x-+'2bxi-3ax+ (jab.

11. rt6a:3 4 (ac- bd)x^ -~ (af+ cd)x -{- df,

12. _^.r3_(^+^)a:2+ (;, + ^)a:-^.

13. fl2^a,i^9c/c-2^3^75c-3c2.

14. x^ +{a+ l)x-+(a-\-l)x-{-a,

X5. vipx^-j-(ivq — np)x^ — (mr+ nq)x+ nr.

16. x^ — {a-]-b-{-c)x^-\-{ab+ bc+ac)x-abc,

17. a*^ + (a— 6— f)a;- — (rt6

—

bc-\-ca)x-\-abc.

18. a:3 + (rt + 6 - c).i;2 — (bc— ca - ah)x-abc.

19. a^x^ — a^x^y—a^xy-\-a^y^ —ax^yz-\-x^z — xyz-{-ay-z,

20. a 2 6^2 _|_ rth^xy -f rtCf/a-^ 4- ^t-f'z/ ^ — ^^/i^^s— i'/^'2.

21. a^x^-a{b-c)x^-^c{a-b^x+ c^.

22. ??7a;3 —nx^y+ rx'Z — mxy^-j-7iy^—ry-z.

23. a?/7a;2 -{-(niby—nay-\-nuz)x —nby^ —ncyz.

24. (rtwi — 6(v;/)a;-+(rt'/i— tc?i).c+rt«4-'i^a:.

25. rt2^2^^-2-6>-'c2j;y-a2c2^-+c-2^-^2^-rt2i^,^-f i2j;3^;:+ a' ^y

27. l-(a-l).c-((T-/; + l)x-+(aH-6-c).c3_^5_|_,,)j,4^.,.^5.

28. a^x^ -a^-(b-c-\-d)x''y-{abc-abd-Jracd)xy^ -^-hcihj^.

29. m^npx^ - {ii-p — m-n^ - ini^]>q)x'^ — {n^-{-npfi~f'i^fi'j)-'^' n^q.
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Art. XXIV. Sometimes an expression winch does not come

directly under the preceding form, may be resolved by first find-

ing the factors of its parts.

Examples.

1. alx^-\-ahij^ —a-xy — h-Xf/,

Here, taking ax out of the first and third terms, and by out of

the second and fourth terms, we have

ax[hx-ay) — hij{hx-ay), and hence

{ax — hy){hx — ay).

2. x^-{a-\-b)x^ + {a^b+ ab2)x-an^.

Here, taking the first and last terms together, and the two

middle terms together, we have

(x^+ab)(x^-ab)-{a-{-b)x^+ab{a+b)x

= {x^-\-ab)(xJ-ah) - {a + b)x{x^ - ab}

= {x^ -ab){x--\-ab-{a-\-h)x} ={x^ -ah){x-a){x -b).

3^ ^3m_4a;w^3. Thiseqials
^3m _ r^m _ 3(.^.>« _!)=:, x"'ij?'^ - 1) - 3(iC^- 1)

:^a;'"(«"'+ l)(ic^-l)-3(.c-«-l)

Exercise xxxv.

1. a^ -ab+ ax— bx.

2. ahx- +b-xy — a-xy'-ab?J'

S. x'^'^-ax^ —ci*ic-a-^.

4. a^x-{-2a2x^ -r'i^rx^+x^.

0. acx' -\-{ad— bc)x-bd.

6. 'lo,ri-5x--{-x^-l.

7. a'^ —b" +ax — ac— bx + bc.

8. a"- + {l-\-a)ab+ b^-.

9. x^+2xy(x^--y-)-y^.

10. x^-y^+x''-^xy-\-y^.

11. 2&+ (62-4)^-2fca;3.

12. 2:3 + 3.^3-4.

13. i^3_^3^ 2pq^-i'229./>3

14. a3 + ^3_2.

15. dan^^2ab"-l.
16. 7/3_3?/-f2.

17. 2a3-.22Z;3-a7>= + 2^3.

igy^Sn _ 2?/2"2'i _ ^jnz^-n^z^^ )

2^a3_4.;62_|.3/,3.

2LSi'2»i-3a'"c" + 2c2^

22. aa:3-(«2+6;x2+62.

23. 35aj'^"-6«3ajn_9a4.

24. a362 + 2a/)c3-a2c2-62c3.

25. airJ-ab^+h'^n-vi^.

26. •i-6a2 4-27a*. ,
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/27. {x-i^^ + {\-:.:+y){x-^y)z-z\J

29. ;c'^+"+a;"7/"+.'c'"7/^+ 7/'"+".

30. rt;4 + 2a;'^2/-«'^^+^^y^-2«^y2_^4.

Sf.CTION IV. x^PPLICATIOX OF THE ThEORY OF DmSORS,

Art. XXV. By Theorem I. we prove that

it;" — a" is divisihle by x—a ahrai/s

x^— a^ <« a " ^. _^rt when n is eren

»:'' + «"" '' " it'+a when n is odd.

By actual division we find, in the above cases ;—

•

l^ - x^-'+:c^-hi+ . . . rc-a-H«"-^ (1).

^.-—^ = a;'*-^-a;"--(^+ . . + xu'""- - a''-^ (2).

Examples.

^,_i_^n_2^^_^
. . -rc/"--+«"-i

(3).

1. Resolve into factors x^ —y^ ; here x—y is one factor and by

(1) the other is x^-j-xy + y-.

2. Besolve n^-^{b-c)^ ; here a+ (h — c) is one factor; and by

(3) the other isa'-'-a(/;-c)+ (6-t)2.

3. Resolve a;' 5 -1-10247/^0. This = (a:^)^-^ {(2;/)2}5, one factor

of which is x^ + (2y)^, and by (3) the other factor is

(xfy-{x^)^4y^)-h(x^)^^yT^-x^4y-)^ + {iy'^)i.

4. Resolve (ic— 2//)3-|-(2.r — 7/)" into factors.

Here by (3) we liave

(x-2y)^4-(2x-v)^
'^-2y + 2^rf- = (^ - 2i/)-^ -<<• - 2y)C2.-,) + (2.-. y)»

.\ the factors are

Q{x-y)[lx" -13xy+ly^).
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By (!) we see that this = ^^^ =
\-'+y'>(-'-y')

-^ ^ ^ X -y x-y
^{x+ y){x^ -xy+ y'^){:c'' -^-xy+ y'^).

6. Eesolve x^^ -x^''a-\-x^a'^ ~-x*a^ -{-x'^ a^ - x'^a^ -[-x^a^

-x^a' -\'x^a^ -x-a^-\-xa^'' -a^^. This = -—^^
_ (x^+a^){x^-a^) _ {x^-\-a^){x^-a^){x^+a^)
""

ic+a ~
• x-\-a

= {x'' ^a^){x^-x^~cr- -^a^){x~a){x^- -\-xa^a^){j^-xa-\-a''y

Exercise xxxvi.

Factor the following :

—

1. x^-y^, a:3_l, icS+S, Sa^-21x^, S+ aS^j^.

2. x'^-a^'', 27a3-64, ai2_^,8^ a;i'^-32z/^

8. Find a factor which, multiphed into

a4+a36-fa262^fl53_}.j4^ ^ill give a^ _ 2,5^

4. By what factor must x^ - i:X^y-{'lQxy^ — Q-iy^ he multiplied

to give a;^ — 256//* ?

5. Factor :c7+a;62/+a;52/^+^^i/^+^^i/^+-^'^i/^+^i/^+i/^»

Find the factors of the followinf^

:

G. (3?/2-2a;2)3_(3a;3_2?/2)3, a^-lGZ/^.

8. h{x^-a^)+ax[x^-a^)-\-a^^x-a),

10. x^—])^+2xy{x^^x-y^--\'y'^),

11. (a3-6c)3-f8Z^3c3^ ajim_a4^.

12. a;3-3a.c2+3a2a;-a3-}>63.

13. a;3+8?/3+4a:?/(a;2_2ic^ + 42/2).

14. 8.c3_6a:y(2d:+3//)-h27i/3.

15. l-2.^--h4^3-8.c3.

16. a'^^a^hc-^a^b^c^-^-a^'h^c^i-al^c +6'c«.
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The principles illustrated in Section II., chap,

n., may be applied to factor various alg^iraic expressions, as in

the following cases ;

EXA31PLES.

1. Find the factors of

{a+ bi-c)(ab+ bc-i-ca)— {a + b){b+c){c + a).

1st. Observe that the expression is symmetrical with respect

to a, b, c.

2nd. If there be any monomial factor a must be one. Put-

ting « = 0, the expression vanishes. .". a is a factor,

and, by symmetry, b and c are also factors. .'. abc

is a factor.

8rd. There can be no other literal factor, because the given

expression is of only three dimensions, and ahc is of

three dimensions.

4th. But there may be a numerical factor, m suppose, so that

we have

(a-]-b+ c){ab-\-bc-\'Ca)-{a^b)(b-^c)[c+ a)^mabc.

To find m^ put a = b-c = l in this equation, and m = 1.

.*. th€ expression = abc.

2. Resolve a^{b-c)->rb-{c-a)-\-c^(a-b).

1st. For rt = this does not vanish. .'. a is not a factor,

and by symmetry neither is b nor c.

2nd. Try a 6//2o??//rt/ factor ; this will likely be of the form

h— c\ put b-c = Q, i.e., b = c in the given expression,

and there results

a- [c ^ c) + c^ {c— a) -\- c-(a — c), which = 0,

.*. 6 — c is a factor, and by symmetry c — a and a — b are fac-

tors. Since tihe given expression is only of tfirce

dimensions, there can be no other littrid factor ; but

there may be a nuiiwrical factor, m (say), so that

a2(lj-c)-i-b^(c^a)-{-c-[a-b) = in{a-b){b-c){c-a).

To find the value of vi, give a, 6, c, in this equatiou, any values

which will not reduce either side to zero; kta=l, 6 = 2, t' = 0,
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pmd. we have '!'=);)( — 2), ox m= —1; so that the given expres-

sion = — {a — h){b — c){c — a), ov {a-h)[b — c)(a — c).

3. Resolve a^{h+ c^)+ hl{c+ a^) + c^{a-{-b'2)+ ahc{ahc-^l).

Here we see at once tliat there is no monomial factor

:

IDut l-\-c- =0, i.e., b= —C-, and the expression becomes

a,3(_c3-fc2)-ce(c-f«2)^_c3(rt4.c4)_c3^,(_c3a4.1) which = 0;

.'. 6+ c2 is a factor, and by symmetry c-{-a^ and a+ b^ are also

factors ; and proceeding as in former^examples we find ??i= l ; /.

the expression = (5 + c3)(c+a2)(^t_l_^2).

4. Resolve into factors the expression

•
•

- (a-b)^-\-{b-cy + {c-a)K

As before, we find ttiat there are no monomial factors.

Let a—b = 0, or a-b, and substituting b for a the expyession

becomes zero ; hence
a — b is a factor.

By symmetry b—c "

and c—a "

Hence the factors are

m{a — b)(b— c){c — a).

To find m let a=0, 6 = 1, c = 2, and we have

6 = 2m, or »z=3.

The factors are, therefore,

S{a-b){b^c){c-a).

5. Resolve into factors

a^{b-c)-l-b^c-a)-^c^{a-d).

As before, we find that there are no monomial factors.

Let a— 6 = 0, or « = 6 ; substituting b for a, the expression be-

comes zero
;

therefore a— b is a factor.

By symmetry b — c
"

and c — a *'

Now the product of these three factors is of three dimensions,

while the expression itself is of four dimensions. There must,

therefore, be another factor of our dimension. It cannot be a
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mouomial factor, for the expression has no such fa(ftors. It can-

not bo a binomial factor, such as a + 6, for then, by symmetry,

i+ c and c+a would also be factors, which would give an

expression of six dimensions. It cannot be a trinomial factor,

unless a, b, and o are similarly involved. For instance, if a — 6+ c

were a factor, then, by symmetry, b — c-{-a and G — a-{-b would also

be factors, and the dimensions would be six instead oifuur. The

other factor must, therefore, be a-^b+ c. Hence,

a8(^-c)+b^{c-a)-lrC^{a—b)=m(a—b)pj-c)(c-a.}{a-\-b-\-c).

To find m, put a = 0, b = l, and c = 2, and we have
• — 6 = ()m

;

/. m = — 1.

Hence the factors are

-{a-b)(b-c)(r-o)(a + b-\-c),

or, {a — b)(a— c)[b — c)(a-\-b-{- c).

G. Prove that

«3-f/;3_^c3 + 3(«4-6)(6 + c)(c+ «)

is exactly divisible by a+ 6 + c, and find all the factors.

JjetaA-b-\-r. = 0, or a= —(ib-^c)] substituting this value for a,

•we have
- {b+ c}^ -^b^ +c^ + Sbr{b-\-c), or-

-(6 + c)3-}-(i+.-)3 which = 0, and

therefore a-rb-\-r is a factor.

As before, we find that there are no monomial factors. Since

a + 6'+c, the factor already obtained, is of one dimension, the

other factor must be of two dimensions, and cannot, therefore, be

a binomial ; for if a+ b were a factor, by symmetry b-^r, and c + a

must also be factors. The factors in that case would give a

quantity of four dimensions, while the expression itself is only

of three dimensions. Nor can t/--f//- fc^ be a factor. For
if so, the other factor must involve a numerical multiple of the

firet power of ^/, and, therefore, on taking the first power r»f a out

of terms involving first and third powers, we should have left

Bome numerical multiple of tt^-f /r- -f, 2, instead of which we get
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a2-}-3(i+ c)2. Nor can af+{b-\-cy-' be a factor, for symmetry

would require two other factors, viz. : b^-^{c+a)', and c^ -\-{a^h)^,

thus giving a quantify of seven dimensions.

The only factor admissible is, therefore, {a-\-h-\-cy.

Hence

a^-hh'''{6^'^B{a4-h){b-\-c){c+ a) = vi{a-\-h'\-c){a'\-b-\-c)^

To find ??i, let a = 1, h = 0, and c = 0, and we have 1 = m.

Hence the factors are

(a-tb-i-c){a-\-l^c){a-^b+ c),

7. Simplify

a{h+ c)^-]-b{ai-cy + c{a+ b)2^{a-^b){a-c){b-c)

^^a-h)(a-c){b+ c)-^{a-b){b-c){a+ c).

Let a = 0, and the expression becomes

hc''\-cb^'\-bc{b— c) — bc{b-\-c) - bc{b — c), which equals zero ; there-

fore a is a factor ; by symmetry b and c are also factors.

The expression is of tShree dimensions, and abc is of three

dimensions, there cannot therefore be any other hte5.-al factor.

Hence the expression = mabc.

To find m,let a = b = c = l, and we have

m = 12.

.'. the expression =12abc.

In the preceding examples the factors have been linear, but the

principle apphes equally well to those of higher dimensions. (See

Th. ii. Cor.)

8. Examine whether a;"-}-! is a factor of ic3«+ 2a;-" + 3.r"+ 2.

Let iB''4-l = 0, or x^=—l, and substituting, the expression

vanishes, therefore, a;"+ l is a factor.

9. Examine whether a^ + b- is a factor of

2a^-j-a^b+2a^b^-]-ab^.

Let a^ + b' =0, or a^ = —b^, substituting, we have

2bi-ab^— 2b^-\-ab^ which = 0, and

therefore a^-}- 6- is a facto-r.
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10. Prove that a^-\-b^ iso. factor of

a^^^a^b+ a^b^ + a^h^+ab^+ h^.

"Let a^-\-b^=:0, or a^ = —b^; substituting, we have

^a^b^-ab^-b^+a^b^-\-ah^-\-b^, wliich = 0, and

therefore a 3 4- 6 3 is a factor.

Exercise xxxvii.

Eesolve into factors

1. (X + 7J+Z)^ -{X^ +7^- +Z^), / /I . y *

2. k(6-c)H-ca(a-&)+a5(6-c). .^^^^^^^^^-^^ -—

/5. (a+6)3_(6+c)3+ (c-a)3.

^. a(6-c)3+6(c-a)3-fc(a-i)3. "^

y 8. a3(c-52)+Z,3(a_c2)4.c3(6_a2) + ak(aic-l).
~"

9. a2(64.c)+ Z,2(c+ a) + c2(a + /;)+ 2«6c.

10. (a-6)(c-A)(c-/c)+ (6-c)(a-A)(a-A')+ (c-a)(i-7/)(5-/.-).

11. ic4?/2 +a;22/4+a;4;s2 4-aj2g4_|.2/422 +2/2244.2^-2^2^2,

12. {a-bY^(^b-cY^{c-aY'^^^J^
13. aZ/(rt+/>)+^64-c)+ca(c+a)-(a34Z,3+c3). ,

14. a4(c-i3) + J4(^_c3)+c4(6-o3)+fl6c(a362,.2_lj.

15. a:4(2/2_22) + 2^4(22_a:2)+24V-2/2).

16. a;4+7/4+z4-2x--?/2-2//2z2_222a;2.

17. {b-c){x-b){x-c)-\-{c-a)[x-c){x-a)^{a-\){x-a){^t-b).

18. (a+6)3 + (/>+ c)3 + (c+ a)3 +

19. Shew that a^ -\- a^'^ - ah'^' - 63 has a'^ - 6 for a factor.

20. Shew that {x-^-ijy -x"^ -^f ^lxii{x^ij\x:'' ^-xy^^f-y,

21. Examine whether a;2 -ox'+G is a factor of

a;3-9u:2 4-2Gx-24.
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22u Skew that a-h+c is a. factor of

a^{h+ c)-b^{c-\-a)+c^{'a-{-h)-\-ahc,

^^'23. Sliew that a^-\-Sh is a factor of

ai-4:a3b^-\-Ban^+San-l2ab* + %^,

ard find the other factors.

21. Fiadthe factors oi aHb-c)+hi{c -a)-\-c^(a-h).

Section V..

—

Factoring a Polynome by Trial Divisors.

Art. XXVII. To find, if possible, a rational linear factor of

the polynome.

x^j^hx''-^-^cx''-"-\' +hx-{-k.

Substitute successively for x every measure (both positive and

negative) of the term k, till one is found, say m, that makes the

polynome vanish, then x - m will be a factor of the polynome.

Examples.

1. Factor :>?3 + 9a:'^+16x+4.

The measures of 4 are +1, +2 and +4. Since every coefa-

cient of the given polynome is positive, the positive measures of

4 need not be tried. Using the others, it wiU be found that —2

makes the polynome vanish ; thus

1 9 l6 4
-2 -2 -14 -4

17 2;

Hence the factors are (x-\-2){x^+lx{-2).

The labour of substitution may often be lessened by arr^g-

ing the polynome in ascending powers of x, and using 1 ^

(measure of k) instead of the measures of A-. (This is really

substituting 1 -r measure of /:, for l^x). Should a fraction

occur during the course of the work, further trial ol that measure

of k will be needless.
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Examples.

2. Factor x^ _ lO^-s - G8:>;+ 60.

The measures of 60 are ±1, +2, +3, ±4, 4;5, &c. Neither

4-1 nor - 1 will make the polynome vanish. Try 2 ; thus

GO -G3 -10 1

1
i

30

50 -lijh

A fraction occurring we need go no further. — 2 will also give

a fi-action, as may easily be seen. Next try 3 ; thus

1

3
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From the sum of the coefficients of the even pc^ei-s of x

(including A) take the sum of the coefficient? of the odd powers of

x\ let the remainder he called A-g. (In the coeffipients are in-

cluded the signs of the terms).

1st. If A-j vanish, x-\ will he a factor of the polynome.

2nd. If A'g vanish, a:+l will be a factor of the polynome.

3rd. If both A-^ and l:^ vanish, a;2_l wiU be a factor of the

polynome.

4th. If neither A-^ nor A-g vanish, (writing jy for "a positive

measure of k greater than 1 ")
;

{a) We need ilbt try the substitution of 'p for x unless ^ — 1 be

a measure of A-^, and^+ 1 a measure of k^.

ifi) Xor need we try the substitution of —p for x unless /)+!

be a measure of A-^, and p -1 a measure of k^,

(In trying for measures, the signs of k, k^, and A-o may be

neglected.

Examples.

1. Find the factors of x^ -lOx"^ -6ox-{-m. (See Ex. 2 above).

Here/j = 60; k^= 1 -10-63+ 60= - 12,

k, = -1- 10+63+ 60 = 112.

Tabulating the trial-measures we get

12
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In the upper table, 3 is the only measure of GO that gives a

full column ; hence of the positive measures of 60 we need try

only the substitution of 8 for x.

In the lower table, 2, 3, and 5 give full columns, hence we

must try the substitutions —2, —3, —5 for x.

On trying the four substitutions to which we are thus restricted

we find — 5 is the only one for which the polynome vanishes.

(See Ex. 2 above).

2. Find the factors of a;4+12.c3-40a;2+67a;-120.

/j=-120; /Ji =1+12-40+67-120= -80;

A- - 1 _ 12 -40 - 67 - 120 = - 238.

80
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Hence .7:+ 1 5 and x^ - 3^^ _|_ 5^ _ 3 are the factors. The latter

cannot be resolved, for our tables above tell us we need trj only

x — 6, x-{-S, and x+ 15. The first two have been found not to be

factors, and 15 will not measure 8.

4. Factor a;* -27cB2 + 14a:+ 120.

A- = 120; Atj =1-27+ 14+ 120 = 108

/.•., = l-27-14+ 120= 80.

108
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Hence the other factor is x- —px-^q.

6. Factor ic4-f-2rt;c'^4-(rt2 4-a)z2+2^<2^+rt3.

The positive measures of k are 1, a, a^^ ^^3^ Of these 1 may-

be rejected at once, since neither k^ nor l-^ vanish, and a- and a^

may also be rejected since h^ or (a + 1)3 is not divisible by either

rt2-j-l or a^ + l. But ^^ is divisible by a+ 1, and h^ is divisible

by a— 1 ; thus we need only try the substitution of - a for x.

(See 4 ^, page 86).
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Exercise xxxviii.

1. a3-9a^ + Wa-4:.

2. x^-Qx^-\-2ex-2^.

3. a:S-7x^^l(Jx-12.

4. x^-12x+l(j.

5. x^ + 3x^-{-5x+ 3.

6. x^+ix^-\-10x^-\-12x+d.

7. a;^-3^+2.

8. a:^ + 2a;2+9.

9. m^ — Sm-n-\-imn^ ~2n^.

10. a;3+2a;2-|-2.

11. m^ - 5m^n-{-8mn^ -4:11^.

12. 63_^^2c+7^,c2 + 39c3.

13. „i4_4„,^^3_^3,i4.

14. a^-laH+ 28ab^-iebK

29. x4-18.c3_|_ii3a;3_288x+252.

30. x^-dx^y-i'29x^y^ -B9xy^ -18y^.

15. a;-'5-11:>:^-f30aj-45.

IG. a;3H-5./-~+7a:+2.

17. «3_3^<3_i9o^,_|_i95,

18. Jf)3_3^,2_6y>-8.

19. fl4+3a3-3rt2+7fl+6.

20. «««-6a^"+ lla'"-6.

21. «4_4ia3/,2_|.i664.

22. fl4_,,3/,2_2a63+ 264.

23. p^-4:2J^~\-6p-^4:.

24. a;'"+4a;-'^ - 5.

25. 7/4-^67/3+87/3-8.

26 rt4_2,/34.3a2_2^+l.

27. a^+a^b^-\-ab^-3bK

28. 2a"" -a'-" -a"+2.

Art. XXIX. To find, if possible, a rational linear factor oi

the polynome

ax''-\-bx'-^-\-cx'-^+ i-hx-^-L

First Method. Multiply the polynome by a"~^.

{axY+h{axY-^'i-ac(^axy-^-\- 4-a"-2A(aa;)+ a''-Vi;

or writing y for ax,

yn^jjyn-i^^^yn^ij^ ^a'^^ky ^o^-'^k.

Factor this polynome by the method of the last article, replace

2/ by ax, and divide the result by a^~^.

Example.

Factor 3:e4-f 5a;3 -33a;2 4-48a;-20.

Multiply by 83 and express in terms of Sx.

(3ic)44-5(3ic)3-99(8a;)3+387(8^)-540 J

or, 2/^4-%^-9%^-^3877/-540.
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Here h= -540;
/.'i

= 1 + 5-99 + 387 -540= -240;

Z-2 = 1-5-90-387-540= -1030.

246
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To reduce the nuDiber of trial-measures, calculate k^ and Ao, as

directed on page 92, then 1, 2, 3 hold as on that page, but in 4

read ;j - m for i^
— 1 and j) -j-m for /)+ 1.

Examples.

1. Factor SCrx^ + lllx^- - 22^+480.

/; = 480, y^i= 36+ 171-22+480 = 665

^2=_36+i7i+22+ 480 = 637.

m may have any of the values +1, +2, +3, +4, +6, +9,

+ 12, +18, +36.

In forming the table write out the measures of Iz^ ; take each

measure iu succession and add to it each value of m separately,

should the sum measure 480, i.e.^ k, add to it the same value of

m, and should the new sum measure 637, i.e., kr^, keep the mea-

sure of 480, writing above it the value of m used. Should the

sum in either case not be a measure, another value of m must be

tried ; when all the values of m have been tried, another measure

of 665, i.e., h^ must be tried till all have been tested. (Measures

of h, or 665 have been used in this instance because they are

much fewer than those of 480 ; measures of k^ or 637 would have

done equally well).

m=+3, +1, +3 -2 -3 -9 -3

665
I

1, 5, 7 5 7 19 19

480 I 4, 6, 10 3 4 10 16

637
!

7, 7, 13 1 1 1 13

Hence the only substitutions that need be tried are

3 1_ ^ Z^ Zl Zl Zl ioi L
T' 6' lO' 3' 4' 10' 16' x'

Arrangement in ascending powers of x.

By actual trial, as below, we find yj is the only one of these

giving a zero remainder.
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Hence 5x — 2z is a factor, the other being

2a;3-3:c2,/_ar?/2-t-12//3.

The latter factor being homogeneous, the method of this article

may be a^DpHed to it.

m = + 1 or

m = l,
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CHAPTER IV.

Section I.

—

Division. Measures and Multiples.

Art. XXXI. When one quantity is to be divided by another

the quotient can often be readily obtained by resolving the divisor

or dividend, or both, into factors.

Examples.

1. Divide«2_2rf6+62_c2-{-2o(i-^3 by a-\h-\-c-d. Here

we see at once that the dividend ={ci— h)'^- {c — d)'^, and .*. quo-

tient = a-h— [c-d) = a—h — c^d.

2. Divide the product of a^-\-ax^-x^ and a^-\-x^ by a^-\-a-:r'

-f^j-*. Here a^ -\-x'^ ^={a -\- x)^!'^ - ax-{-x'^), and the divisor =

{11"^ -\-ax-[-x-){a^ —ax+ x^) :. the quotient is a-\-x.

3. Divide a^+a'^b+a^c-ahc-h^c-br^ by a^ -be. The divi-

dend isrt(tt3 _5c)-f6(a2 -lc)-\-c{a^ -he) :. the quotient =a-{-b-^c.

Dividend =a^-^b^ + ^ah{a+ h) -(--^ -S,ib{a+h)-{'Snhc = :f.-'\-h)^

- c^ — 3rt//(rt -\-h— r) which is exactly divisible by a-{-h — c
;
quotient

5. Divide x^ — ^•"*//+.''^//^ — ^'"//•'^ +.vv'* — ?/•'' iy x^ — i/^.

The dividend is (Art. XXV.) evidently {x^-y'^) -^ [-f'+l'), f^n^^

this divided by x^ — //-^ = (•'^+Z/'^) ^ (•^'+.v) =aj^ — ^*i/+.'/'.

6. Divide />(a;» + ''^)+ «.c>- - </2)_|_rt3(^_}_fl) by (^ft^h)U^.a\.

Strikiug the factor x-^a out of dividend and divisor we have

b{x^-ax-{-<(^)+tix(x-~a)-\-n^=b[x--ax-ha^y+n(x- - ax^r'')

= {(i+ b){x^ — ax-\-(i^') .'. quotient =x^ -ax-\-a'^.

7. Divide npx^+x^{(iq^b2>)+x-{nr-\-hq-\-pc)-{-x{qc-j-br)-j-cr by

ax--\-bx-i-^
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Factoring the dividend (Art. XXIII.) we have

.*. the quotient = the latter factor.

8. Divide Qx^ - ISax^ + ISa^x^ -lBa^x-5a^hy 2x'i - Sax- a'^.

This can be done by Art. XVII. The divisor is 2a; 3 - ^2 _ ^^x,

and we see at once that 3.c-+5rt- must be two terms of the quo-

tient.

Multipljing diagonally into the first two terms of the divisor,

and adding the products, we get 4-7a-u;3 ; but +lSa^x^ is re-

quired. /. -\-(ja-x^ is still required, and as this must come from

the third term multiphed into - Sax, that third term must be

— 2ax ; :. the quotient is 3x^-{-Da- — 2ax.

j^OTE.—By multiplying the terms - 2ax, —Sax, diagonally into

the 0:2 's and a^'s respectively, we get the remaining terms of the

dividend ; it is, of course, necessary to test whether the division

is exact.

9. Divide 2(1* - aH - l^aH'' - 5«P+4M by a^ -h^ - 2ah.

Here, as before, one factor is a'^— h^-2ah', :. tico terms of

the other factor are 2a^-4:b^, Multiplying, as in the last

example, we get -6a^b^ ; but -12^263 is required. .*. -6a^b^

is still needed, and -{-Sab is the thu'd term of the required quo-

tient, which is therefore 2a^— 4.b^-\'3ah.

Prove that

10. (l+^- + .^'+ ... * ^x-'-'){l-x+x^- .... -f:c«-^)

l-x"" l + x""

Product i—x x-\-u;

1 - r""

l + x^'-hx^i- ....+.

1—x l-\-x

1-x"
~ 1-x^

11. Divide (a'^-bcy+Sb^c^ by a^+bc.

^ (fl2_^,e)3 4-(26c)3 hy {a2- be) -{-2bG

^ (a2-k)2-(rt2_5c)x26c-f(26c)2

^ ai-iaHc-^nlb^cK
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12. Divide 1-f 2357947691a;^ by 1 - lla;-}-121a;2

Dividend =l + (lla:)9

= {l-(lla:)3+(lla;)e}{H-(lla:)3}

Divisor = {1 + (lla;)^} ^ (1+llic).

.-. quotient = [l-(ll£c)3+(lla:)6}(l-|.llic).

Exercise xl.

Find the quotients in the following cases

;

1. l—x-\-x^—x^^l—x.

2. l-2x^+x^^x^+2x^-{-l.

3. x^^-\-a»x^-{-a^^^x^-a2x^-{-a^,

4. x^-^4:x^y^ -S2y^ ~x-27j,

5. l-Ax^+12x^-dx^-^l + 2x-Sx'^.

6. (a^ -2ax-tx^){a^-\-da^x+ 3ax'-{-x'^) - a^ -x^.

7. x^—y^-\'Z^-\-dxf/z-x — y-\-z.

8. 6a4-a36 + 2ft2624-13a63_^464^2rt2-3a54-463.

9. 4;c4-a;27/2+6x//3-9y4 -^ 2^3 4.3^2 _^y.

10. a^+64_,.4_2rt2^2 ^«2_62_^.2.

11. 21a4-16rt36+lGrt263_5rt63 + 264 -- Sa^ -«d;-f^;2.

12. 2rt3-7a2-46a-21 ^2a^+7a+S.

13. {a.3(6-c)+63(c-rt)+c3(a-6}} -- a-;-Z;+c._ ^^.,
14. a:3_3rta;2+3rt-.c-a3 4./>3 -Ha;-a+Z;.

15. a;*-?/4-f-;v4-|.2a;222_2^3_i ^ x^ -y'i-\-z"' -1.

16. ic*-(a+('>3 + (/,^ar).c3_;,^^ ^ ^,_c^

17. x^+xhj^-hxy'^+y^ -^ x-hy.

19. a^+b^-c* -2a^bi -2c^ -1 -=- a2 -/',2_^.2 _ j^

20. a^-ah^-ac^-^2c(^b+ 2b*i'2bc^-^Sa\'-Sb^c-Sci
ra+ 3c-2b,

21. a26-6a;2_|.^2a,_^,3 ^ (^^^.i,)(^a-x).
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25. :>:6-.>-3_2-f x^-x+ 1.

27. (2.^-v/)2rt4_(.^_f_^j3,,2^2^2(:c+2/)«^"*-2;' -5"

(2.'?r-?/)a2 -f. (^x+ 7/)ax-x^.

28. (./•3_l)a3_(^,3 4.^3_2;,,2-^-(4:^2 4.o_^._|_2)rt_3(-^+ l)

Art. XXXII. The Highest CoiDiox ± actoe of two algebraic

quantities may, in general, be readily found by factoring. The
H. C. F. is often discovered by taking the sum or difference (or

sum a«f/ difference) of the given exiDressions. or of some multiples

of them.

Examples.

1. Find the H. C. F. of {b-c)x^-Jr{^ab-2ac)x+an-a^c, and
{ab-ac-}-b^—bc)x-{-a^c+ab^ -a^b-^abc.

Taking out the common factor b— c we get {b-c){x^ i-2ax-^ab)

and {b-c){{a-b)x-a^-j-ab}
;

»'. b — c is the H. C. F. of the T'iven expressions.

2. Find the H. C. F. of

1—x-hy +z-xy+yz—zx-xyz, and

l—x— y—z-{-xi/i-yz-\-zx— xijZ.

Their difference is 2//-f-2;2-2.7:^-22.c = 2(l-a;)(.y+3).

Their sum is 2 - 2x+2yz - 2xyz = 2{l-x){l+yz).

.-. theH. C. F. is (l-x).

3. Find theH. C. F. of a;^ +3^4 _8^3 _9^_3^ and

a;5-2:/;4-Ga;3+ 4a:2-f 13:^+ 6.

The annexed method of finding the H. C. F. depends on the

principle, that if a quantity measures two other quantities, it will

measure any muitij^le of their sum or difference.
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1 4. 3 - 8 - 9 - 3 (a)

1-2-6 + 4 +13 + 6 (h)

5
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therefore, the H. C. F. Eesolve (c) into factors, ox—l is not a

factor of (a) and (b). If, therefore, {a) and (b) have a common
factor it is 3:/; -4. On trial 3a; — 4 is found to be a factor of {a)

and .-. it is the H. C. F. of (a) and (6).

5. If X' -{-2X':-\-rj, and ic2+ ?-a: + s have a common factor, prove

that this factor is

q— s

x'-h . 1£ x—ahe the common factor then the remainders
p — r

on dividing the given expressions by x—a, must be zero, i, e.,

a'^-\-i^a+ q = 0, and a'-\-ra-\-s = 0, or

s— q
(^p^r)a = s-q, .'. a= —y,, and

s -q q-s
x — a = x— =x-\- •

p—r p-r
6. What value of a will make «2^2_}_(rt_|_2)^-f 1^ and

a-ic2-f-rt2 _ 5^ have a common measure.

They cannot have a monomial factor. Neither can they have

one of two dimensions unless (^ + 2) vanishes, i.e., unless a= —2,

in which case the expressions become Ax^ -\-l, and 4a;- —1, which

have no C. F. Hence if the given quantities have a C. F., it

must be of the ioxm. x-\-m\ dividing a^^^^^^^s _5 j^y x-{-m, we

have for remainder,

5-«- 1
. ,

a-7?z2-}-fl- — 5 = 0, or /??- = —^— ; .•. 777,= — 1/(5 — a-),in which

\/{p — a-) must be possible and integral, .*. a3 = 4, (a- =1 gives

values to m which on trial fail) and a = + 2, of which the positive

value must be taken, and .-. 2.-^ + 1 is the C. F.

7. If the H. C. F. of a and h be c, the L. C. M. of

{a+h)[a^-h^), and (a-6)(«3 4.53) is-^-^^— •

Let a = mc, b = nc, and .-. a^ =y)i^c^, b^ = n^c^. Thus

(rt Jf-b )z=c (vi +n ); (^ —b ) = c {m —n ), and,

(tt34.£3)=c3(m3+?i3); (a3_J3) = c3(m3-;23).

.-. {a-\-b){a^-b^)=c^{m'\-n){m^-n^), and

{a-bMa^\-b^) = cHm-n)\m^-{-n^).
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The H. C. F. of the Last expressions is cHjn^-rr^), .'. the

L. C. M. = c4(w«-n6)= -A-^^ = —^2—

8. If (^-«)2 measures x-+qx+ r, find the relation betvreer. q

and r.

Let X+ m be the other factor, then

x^-+ qx-\-r=i^-aY{x-\-m) = x^ + [m - 'la)x\-\-{a^ - 2';«r.> + >mc2

equatiDg coefficients,

m — 2a = 0, a- — 2am = a, ma^ = r

.-. m = 2«, and ;. a^-^a^ =^, 2«3 = r, and

q q^ »*
. '*^

a2 = - y, or rt*^ = -
|;^

; and a^ = -^ or a« = -^

?-3 ^3 ,.2 ^3

•••T=-27'°^' 4"+ 27=^-

Or thus :

—

DividiDg x^+qx+ r by (a;-a)2 we find the remainder

{q+ Sa^)xi-r-2a^

and as this -wiil be the same for all values of x, w-e have, by equat

iiig coefficients,

and r- 2^3=0,

ot g3 = _27rt6

and ?-= 4a 6;

therefore T" + 27 = ^' ^^ before.

Exercise xli.

Find the H. C. F. of the following :

1. 2x^-\-dx^ + Dx^+9x-d, Sxi-2x^ + 10.c'^-{lc+S. •

2. a;3 + (rt + l):f24-(a+l)u;+fl, .'c3-f(a-l)^-2-(ii-l).f+ <7. V
3. px^-{p-q)x'+{p-q)x-\-q, ]>X^ -{p+q)x^ + (r+ q '--{-q,^

4. ax^-{a-b)x^-{h-c)x-c, 2ax?^+ (a+ 2h^x'^-\-{b-\-2L)x+ c. i^

5. l-'Slx-Skx^' + lx^-x^, l-l^\x-Sx'-{-l^'y:^-^xK

G. ac-''+ hc^^-^{a'\-by+\ aV+rtV-f c^6'- + 6<-f\
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8. (^ix-^hij)^-{a-b){x+z){ax-\-hi/) + {a-b)^xz, and ^
{ax-by)^-{a+ b){x-^z){ax-bi/) + ia-\-b)^xz.

9. «(62-c3) + /;(c3-a2)_^t.(a2_62) and /

rt-63-c-'»)+ ^'(c3-a3)+c(a3_/,3).
^

10. rt3m+ (i2M_|.^m_j_l^ a^^^3m_^.jm^^m_l^ ^
11. If ic3 4-aa:'*+fea:4-c, and x^ + a'x + b\ have a commosa factor

of one dimension in x, it must be one the factors of

{a-a')x^-t{b-b')x-{-c.

12 Determine the H. C. F. of {a-by +{b-c)^-{-{c-ay, and

13. Find the H. C. F. of

2(7/3_2y'-?/4-2)a:3+3(7/2-l)a:3-(2?/3-7/2-27/+ l), and

14. li x^-{-px-{-q, SLud x^-\-mx-{-n have a common linear factor,

shew that

{n-q)^-i-m{m-p)^=m{m-p)(n-q).

15. Find the L. C. M. of x^ -dx''-\-3x-l, x^~x^-x+l,c
a;4 _ 2^3 -f 2a; - 1, and x^ - 2.x-- + 2^=2 _ ^2x+l.

16. Find the L. C. M. of

ic3 + 6a;2+ll.r:4-6, x^ i-rx^ + Ux-hS, ^
a^3+8a;3 + 19u:+ 12, and a;3+9a;3 4-26a:+24.

17. Find the value of 7j which will make
2(y2j^y):r2 + fll?y - 2)0^+4 and L-

2[y^-^y')x^+ ^ny^-^y)x^ + (y^-\-oy)x + Dy^l, have a

common measure.

18. The product of the H. C. F. and L. C. M. of two quantities (^
is equal to half the sum of their squares, one of them is

2.*;3_ii^2 4.17a;-6 ; find the other.

19. Ifa;-f-rtand x-a are both measures of x^ -^j^^^ +9-^+*',
\

shew that pq = r.
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20. If x^+qx-\-r and x^-¥vix-\-n have a common measmre ^_^^

(x—a)^, show that q^n^ =m^r^,

21. If the H. C. F. oi x^ -\-2w + q and x^ + mx+7i,he x+a, ih'ivi:

)( L. C. M. is

x^ + (m-a)x^'{-px^ + {a^-\-mp)x'\-a{m—df){a^-\-2>).

22. If £c-+5a;+ l, and x^-hjrx^ i-qx+l, have a common factor (

of the form x-\-a, shew that (jj
— 1)- —2(^ — 1)4-1 = 0.

23. Jlx^+px^-^q, and a;2+7?ja;+7i, hlJH x+a for then: H. C.

/., shew that then- L. C. M. is

x'^ + {m-a-\-p)x^-\-j){m-a)x^ -\-a^{a-23)x-^a^{a'-p){m-a).

24. If x^+px-{-l, and x^+j^^^ +2^-^'^^ l^ave x-a for a com- U^

mon factor, shew that «= , .*

25. Find the H. C. F. of (a^ -b^)^ + {h^' -c'^y-h^^-'^^)^^

and a ''{b — c)-\-b-''{c — a) + c^(a - b).

26. If cc b9 the H. C. F. of b and c, ^ the H. C. F. of c and a,

7 the H. C. F. of a and 6, and 5 the H. C. F. of a, h. and e, then

ahr()

the L. C. M. of a, 6, c, is '.y^;'

21. lix-hc be the H. C. F. of x'^+axi-b, and x^+a'x+b', their

L. C. M. will be x^-\-{a+a'-c)x^ + {aa''^-)x+ {a~c){a'-c)c.

28. Shew that the L. C. M. of the quantities in Ex. 2 (solved

above) will be a complete square if x = i/^-^z^ —y-z^.

29. Bind the H. C. F. of ^••^+2a;6+3a:* -2x2 4-1, ami ^
6.c^+ x'+llx'-lx^-'i.

Section II.—FitACTroNS.

Art. XXXIII. When required to reduce a fraction to its

lowest terms, we can often apply some of the preceding methocls

of factoring to discover the H. C. F. of the numerator and de-

nominator.
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^ ac-^-hy-irayJ^hc ^ c{aJrh)-\-y{a-\-h)_ __
e-j-y

a^-ba'^-ab^-^W ^ a{a^-b^)^b{a*-b^')

a{a+b){a-by ^ a

g x^ +x^y+x^y^ +x'^y^ +a'y^ +y^
x^ •—x'^y-\-x^y^ —x^y^-\-xy^+y^'

Here the numerator is evidently (x^ —y^) -^ (x- y), ami the

denominator is E-Zl^, The I'esnlt is .*. ^—^.
x+y x-y

^ (^fef.v)^-ft;^-?/-^ __ 5cchj+ 10x^y^^Wx^y^^ + 5x?j^

{x+y)^-\-x^-{-y^ ~ {x+y)^-x^y^ + {x^+y\)^-x':y^

5xy{x^ +y^ + 2xy(x+y) }
= l:,2j^y2j^xy){{x+yy'-{-xy+x^-+^-^j}

5x?j{x+y){x^+xy+7j^) 5xij(x+y)

5.

2{x2+xy+y^)l ^x'^+xy+y^)

a;3-12a;+35

r<;3-10s;f+31aj-30

Here we see at once that the num€rator=(sj— 5)(a^— 7) ; and

it is plain that cc— 7 is not a factor of the denominator; we .-. try

x — 5 (Horner's division), and find the quotient to be x^ —5x-]rQ»

.\ the result = _^IlL_ .

6 x^ + 2x%-\-9

x^-4:x^ + 8x-'2,l

The factors of the numerator are at once seen to be x^-\-2x-{-Bt

and x^ — 2x+S, of which the latter is one factor of the denomin-

ator, the other being (Horner's division) ^^^ -2x — 7 : .*. the result

x''-Jr2x+B
IS

'^-2x-l
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Exercise xlii

Pweduce the following to their lowest terms

:

x^-7x-^6 Sxj/^-lSxi/+Ux

2.

3.

x^-2x--Sx-d6 7?/3- 172/2 + 6i/

x'^+ax^ —a^x— a^ x^—5x^+7x-3

x^j-Sx+2 x^ -\-2x^+9

2+bx x^ + 2x^+\2x
^- 26+(62_4)ic-26a;3' «5+4a; '

^a^ -3rlOa^x-\'^a^x^ 2Qx^+x^-\
^' a^x-\-2a^x^ + 2ax^-\-x^' 2bx^ -\-6x^ - x-1

a;7 ^x^if^x^y^—x^y^-\-x^il^—x^]l^ -{-xy^ - y''

' x'' -^x^y-\-x^y^+x'^y^+x^y'^+x-y^ + xy^ j-y'^'

Sa^x*-2ax^-l
^'

'^ \T + VJ
^^~^'''-

^' 4:a^x^-2a2x^-dax^-\-l'

ahc[a — b){b — c){c - a)

a3(6-c)+ 63(c-a)+c3(^i-6)

10. From Ek. 4 (solved above) show that

(a-b)^Mb-c)^^{c-a)^ _ (a-b )^ + {b -c)^ + (r-n)^

11.

(a_6)5 + (6-c)*+(c-a)5 -
. o{a^b){b-c){c-a)

(x+y)^

(x+yy -x^ — y''

12. Shew that

(a-.by-^{b-cy. + (c'-aV 7
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Art. XXXIV. In reduciDg complex fractionf3 it is often

convenient to multiply both terms of the complex fraction by the

L. C. M. of all the denominators involved.

Exa:\iples.

1. Simplify' i(ji+H)-§(l-H

Here the L. C. M. of all the denominators involved is 12;

.-. multiplying both terms of the complex fraction by 12, and

ramoving brackets, we have

6:^'+8-8+ 6a; _ 12a; _ Zx_

21 -4a; -17 ~ 4-4a; ~ \-x

2. a
l-^ah

\j^^l}^ L, Here multiplying both terms by 1 ^ah, W3 get
\-\-ab

\-\-ab-ra{a — L>)
~ a^-j-l " *

1

.-i-._A
1 -r-—; . Here multiplying both terms of the frac-

tion -.vhich follows a;— 1 by 4-a;, the given fraction becomes at

ojiQe and now multinlying both terms by 4, wo
4 — a;

4
4'

have .-, ix -^^.
4a:—4-f4-a; cJa;

It may be observed that when the fraction is reduced to tho

form — -~- — , we may strike out any factor common to the two
h ' d

dmominators, and also any factor common to the two numerators;

it is sometimes more convenient to do this than to multiply

directly by the L. C. M. of all the denominators.
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4. Simplify (^3^ + ~^) -. (^^-^^ - ^^^ I .

Here the numerator of the first fraction is (« 4-6)2 + (« — 5)2

and tho denominator is r*- - /;2
; the numerator of second fraction

i.s (a2+i3)3_(rt3 _^2j2^ and the denominator is a^-b^] the

former denominator cancels this to a'^-\-b^y which, of course, be-

comes amultipher of the first numerator :

/. we have
^^-2 j.^2^2 _ /^2_^iV2 - 2«262 *

Ocrs^ionally, we at once discover a common complex factor,

strike tins out, and simphfy the result.

a h ~ c Y

1

1 '\ 2 1
*^- 1 T

^i
:> • here the den. = — + t -~

/I 1 IWl 1 1\
"= U "^ "^ "^ ~/ ("^ ^ T ~

TJ '
''^^^ cancelling the com-

men factor we have

1
^

J_ , J_ _1_,
and multiplying by abc, this = ^^^

.

Exercise xliii.

Simplify the following

:

a-\-h a~h

1-4{1-J(1 -a:)}"' rtju^ a_/>*

a— 6
~~

a-i-6

1 _^ 1_
1-^ l_u,^

+
i

D. 1
x-y

l+«+
2rfii (.r-aVa;— z)

K—
l+ a' x-\-y
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4.

5.
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13.

^ la - h\- la — h\

^

(a — h\>

q/"+*l ^i"+''Y /"+''i=

^^ a;5 - :i-^y -hx^y^ -x^y ^ +xy^ - 7/^ lx-y\n

oy'-hx^>j^j'r-y'-\-x^-y--{-,r>,^+ y~^ " 1^7/

lo. (^^ _. .^:i^) _ (_1+.^ _ Ir-n

10. J'ind the value of

17. Find the value of |/{1 --,/{! -a;)}

a + v U4-6,

18. Find value of

y (a

+

ijx) -y{a- ox) b{l-^c-)

Art. XXXV. When the sum of several fractions is to be

found, it is generally best, instead of reducing at once all the

fractions to a common denominator, to take two (or more) of

them together, and combine the results.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find tlie turn of

x+ y y — x x^ - y^

^x-'Iy
""

tiX'+'J.y
""

x^y'^'

Here taking the first two together we have

(a^,jr. + (^-y)^ = £:=+."'
; now add this to _ -IzJl'

.

»nd we get (il±£i)lr(^li:?^ = _''^'
.
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2. Find the sum of

l-\-x 4x 8x 1-ce

r-I' "^ r+^ + 1+^ ~
l + ~x

Here, taking the first and the last together, we have

(l+a;)-^-(l-a;)2 _ 4x

1-^-3 -^
l-r/j3'

taking this result with the second fraction, we have

/ 1 1 \ _ 8a;

^ni+:c2 + l-a;2/ - l-:^4'

now take this result with the remaining fraction and we get

/ 1 _L_\ _ ic^

Hl-ic* "^ l + ^'V
" l-ics'

^' ^1 "^ - ¥:^ + :?rri' ^'^^^^ ^^ p^^^'

those whose denominators are alike, we have

^^TTI -
,^M^

=a;^-"+a;^+ l-(a:'^-l)=a;^"+ 2.

The work is often m?.de easier by completing the divisions repre*

sented by the fractions.

2;!; + l 4a;+5
4. Find the sum of 1+ o, _-i\ — » ,9 ' By dividing num*

erators into denominators, this

3 _1 3_ 1
*=^ + ^+ 2a;-2

~'^~
2^5 + 2 " 2x-2 ^ 2a;+2

3a;+3-a; + l _ a;+2
^

. 2x-^-2 ~ a;3-l'

ic ic— 9 x+1 x — 9,
t 1 .

6. :t + 7; — T - 7T : we have, by division
x— 'l ' x — 1 x — 1 x — b ' -^

2 2 2 2

'a; — 2' a; —

7

ic—

1

x — ir.

2_ _2_ _2_ __2__ _ 2(2a;>^8) 2(2a;-8)

^•-2 "^ x-ij ^ x-1 " x-l "(a:-2)(a;-6)
'"

(a;-l)(a;-7)

f 1 1 )

^(4a;-16)
|^3_8a:4-12 ~

x'^ -^x+ l]

^ (80 -20:c)-^(.t4 -16.^3^830:3 - lo2a:+84).

[denominator = (a; 2 -8xf-\-ld{x^Sx)-\'^i'],
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6. Find the value of

x-{-2a x+2b
,

4a6—o~ + —"oi when X = —--y
x — za * x—tio a + o

By division, l+^^::^-f- 1+^3^^

= 2 + 4 , _^ + "TIsA hut the quantity in the brackets

(a-\-b)x— 4:ab

^~{^^2aji^-2b = ^ '^^'^ («4-6)a:=:4a6

,•. the value of the given expression is 2.

Exercise xliv.

Simplify the following

:

1 x—a x^+c(x-\-'i^ x^ — a^
1. J- ! . __ .

5 ^ x + a x^-a^

2
_^iM-/,3 a^-3a^b-\-3ab^- b^ a(a-b)- b(a~h)

/ 1 1 2a N

/_1 1_ _ 2a; \

\a •\- X a — X a^-^x-j

. a h ab ah
4. -L- _ 4_ - —

,

a -{- b a — b ab—b^ a- -{-ab

3+2^ 2 ~ Sx ^^ a^^

"2^ ~ 2 + a;
"^ T^"^ 4

'

1 1 1

• ia^{a+x) "^
4a-^(a-a;) "^ 2a2(rt,2 4.;^2)-

JL_/3^2y)\ _lpj-_2l\
• 2 \3a;-2^)/ 2 i3a;+2y/'

8 ^±1 _ ^ _ ^-^-^ 4.
"^

4. ^
• 2a;-l 2.C+1 ;>:(l-2a^)

"^
a:(4^3_i) '^x{Wx^'-l)-

2a:-t-2 ;c+2 "^' 2(x'+3) (.f+ 2X^:4-
3)"
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2{x±y) 2(1/ -x) _ Hx^~y') Mx^+i,^)

x-i/ ' x+ y a;3-f-y^ -^ x^-y^

( 1 1 (

12

\x -\- a X -\- i
\

a-\-x 4:ax
,

Sa^j', a— x

\-x^ a-\-x

f a-j-x "tax J

_ 5.--4 12.r + 2 10./-+17

_ 12:«+ 10a ,
117^+ 28u:;

^'' "S^+T" + "9a + 2^- - ^^•

4x-n a/j-3Q 10^-3 5x-4:

a-\-h-{-'2c a+ h-{-2d

17. Find the value of
^^:jJz:Yc + a+ 6^^"/

4:Cd

,^Bn

V (^^ -^r J^iZ^^l. _ 1 1
.

)\1^- (rt_6)«— 1 ~ (,,_Z/)« + l (a_6j"-l + (a_6)"-u]-

1^
1 1

1+x 1-5 _2_ _ _2^
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Art. XXXVI. The following are additional examples in

which a knowledge of factoring and oi the princijjle of symmetry

is of advantage.

Examples.

x^-{y-z)^ y^-(z- x)^ z^-jx-y)^

Cancelling the common factor x — y+z in the two terms of the

first fraction, there results
,

-\ hence hy symmetry, the

denominators of the other two fractions will be x-{-y-^z, and the

numerators will be y-\-z-x, z+x-y; .*. sum of the three

numerators = a; -f ^+2;, and the result =1.

ah be ca

The L. C. M. of denominators is evidently {a— h){h— c}{c— a).

This gives for numerator of first fraction —ah{a — b), and by sym-

metry the other numerators are —hc{h-c), —ca{c — a),

ah(a-h)'\-hc(h - c) -i-ca(c - a)

•
'• ^'^ ^^^'^' - {a-b){b-c){c-a)

_ (a-h)ib-c){a-c
) _

(a-b){b-c){G-a)

2. Reduce the following to a single fraction :

a h c

{a-h){a-c){x-a) + {b - a){b - c){x - h) ^ {c-a){c-b){x-cy

Here the L. C. M. is {a-b){b-c){c-a){x-a)(:c-l;[x-c) ; the

numerator of the first fraction is

-a{h-c){x-b){x-c), and .'. by symmetry that of

second is —h{c—a){x— c)(x— it), and that of third is

— c{a — b){x— a){x — b) ; and their sum is

-{n{b-c){x-b){x-c)-\-b(c-a)(x-c){x-o)-{-

c{a-b)(x-a){x-b)}.

This vanishes if a = 6, hence a-b is u factor, and .-. by sym-

metry b-- r and C-- a aio also factors, l^ow the product of these
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is of the third decree, -while the whole expression rises only to

the fourth, hence ic- cannot he involved. The other factor must
therefore be of the form nix+n, in which m is a number.

To determine n put x = 0, and the expression becomes

ahc{a-b-\-b -c-\'C-a} =0; .*. ?i = 0, orthe other factor is mx.

To determine ??i put ^ = 0, b = l, c= -1, and m will be found to

be 1. The numerator is .*. x{a-b){b-c){c— a), and the result is

X

{x — a){x— b) {x — c)

8. Simplify ^+ ^ + ^'+ '

+ ^+ ^

(6-c-)(c-a) ^ (c-a){a^b) ^ (a-b){b-c)

L. C. M. of denominators is {a— b){b — c){c—a)
;

.*. first numerator is a- —b-, and by symmetry

second " b- -c^, and

thii'd " c3-«3;
the sum of these = 0, which is the required result.

4. Eeduce

x-y y-z z-x "^
{x-y){y -z)[z-x)

Here the numerator becomes

2(y-z){z-x)-^^x-y){z-x)-{-^x-y){y-z)+
{x—y)^-^(y — z)--\-(z — xy, which is evidently

{{^^^'-y)-h{y-z)+ {z-x)y^ = o.

Observe that the denominators become the same by changing

the sign between the fractions, and that the expression is sym-

metrical with respect to a and b. The numerator of the first

fraction is ai*-f6a^o3-i-12«^6^+8a36^, and by symmetry that

of the other is -b^2 ^Qi9a^-12b^a^ -8b^a^. Their sum is /.

= [a^ +b^)(a^ — b^)^ , and since the denominator of the given

expression is {a^—b^)^ :. the result is a^-\-b^^
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Exercise xlv.

Simplify the following : Nf

1 1 1

^- (a_i)(a-c) + (6-aj(6-c) + (c-aj(c-6)*

a —

6

h—c c — a (a— h)(b— c)(c — a)

a-\-h "^ b+c * c+a "^ (a+6)(6+ cj(c + a)'

a2 J2 ^2

r-
a;3 ?/^ g^

'• {x-y)(x-z) +
(y_a;)(2/-2;) + (^- a;)(2 -.y)'

a^ ^3 ^3

^" (a-^j(a-c) + (6 - aj(Zy - c) ~^
(p - a){c - h)

jj 1 1

(6+c-2^0(^-r^t-26) *"
(c + «-26)(a-i-t-2c) "^

1

(a+h-2c) (6+ c - 2rtj

'

-o h^-c^ c--«3 rt2_7,a
12. . 4- -1- — .

13. -L -U-^

[c-a\{c^b){x-L)
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(x-y){z-x) ^ {y~z){x—y) •{z-x){y-z)'

15. iV< + ^>)- + (6-c)2-f(a+c)-^ _ _2_ 2^_ _^
2

(rt-r6)(6 — 6-)(rt4-c) «-f^' h — c '
rt+ 6

1^ 1 1 1 -

lb. _ . a. /

x{x-a){x-b) a{h— a){x — a) ' b{h - a){x—b) / y^

Section III.

—

Eatios.
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Generally, to'prove that if — — —, any fraction whose nu-
b d

merator and denominator are homogeneous functions of a and 6,

and are of the same degree, will be equal to a similar fraction

formed with c instead of a and d instead of b :—Express the first

fraction in terms of — , and for — substitute its equivalent —
b h

^
d'

and reduce the result.

By (2) the fractions may be formed of a anc c, and h and d.

If _1 = _^ ^ _i, ^?^+>?c-f;jg ^ JL or — or _1 (7)
b d /' mh+ nd-\-pt h d j

"'^t) + "''(t) + ^^(7)ma-\-nc-\-pe

mh-{-nd-\-yf ~ yii^j^^ni^pj

a
{mb+ nd-{-pfj-Y ^^

" mb-\-nd^i'J '^

I{± ^ ± and "' -"

b d n
'd

ma+ pc pa-rmc ma pa•—

'

__ -' — Off \ Qj. ^'\ /ON

')ib^qd qb+ nd ~ nb qb'
*'

^ '

-P,
71UI pc ma+ pc 1 ,^.

For — = — = -7-~ - by (0)
nb qd no ±_ qd

pa VIC pa+ mc

qb ~ nd ~ qb:t'^id

But '-^ = ^— , hence the equality stated in (8).
nb qb

If JL = i_ = A and !!i = i'- = Z.,
b d J n q S

ir.^±pc±re
__

pa±)r±jnfi^ _ _!!!!*_ f

^6+ ^^+?" " ~qb±sd±n/ ~ '^'^•' ~ 7il>
~ ^^' ' (^^•

If an upper sign be taken in a numerator, the corres^^ondiug

anper sign must be taken in the denominator; if a lower sign,

the corresponding lower sign, otlierwi^o all the ftisus aro mCw--

pendent of each othor,
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Examples.

^
^a e 5a — Ah 5c — id

1. If "T" = ~r, show that

The given fraction =

Dividing the given fraction by S^ ^e have

^3 a^

^-
.-,

-" ", and this becomes, on substituting for-T-itsequal-y>

bilUI
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^ ^. x^+ax^ -hx + c x^ + ax-h . . ,
^

5. If -^ „—~—.— = -7, shew that ^ = ~»
x^ —ax^ + bx-{-c X' — ax-^u' «

Multiplying both terms of second fraction by x, it becoraea

x^-\-ax^ — hx

Z:i—7^2X/r^J ^<^^ ^3.ch of the given fractions =
•C''
— ox ~\~ ox

difference of numerators

difference of denominators

;

c
= ~~ =1 .*. x^-^-ax-h—x"^ — ax-{-h

c

h
or lax m 2b .. x= —

•

a
»

6. If -r — T^T"? shew that ,-,-,--,,. ,-77 = r^n

—

19 1
^-2*

r;c ce ea ac-\-ce-\-ea
^^^ W=^-=7^ =

6^+^/+/6-
By(7)makmg>.= .=,. = x.

a2 c^ gO ^ fl2J.c2-|.g2
Also p--^-j^-^3 4.^3_|,y2- -^y (7)-

But 77 = T^ hence the required equality.

Tiie problem is a particular case of (9), with all the signs -f

and a for m, h for n, c for 2>, d'C.

(If the fractions ^/i'ym equal to one another have not monomial

terms, instead of seeking to express the proposed quantity in

terms of one fraction and then substituting an equivalent frac-

tion, it is often better to assume a single letter to represent the

common value of the fractions given equal, and to work in terms

of this assumed letter.)

„ J-
a-\-'h h-Vc ^ c-{-a

^(a^-b) ~ T{b-c) ~ b{c-a)*

pi-ove that 32r/-f35y+ 27<: = 0.

Assume each of the given fi-ac Lions = :<?, so that a^h = 3(rt — 5;a;,

6-{-c «= i^^ - c)x, t'4-« = •5(c - (')x,
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(i~\-h lj-{-r c-\-n , , , , ,
, rt

.*. adding these fractions we have 32a+ 35^+ 27c = 0.

This example might also be worked as a particular case of (7),

thus

a-\-h l)-\-c. c-\-a

^{^a-h) " 4(/7-c) 6(c-a)

2Q(a-i-/y) + 15(?.-}-r-)+ 12(c+rO _ 32a + 356+27c
- 60(rt- /.)+ 60(6^)^60(c - a) ~~ '

'

.-. 32« + 356+ 27c = X J^±l_ ^ q.
• 'd[a—b)

8. If — + — = — \
— — — A. —[, prove that

(

Transposing terms, &c., we have

«2 2ac c3 e^ 2ce c^

T^ ~ IkI
~^ d^ "^ p " ~df

"^ ^ ~ ^'

°Mt-t' -I---I =»=
e c

7 " ~d !

that is, the sum of tvro essentially positive quantities = ;

.*. each of them must = ; hence we have

b
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Exercise xlvi.

1. If — = — ,
prove — =

2. If _ = _, prove ^^-^ = {-^^j = (^---).

3. Given the same, shew that each of these fractions

4. If 2x = Si/, write down the value of

x^ij-\-xy^+ 2ij^' (x-^-y'^r- '

5. If -^ = -1 = A, shew that ^ = ^!1^-'^<^~P'^.

b d 'J b mb~nd-pf

6. From the same relations prove that -- = la— wt — nr\
^

^
1,6 \b-md+ nfl

7. li]-^" = 1(|±^+-^'), then 0:3 = (/.-«) -.(^+4
1 — .f a\l—x-\-x^!

''• •"
^(«+^)_,/(,r^,;) = «. prove that ^ =j^^-

fx xf 7».r+«4-/> vix~c~d a4-h-{-r-^d
9. If '-

. -1— =
, prove x = —L—-——

,

nx-{-a-^-c nx — b — d n—m

10 If
^~^ ^'~'' c — a a-\-b-^c

ay+ bx //^-^•o; c/j-taz ax+ bi/-\-cz / ;

1
' .^

''

then each of these fractious =
, a + i+ cnotbeingzei'o.

x-\-7/+x

11. If "+4 = oA"^A = -^±^,then8a + 06+ 5c- = O.
a-b 2{b-c') S[r-a)

12. If— r = — » sliewthat - = rr" /

/>' 2 fit ^ 1 2 .^
J

*.

13. If ~i~",/\ = 'ii'^ •-)' ^^^^ ^*' •^' " ^'"' unequal, shew

that each of these fractions is equal to x-ti/+z.
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fractions =(:c//-l)-f (a:?/ -3). y ^^ ^

IG. If
2/ = ^TjTc

^i^ewthat ^^3^ +
^^^-2Z.

=2.

1 A.2-f-Z,2X 1 //,24.e2X 1 /,2+«2N
17- If

tU^::^^; = T^sr^W = yU^sJ- r^'ove that

25rt2 4-2762 + 226-2 = 0.

«2 J2 ^2
IS- ^'^^^ = ,7^-^ = gTZ^^. shew that «~"..+62^+c2^

I^- I^
., .r . = j-r^^— = / A > then wiU (a - Z.}^^. +

(^-^•/ + (c— a)2 = 0.

T'^I^Y *^^^
(/j^+c/2-{-/2J == ^;T4.'^4 +y4

20. If -7- = -T = -7- then

01 Tf ?:^+^.V cy±^ (iZ-^CX
-il. ii ——7- = -7 = ".—— ' shew thata—o —c c — a

.^^

22. If ^,g , .^9^ . .._9 , ..o = .TT"-:' shew that each of these

{a-\-h^c)[x-\'y-\-z) = ax-^hy-\-cz.

x^ — 5x^a — a^-^5xa^ x~a
x'^ \-x'^a-\-xa'^ '\-a^ ~ x + a

expressions =5,

different, shew that lo« + 116 + lGc=:0. /^^ J. // ^a- ^r
/a^-L 7,0 2 l_^.2

"^ ' --

24. If
(^'^J

= 3—-V prove that a;2+^^2+^+2a^y^-l.

25. If -L^ ^ -i_ = _^, shew that ft +6+ C-0.
x— y y-z z-x

26. If -^ = —
, prove that —:_ _ K_^ ___!_Ji_v_2.

b a a-h \ if'^) ~VW
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27. If —- = —- = — , then each is equivalent to
b d J-

---—---—-, hence shew that
Lo-\-vid-\-nj

2z+2x-y - 2.^+2^-2 -
2y + 2z-x

^ = y _ g

2rt+ 26-c 26+ 2c-rt ~ 2c+2a-6'

28. n -^ = -£-, prove that i'^]' , . f_!jh^Y

*?9,
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\

o5. it — -
-J-

~ ~ =
. . . = -— , then

^1 ^2 ^3 K

36. If , - = — + 7- 4- —

,

and {A +B+ C)[a-]-b+ r) = Aa + Bh-i-Cc,

A B C
then will -^,

—
7; + -,

,

, ., + ^r^—i" "=0.
1 + a- 1+//^ 1+6-2

and also -^ + ^' + ^"' = 0.
1 11

a-\— b+-r e4—

.r^ 7//J Zl CC^ 7/3 2-3

37. If -T = TT = —' and -^ = 7-7 = -^ = 1'

thenwilll^y + -^ + -^; =_ + _ + _.

Section IV. — Complete Squares, &c.

1. What quantity must be added to x- -\-j.x to make it a com-

plete square ?

Let r be the quantity.

Then x^ +px+r = comi)lete square = {x ' ^/V~) ^

= x^+2xyr'\-r.

Equating coefficients we have

• ^ = T = It)

Or thus: Si^ce (a+a;)^ ^a^ -f 2rta; -f a;^ ; we observe, (See

Art. XII), that/02/r times the product of the extremes is equal to the

square of the mearij

**• '* ^ 1"^) ' ^^ before.
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Or we may extract the square root and ec^uate tlie remainder

to zero . thus

P

P
2a; +-^ 2JX-\-r

4

iSTow, if the expression be a complete square, this remainder

must vanish ; hence we hsive

P^ (P

2. Find the relation connecting a, b, c, if ax~ -{-hx-\-c is a com-

plete square.

Assume ax'+bx+c = {^a.x-\-^c)^ =ax- -r-2i/{ac).x-^c.

Now, since this holds for all values of x, we have 2yac =h, or

I- = iac, the i-elation requii-ed.

3. Determine the relation amongst a, b, c, in order that

a^x~-^bx-\-bc-^b- may be a perfect square.

As in Ex. 1, we have ia^X'{hc+ b-) = b'^x^
;

.-. i- _ -^ = 1.

Or thus

:

Assume a^x- + bx+hc+ i^ - („^,. 4. j/'^+ ]yi) 2

Equating coefficients, we have b = 2a^bc-^b'
;

.*. — __ _ - 1, as before.
4rt- /.

The same result may also be obtained by extracting the square

root and equating the vemaioder to zero.
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4. Show that if cc^-\-rfx^ + hx''' -{-cx^d he a complete square,

the coefficients satisfy the equation t^ -a-d = 0.

Is it necessary that the coefficien^ts satisfy any other equation ?

Extracting the squa^-e root of .c^ -{-ax^ -\-hx- -rcx+d in the

usual manner, we have for tlie final retnainder

Now, if the expression ho a complete square, this remainder

must vanish ; and, that it ma^ vanish for general values of x, we

must have

a I a-\

'-y(*-t)=«' «•

1 / a2

<'-t(*-t)='* (');

Elimmating ^ - ^» we have e- -rt2i = o . . . (3).

Tiie coefficients must satisfy the equations (1) and (2), and

therefore either of these equations, together with the equation (3),

which results from them.

The same result may be obtained by assuming

x^-^-ax^ -\-hx-^ +cx+ d= {x^ ^hax-^- yd)^

^x^-\-ax^-\-'2x-^yd

-f \a-x^ + ax yd + d.

Equatmg coefficients, we have 2 v/i?+Jrt2= 6 . . . ^1)

and ayd = c . . . (2).

From (a) we have c^ — a-d = 0, as before.

5. What must be the value of m and n if

4./;^ — 12x^ -{•2ox^ — 4:mx+ Sn is a perfect square ?

Assume the expression— {(2.^3 _ 3^;+ y/(8n)}^

= 4:x^ - 12.^3 4-4a;2 ^'{Sn)-i-Qx'^ - Gx^ (Sn) + 3n.

Equatin^g coefficients, we have cy(8?i) = 4m .... (1),

and lv/(8;i)4-9 = 25 .... (2);

.-. n = 2,
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Or thus : Extractiug the square root in the ordinary -way, the

remainder is found to be (— 4m-}'24)a: + S?i — 16 ;
.'. we must

have 4/;i+ 24 = 0, or 7« = 6,

and 8?t-16= 0, or ?i=2.

6. If ax^-\-hx'-\-cx-\-d be a complete cube, shew that ac^ -dh^^

and h- -dac.

Assume ax ^ + kc'^ -f- ex -{-d— ia^-^-d' ^

Equating coefficients,

h = ^aMl^ (1)

c = ^a^S (2);

dividing (l)by(a),l = ^)
ac^ =db^.

Also, ^2=9^?^} ,3^.

dividmg(3)by (2), — = 3.(;
c

.'. h"=dar.

7. Find the relations subsisting between a, b, c, d, e, when

ax* + bx^ -^cx- +dx-\-c is a complete /o^(^<;/t power.

Assume ax* + bx^-\-rx^-{-'lc-\-e = {aKc-\-e^)*

= ax^+ ^ah'x- + Ga^e^x"^ -f iah'x+e.

Equating coefficients, we liiive

b = hi'ir
,

c = Cxr^c'-^

d=li'^,^',

whence />'-/ = IGr^r. (1).

hc = 'lhdA=^rtAa*t^^ = Gad (2).

cd = 'lhi^€^ = Q^cAa^c'^ = &je (3).

8. Shew that x* -\- p.r^ + qx- +rx+s can be so resolved into two

rational quadratic factors if ^ be a perfect square, negative, and

equal to
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Since — s is a perfect square, let it be n^»

Assume x^ +px^-\-qj-^-j-rj: -n^
= (x^-^iiix+nYx^ -^m'x-n)

= x^ + {m-\-m ')x^ -\- mm'x^ —n(m — m ')x - ?i-.

Equating coefficients, we have

?n-f m' = p
mm' = q

) ''

m — vi= —
71

Exercise xlvii.

1. "What is the condition that {a — x){h''x) — c^, may be a per-

fect square. >4^*sfer.v.r

2. Find the value of n -^vhich will make 2x'^-^Sx-{-n, a perfect

square.

3. Find a value of s; which will make x^-^-Gx^-^llx^+ dx-^-^l,

a perfect square.

4. Extract the square root of

5. Find the values of m and n which will make

4^4 _ 4^:3 _|. 5^3 _„?a;+7z, a perfect square.

6. What must be added to x^ — V{4x^-lGx-+16)-ix^ in

order to make it a complete square ?

7. The expression a^^ + .u^- 16.^^ — 4x + 48, is resolvable into

two factors of the form x--\-r)uC-\-d, si,udx^ -\-nx-\-S; determine

the factors.

ex
I 8. Find the value of c which will mak-e ix^ - cx^

-f- o.-c- + -r+ 1

,

a complete square, / f J)
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9. O'oi.ii'j the square root of

10. If {a-b)x^ + {a-\-b)^x+(a^ - l-){a+b), is a complete /_ ^
square, then a = 36, or 6= 3rt.

11. Find the simplest quantity which, subtracted from

a^x^+iakc-{-h(cx-{-5bc + b-c^, mH give for remainder an esLactI'

—

square.

12. :K*-4:c3—a;3-f 10.^-12 is resolvaKe into quadratic factors ^
of the form a;^ -f ?//tt'+/?7^nd x- +nx-{-q : Imd them.

13. Find the values of m which will make x^ + max + a^ /

a factor of x^ — ax^-{-a^x" —a^x-[-a^.

14. Shew that if x'^ -\-ax^ + hx'^ +cx+tl be a perfect square, iho

coefficients satisfy the relations

8c =a{-ib-a^), and

64rf= (46-^2)^

15. Investigate the relations between the coefficients in order6^

that ax--\-bij^+cz- +il''u-{-eijz-^fxz may be a complete square.

16. If x^+ax'^+hx+c is exactly divisible by {x-{-d)-, shew that ^

i(b^'-d-^)=~-=d{a-2d)

17. Determine the relations among a, h, c, d, when ^
ax^ — hx^-\- cx—d, is a complete cube.

THr The polynome ax^ -\- Sbx^ -\- Bex -{• d is exactly divisible

by (a-x)^; shew that (rt(Z-6c)2 = 4(rtf-//3}(t(Z-c"2).

19. Find the relation between ?> and q, Yfhen x^-{-px'-\-q, is i^

exactly divisible by (a:-rt)2.

20. If x"+nax-^n^ is a factor of x^-{- ax^-\-a"x' i-a^x+ a^^C'

-shew that n" —n—1 =0.

21. If .c^+^x'3-f'a-2+f.r-f (?, be the product of tv.o complete

squares, shew that
,

(16--a3)-' = G4^, (4i-a2/( = 8c, W(3(c3 - 26) = 36.
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22. Prove that x^ -j-px^ +qx^ -\-rx+s is & perfect square, if^/
p^s= ry and q = — + 2^s.

23. If ax^+Shx'+dcx-\-d contain ax-+2bx+ c as a factor, the

former will be a complete cube, and the latter a complete squarely

24. If m-x- +px-\-pq+ q^ be a perfect square, find p in terms;

of m, q, and x.
^

25. Find the relation between p and q in order that

x^+px^+qx-{-r may contain (a;+ 2)2 as a factor.^

26. li x^ +jjx^ -i-qx+r be algebraically divisible by /

dx^-i-2px-{-q, shew that the quotient is a; + — •
j

Relation in Involution,

Art. XXXVIII. Ifaa' = 66' = cc', prove that

1. {a-\-b'){b-hc'){c+ a') = {a'-\-b)ib'+ c){c'-i-a)

{a-\-b')xa'=:aa'-{-b'a'= bb'+b'a'={b'ha')xb

{b+c')xb' = bb'+c'b' = cc-\-c'b' = {c + b')xc'

(c-^a')xc' = cc'+ a'c' = aa'-{-a'c'={a+c')xa'

:. {a-\-b'){b + c'){c+ a')xa'b'c'==

(a'+b){b'+c){c'+ a)xb'c'ai

.-. {aJrb'){b + c')ic + a') = {a'+b){b'-^c){c'+a).

2. {a-\-b)(a-\-b'){a'-c){a'-c') = {a'-\-b){a'+ b'){a-c)(a-c).

{a+ b)xa' = aa'-\-a'h = bb'+ a'b = {b'+ a')xb

{a+ b')xa' = aa'-\-a'b' = bb'+a'b'={b+ a')xhj

(a'— c) X a = aa^— ac = cc' —ac = {c'— a) X c

{a'— c')xa = aa' -ac'= cc'—ac' = {c'~a)xc'

:. (a+ b){a+ h'){a'-c){a'-c>)x{aa')^ =
{b'-^a'){b+ a'){G'-a){c-a)xbb'.cc;

Bnt bb'.cc'={aa')^,

and (c'— a)(c — a)=:{a— c){a — c')

.-. la+ b){ai-l'){a!^c){a'-c') = {af+b){a'-{-b'){a-c){a-c').
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Exercise xlviii.

li aa' = bb' = cc' prove that

1. {a-b')(b-c){c'-a') = {b-a'){a-c){&-h').

2. {b'-c'){c-'a){a'-b') = (c-b'){b-a){a'-c%

3. {c-a'){a-b){h'-c') = (a-~c'){c-b)ib'-ai).

4. {a-b')(b-c'){c-a') = (a-c')(b-a)(c-b').

(a-kXa-b') ^ (a-c){a-c')
^' (^a'-b)(a'-b')

" {a'-c){a'-c'y

(b-c)(b-c') ^ {b-a)(b-a')
^' {h'-c){b'-c') " {b'-ajifi'-a'y

(c-a){c-a')
__

(c-b){c-b')
"•

{c-a'){c-a') " {d-h){c'-b'T

8. Shew that the 'seven pifeceding relations may be derived

from the single relation

{a-\-a'){W-cc')+ {i)^b'){cc'-aa^-\-{€-\-c'){aa'-bh'):^0,
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CHAPTEE V.

Simple Equations of one Unknown Quantity.

Art. XXXIX. PreHminary Equations. Ajlthon-jb the

following exercise belongs in theory to this chapter, in p.'actice

the numerical examples should immediately follow Exercise I.,

and the literal examples Exercise III. Like those exercises, this

one is merely a specimen of what the teacher should give till his

pupils have thoroughly mastered this preliminary work. Buc
few numerical examples are given, it being left to the teacher to

supply these.

Exercise xlix.

What values must x have that the following equations may be

true?

1. a:— 5 = 0. x-Z\ = 0. x-a = 0. a'-f3 = 0.

2. x-\-n = 0. x-^a = 0. ^j-f3 = 5. a^-4 = 6.

5. x— a = b. x-\-a = c. x-b=—c. 6-x = S.

4:. 8-x=10. 5 + x = n. 9+x = 4:. l-x=-o.
^.S+x^-Q. a-x = db. 2a = x-\-3h. 3a = ob-x.

6. 2x--6 = 8. 3.^4-8 = 20. cLc = a\ iiix= bm.

7. 3x = c. a:r = o. ax = 0. {a-^b)x=b^a.

8. {a-h)x = h-a. (a-{-bx) = (a-{-b)^. {a—b)x = a^-b^,

9. {a+ b)x = b^-aK {a^-ab + b'-^;x= a^+b^.

10. {a2-b^)x = a-b. (a2-b^)x = a-hb. {a- -\-b^)x=l,

11. {a +x-b) = (a-\-b). x—a^b = b—x~{-a. -

12. 2a-x = x-2b. ax+ hx = c. ax — b = rx,

18. ax - b = bx — c. ax — ab = ac.

14. ax-ar* = bx~b-. ax-a^ = bx-b^.
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15. ax-a^ = ^^3

-

bx ; c(x+h+c = a+ hx+cx.

10. a — hx-c = b~ax-\-cx; a+ hx+cx^ = ax-b-\-cxK

\1. bx~cx-'\-e = ex-b-cx^ \ Sx = l; 4x = -^.

18. 10;t:=i-l ; ax= —', ax=^
C

19. abx - — H ; ocx=
jha be

20. lx=D) -^-c = 8; 'Dx = 'l] •3x' = -06.

21. -02^; = 20; •3x'=-2; 'ix=-Q.

X ax
22. •18.i:=l-8; — = 6 ; -7- = c.

a U

ax _ fe
. .^' _ ,

^'^ _7

a+ & a rt — 5 a-r-b r'

a-b 6 ' a-^b b — a

a a b - a a

h—a a—b a-{-b b-^-a

a-^b a-c 112 8

1 11 a a b 1 1 , ^

u; ao ^^x X c x o -i

3,4 33 1 « , '^ n

20 t}X ^x ^ x c

a:-7 a;-7 3./;-4 4 - 3.c

30. (a;-4)-(a:4-5)+a: = 3; 2x--(a;-5)-(4-3.r)=:5.

31. 2(3-as) + 3(.r-3) = 0; 2(3.6- - 4)- 3(3 -4x') + 9(2 -.*•) = 10.

^32. a(l-2.c)-(2.c-rt) = l ; x-h{ii-x)^bx-ria.

33. mx{?>a- 4) + 3iy/a; - 3^: + 1 = 0.

34. a{bx- c) -^h{cx - rt) +'i"''c - 6) = 0.

35. a(^^'c-/>) |-/'(r^-c)-|-r(r.r-u) = 0,
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36. a{hx-a)+h{^:x-h)+ c{nx-c)=--0.

37. a(.c-2b)+ b{x-2c) + c(x-2a)=a^i-b^+c^.

38. 3(3{3(3a:-2)-2}-2)-2 = l.

39. 9(7{o(3^-2)--l}-6)-8 = l.

'iO. i;ia{^(:«+2) + 2}4-2)-f2}=l.

41. i{ia{l(a: + 2)4-4}+6) + 8} = l.

42. ia{iaa;-i)-|}-i)-l = 0.

.43. ia{|(?:r-U)-li}-lJ)-H = 0.

44. ^frA(5-{|-(|a:+4) + 8} + 12)+ 20} + 32 = 58.

45. |{i(t{i(^+7)-3}+6)-l}=4.
46. r{g(7j{«(??ia: -a)-b} -c)-d} -e = 0,

47. (l + 6.r)2 + (2 + 8a:)3 = (l+ 10a:)2.

48. 9(2a;-7)2+(4a;-27)2 = 13(4a:+15)(a:+G).

49. (3-4a;)2+(4-4.'c)2=2(5+ 4a;)2.

50. (9 -4.>;)(9 -5.^)4-4(5 -a;)(5 -4a;) = 36(2-.r)2.

Art. XL. In order that the product of two or more factors

may vanish, it is necessary, and it is sufficient, that one of the

factors should vanish. Thus, in order that (x — a)(x— b) may =0,

either x = a must = 0, or x— b must =0, and it is sufficient that

one of them should do so.

Hence the single equation {x— a){x — b)=0 is really equivalent

to the two disjunctive equations, either ic— « = or a;- 6 = 0, for

either of these will fulfil the condition of the given equation, and

that is all that is required.

Similarly, were it requu-ed to find what value of x would make

the product (x—a){x — b){x - c) vanish, they would be given by

a;— a = 0, or a; — ^ = 0, or a;— c = .*. a; = «or6orc.

Hence the single equation

{x-a){x-b){x-c) =

is equivalent to the three disjunctive equations

a; — a = 0, or a; - 6 = 0, or ic— c ;= 0,

^
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Examples.

1. Solve u;2- a: -20 = 0.

The expression = (a; -5) (a; +4), which will vanish if either of its

actors does, that is, if a; - 5 = 0, or a;+4 = 0,

.*. x = o, ov x= —4.

Thisgivesa;3(a:-l)-a;(a;-l)=a;>-l)(x3-l)

=:x{x—l){x+ l){x—l), which vanishes for

x = 0, x = l, x= —1.

3. Solve x^-i-a-x^ - ax 'a^ = 0.

This = x{x^-a)+a^{x^-a)

= {x+a^)(x" — a), which vanishes foy

a;+ «- = 0, anda;3— rt = 0, or

a: = — a ^ , and x- = a.

4. Solve x^a-h) + cr-(b-x)+ b^x-a) = 0.

The factors of the expression are (Ex. 2, page 79).

ic— rt, a;— ^, a — b; hence the expression vanishes if

x—a = 0, or x— b = 0.

5. Solve 221a;2-5a;-G = 0.

Here we have the factors 17a; — 3 and 13a: + 2
;

.*. the equation is satisfied by 17a; — 3 = 0, or x = ^\,

and 13.;+ 2 = 0, or a: = - -1^3.

6. Solve 2a;i+2a;^ + G« -* 18 = 0.

In this case we have 2(a:*-9)+2.c(a;2+3)

= 2(a:2+3){a;3-3+a-}, which vanishes for

a:2-f3 = 0, or:c-2+.r--3 = 0.

7. Solve (a;-a)3+ (a-6)3+(/y-a:)3 = 0.

The expression is equal to 3(x — a){a — b){b-x)^

and therefore vanishes for x — <« = 0, or a: = (i

;

and for x~b = 0, or x = b.
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Exercise 1.

1. If an equation in x has the factors 2./- — 4 and 2./: -6, fiudP

the corresponding values of x.

2. If an equation gives the factors 2^-1 and S./; — 1, what are

the corresponding values of x ?

3. If an equation gives the factors 3;^- — 12 and 4^ — 5, find the

corresponding values of x.

Find the values of x for which the following expressions will

vanish

;

4. ;.2_2^.+ i; 4..-2-12.6'+ 9.

5. 9.f^-4; .>;2-(>+ /;)2; :>;3 -Qa.r + a*.

6. a:3-9./;+ 20; 4r/;2 - iar+ 20.

7. i?2 4.^_6: :g2_^;_i2; 9:<;3-9;<;-28.

8. 6^2_i2:^--|.6; 6:/;2-13.7:+6; 6ic2-20^ + 6.

9. 62'2-o.r-6; G.v2 -ST.o+G ; 62-3+.'c-12.

10. A certain equation of the fourth degree gives the factors

jc^ _;c — 2, and \x'^ — 2;/;— 2, find all the values of x.

Find values of o: in the following cases :

11. ic3-2/a-2-3/>2.e = U.

12. x^-ax"--\-a''-x~a^^^.

18. ;e3_9.^4-l = 0; ^3 _ 3^^9 = 0.

14. ic*-2aa;3+2rt3.^_rt4 = 0-

15. a:3 + (6H-r).r2-&ca;-62c-k2 = 0.

x-a , x-h (a-h)^ x'^-a^
"if* _i_ ,

''

1 . = . ^ , '

' x-b x-a {x— a) ix - b) {x- a) {x - b)

17. a'^-bx^-a^x-a2b = 0.
'

18. Sx^+4:ahx^ -6a^b-^x-4:a^b^ =^0.

19. x^{a-h) + a^{b-x)+b^{x-a) = 0.'

{x-b)(x-c)
,

(x-c)(x'a) ^^
{a-h)^a-c)

"^
{b-c)ib--a)

lx-2a\ 3 l2x-a\ s
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ah hx ax _ 1

^^' {lj-a){x-a)
"^ J^a){a^) "^ (a-6)(6^ ~ ^1' -^

24. Form the polynome which will vanish for x equal 5, or cy

-6, or 7.

25. Form the polynome which will vanish for x = a, or 4.a, or
''

3rt, or — 4rt.

26. Form the equation whose roots are 0, 1, - 2, and 4.

27. Form the equation whose roots are l+ v/2, 1— v^2, 1 - /3,

and 1+ ys. ^-

Art. XLI. In solving fractional equations, the principles

illustrated in the section on fractions may frequently he applies*,

with advantage, as in the following cases.

When an equation involves several fractions, we may tahe two

or more of them tor/ether.

Examples.

. c 1 8-^-^-5 7.7^-3 4.r+6
1. bolve -I- = ——

.

14 f^ 6x-+ 2 7

Here, instead ef multiplying through by the L. C. M. of the

denominators, we combine the first fraction with the last, getting

at once

7a;- 3 7 1

^-^2 "^ n ^ T *" 7.':-3 = 3.r+l, and.r= l.

2 ^'^3 13./: -2 ^ _ T^ ^+16

In this case, taking together all the fractions having only

numerical denominators, we get

8x-\-U+12x-2'[x+x+ lC> 13.r-2

80 17a: - 32 '

25 13a;- 2

or

IS 17a; -32'
.•. 425.C—800 = 234a:- 3G, hence a; = 4.
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It is often advantageous to complete the diiisiotis represented

by the fractions.

4^-n __ 3|-22a; _ A /i ^
^' 9^

33 ~ ^~
"^i 64

Here, completing the divisions, we have

«2--}- 6 CX-\-cl

' X — m x —n'^ "^

, am-\-h cnA-d

X — yn^ X — n

.-. {am + h){x—n)-\-{cn+ d){x-m)=0

:. (am-{'h + cn + d)x={fx-\-c)mn^hn-\'d}h.

5. Similarly may be solved

ax-\-h cx+d ex^+fx—g— 4- + 7 TT \=za4-c+ex-m^ x-n ^ {x~m){x— n)
^

am-rb cn-^-d {e{m+n)+f}x—e7nn-g _
•*•

X -m "^ Ic-n {x-m)(x-n)

;. {am+ b)(x- n)+ {en ^d) {x - m)+ {
e{m+ n) +/} x-emn-g^().

:. {{a-\-c)m-\-b-^{c-\'e)n-\'d-\'f]x = {a + h'\'e)mn-{-hn-\-dm-\-g.

8^-hl *^ a;-l

43 13
••• 4^ - 3^1 + 8 + ^1 - ^2, or

-^ ^ -^^ ; .*. 39a:+ 13^ 43a: -^43, and a: = 14.
a; — 1 oit'4-1

25-^.^ 16a:+4l ^ 5 ^ _23_^
* a:+l "^ 3a:+2 cc + l

Taking the last fraction with the first, and multiplying the re-

sulting ec[iiation by 15, we have
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240x4-63 „r .
ot'-30

= t o -\- :

3a:+2 x'+ l

• ^« - ra = ^^' + ^ -
.-Si-

-

Q 5? ~ « o:— h x — c Q

6+ C ^ ft+C ^6+6'

£^"- 1 +1^ - 1 +^i _ 1 = 0;
6-fc a + c b-T-a

h+c
"^

fl+ c
"^

b+a ~ '

which is satisfied by x— {a-\-b + c) = ; .•. x = a+ b-\-c,

^ m n IV +n
x + a X —b ~ x — c

m(x — c) n(x — r)

x—a x—b

which may he solved as in Ex. 1.

10 ?^- _ ^^^ - lof+7 _^ 12x-\-ll
' x+l ~ 2^+4 ~ "8.C+ 1 "* 3a; + 4

*

_2 Jl_ _ ^ 1 .

:i'+l 'Ix-k-i " ac + 1 3^+4'

3a; + 7 8a;+ 7
" 2a;2+G.«-+4 ~ 9u;2 + 15a;+4'

This can be divided by 3a; +7, giving 3.<;+7 = 0, or x= -J.
The result of the division is

1 1

2.(-^-f6a-+ 4 " 0.r24.15a; + 4'
^^

0r2 + loa;+ 4 = 2x3H-G./; + 4, or 7.«3 = -9a;, wliich we can divide

V, X-, .•. a; = ; the result of the division is 7a- = —0, or x= — ^.
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Exercise li.

lOx+n 12a; + 2 _ 5x-4: Y
2x+15 J

5.

15.

7^1 35 ^ ^
'^' x-1 9 a;+ 2 ^ ''*^-

4./:-

7

2-14;(; 3^+a; _ 10 - 3f a; ^ 19
^- 2!^^ "^

7 "^ 14 ~ 2 ^21"
/

2a; + c^ 3a; - g /

3(a;-rt) "^ 2(a'+a)-^'^**^

a; 4 3a;— 13 1

^'
Ca; + 5 "^ 18a; -6 3

3a;+ 1 _ ^-11 ^2:9 :^_^
'• 2a;-15 2a;-10~ ' a;-5 ^ a;-8~"'

"^

J.
a;-12 a;- 4 7 . 3a;- 19 3a;- 11

^- arr-7 + ^^^12=^+^^' "^"^13 + "¥q:~7 = ^-

a;-2 a;-l _ 5 . a;+l a; + 4 9
^*

2^c+ l
"^ 3(a;-3) ~ T' 4(a;+2) "^

5a;+ 13 "^ 20*

5(2a;3 + 3) 5-7a;
"

^ 3 1 4

7a;+55 3a; _ 3a;2 + 8 . 17 15 32
^^'

2'^"T~5
~ T"^" 2a; -4' a;-16 "^ a;-ia = ^^^'

l-25a; 3-2ia; __ 28- 5x _ 10a;- 11 x_

^^- ~T5 14(a;-l) ~ 3 30 + T'
1 _ 2+2|a;2-j a;3 _ _1 ._ J_

^^- a;-2 ~
6-5a;H-a;2 2'^~a;-5'

14 ^Q+ ^^ 60+8a; 48 , ^^
x-^1 a;+3 a; + l

oa; 4 ~ 7a;-10

16 ^ a;— 9 _ x_+l x — 8

x— 2i x — 1 ~ x — 1 x-Q
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j^
a;S-3.(;-9 x^ -Ix-ll _ x^~6x- l

x-5 '^ x-\) ~ ic-B

4X-4-5 "^ 4.(^-1-7 ~ 4x-4-4 "^ 4:^-+ 8*

19 ^'^-^ 2a;-4 _ 2x-7 2.r-8
* 2^-4 "" 2aj-5 " 2^- -8 ~ 2^-9*

28 ~ 23^'- 6 "^ 4 " 21 42
'

if:

oi x^ -u x^ — iL :6- — Y it'-* — y
21. ^ a. — 4- .

„. x-n% 2-0./^ 5x'-i(10-3^-)

2 18
'^

39

3(a;3-a; + l) ^ 2(x-3 + l) ^ G(.i-+1) 9(x-2+l)

o, 2u;3+a;-30 .>;2+4.x'-4 :>:- - 17 2:f2 + 7x--13.
24. ! JL. — -\-

2^-7 ^ x-l " x-4: ^ 2x-3

x-a x-b {a-hy _ 2{a-x)

x-b ' x-a {x - a){x — b) ~ a-\-x

26
^^-^^^^ ^̂ + 28.f+ 117^ ^ jg^
3a:+a 2a;+9rt

27 13ja;-5 13^a;-ll _ 13^^-7 13)^^-9
1 O 1 . It ' 1 U 1 . 1 O ~ 1 U 1 .. SJ ' 1 Q 1

25.

13^^,- -G "^ 13^./j-12 ~
13i./--8 ^ 13U'-10

28.
^

+ 1
^ ^^-^

2(^—1)3 *" 2(a;-l) 2(a:3+l) " (^_i)(^-' + l)

29. i(§*f4)-
X I 6

3 = f(T-')-

30 ?^ - 81a;2-9 _ o _ A 2./ 2-1 _ 57 -3a;

* 2 (3a:-l)(.c+3) ~ "^ 2 * V+3 2

"^
2(-c-l) 2(u;+l) »3_"2xfl
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By (5) each oi these fractions =

differcDce of numerators 20 Scc-\-l 5

difference of denominators " 8 x-f^ " a;+l'

2 a;+4

nx — c — d

mx-l-a -\- h

mx + a + c

nx-
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Exercise lii.

i/
l—x a x—a ax- b n

a+x __

b-\-'2x ' a-x ~'^^a —x~h — x

1+a; 1 . x-\-n ax-\'h m,= m\ -
x~a ax-

a-x ~ ' a — x ~ b-x'

a-j-.c « + 6. x-\-7n ci-\-h ^ a-{-b a— h

a—x ~ a~b' x-m ~ a-b' \ + cx ~ 1 — cx'

a-^hx _ c-^dx
,
a+bx

__
c-^dx, a — x «+ 2,

a-\-h ~ c-\-d ' a—b " c — d ' b— x
""

bi-x

2.r3-5.r+6 _ x^-7x-^5 ^
2x^-7x-\-'d ~ x^-^x-t^

ax-\-b~c
__

(b-c)^ i/
cix'^b+c ~ {b + c}'^'

\ 7. If l/(^+^)±l/(;-^) ^ ^., shew that ^±i^ = 1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

8.

0.

10,

2a;-

7

_ x+1 .
4./; -5 __ 10^-32

2./;-3 ~ ^:+ ll' 2.';+ 10 ~ 5x-Sk
*

57a;-43 39.6'-7 22x-h5i SGx

19;c+13 18a:+ 25 115.i-29 ~ 180.^+ 23

210a;-73 __ 21.T+7-3 . wx-a-b mx-a-c
310a: -66 ~ "31^;+ 8 ' mx-c-d "^ nx-b-d

11 ^x^y(^x-x^) _ y(12..>;+ l)+y(12a-)
__

3a:-y(4a:-a:2) - '^•'

V (12.f+l)^^(12xj, ~ ^^^

12.

13.

14.

15.

x^-\-ax'^ —bx-\-c x'^-\-ax—h

x^ — ax' -r bx+ c ~ x^ — ax-{-b

^/{2a-^-x''-)+ by(2n-,i) _ _A+^^
^/{2a^ -x2)-bi/{2a-x) " ^a-b

V(x^'-\-a^)-V(x^--a^') ^ "'•

8a;3+12.>;3-8./:4-5 _ 4./;2-f 6.1--4

8a;3-12a;2+8.t-,^ ~ 4^-2-6.<;+ 4* .y



16.

17.

18.

SIMPLE
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Examples.

1. Solve 2-^s/{ix- -d.c-]-S)-2:':= : here there is but one

surd, and it is convenient to make that surd one side of the equa-

tion and transpose all the rational terms to the other ; this gives

\/(4a:;3 _ 9./; 4- 8) = 2x—2; squaring both sides,

4x^—dx-{-S=4:X^- 8x^-4:, :. a: = 4.

2. \/{a + x)-{-Via-x) = 2Vx. "\Ve might square this as it

stands, but the work will be simplified if we first transpose, thus

V (rt + re) = 2 \^x— a/ (a - a;) ; now squaring, '

a-]-x = 4.x-\-a — x— 4:V{ffx-x^), or

x=^2\^ (ax — .T 2 ) . Again squaring,

x^ =4ax— 4:X-, whence x = 0, or —

.

5

3. Clear of ra.*icals

^x+^7j-i--^z^0. Transposing,

^x-{-f/y = - f^z : cube by formula [C]

,

x^-y+^f''xy{f^x-\-f^y)= ~z; and substitlH^ng /or

^x-\-f^y L'ts valuo —f^'Zy t^is becomes

x-\'y — ^f'xyz= —z^ or

X'\-y-\-z = ^f'xiiz\ :. callng again,

(x-\-y + z)^=27xyz.

. a-{-x-{-V{2ax+x^)
4. j^ = b.a+x

Dividing and transposing, we have

a+x a^-t^ax+x"^ ^
,

division in left-hand member,

a2

(a+x)^
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5. Solve v^(4^2_^19)+v^(4^2_i9)=, ^/^7^3.

We have tlie identity

(4^-2 + 19)-(4a;2-19) = 38=«47-9.

Now dividing the memhera of this identity by those of the given

equation, we have

a/(4.v;2 4- 19) - \/{ix^ - 19) = '/IT - 3. Adding this to the given

equation, then

2A/(4a:2+ 19) = 2v/47, /. 4:^2^19 = 47, and ;c= + ^7.

6. f/(2oi-x) + f{2D-x) = 2.

Cubing by formula [6] ,
(See Ex. 3), we have

25+x-^25-x+6^{2d^ -x^)~8, or

1^^(625 -a:3) = -7, or (625 - a:^) = -343

;

.-. a:2« 525+453 = 968, and a;=±22|/2.

Exercise liil.

1. V{x-^-i) + y(x-S) = 7.

2. y(3.^+l)-f^/(4.• + 4) = l.

S. |/(22'+10)+-/(2^-2)=6.

4. i/{nix) — i/(tu^x)n~7i.

5. i/(bx)+\^iab-\-bx) = i/x,

C. ^.+ y(.+ 3) = -^3^.

7. V{ax-\'tC') = {X-\-x).

a r(17a:-26)= A.

0. y/x-y'{a+x)= ^^
10. b + x-i/{l^-\-x'^) = c''.

11. v/(84-a-)-|^x- = 2i^(14-^).

12. -/(2j;-27(0 = 9i^.:-| \2^).
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13. ^{l-:c)+f(l-^,^ = f/3.

14. f'{S-hx) + f{3-'x) = f^7.

15. ^{x+l)-^(x-l) = ^n.
16. ^{a + x) + f{a-x) = f/b.

17. r(l + ;A)+ r(l-l/^') = 2.

18. v/:«-i/{a-i/(«a:+:^2)} = j^^.

19. Clear of radicals f'a+ f/b--^c.

na-
20. Solve .+ ,/K+.o=)=^(„.^,.,-

21

.

Clear of radicals |/^+^y+ 1,/;<;- |/?j.

Solve the following equations :

22. i/(l + ^;) + v^'l+->-'-+i/il-:i-);- = l/(l-^).

23. v'('';+iA)-i/G^'-v^^) = «\'^4^-

24. i/{l^x+x''-) + i.\l-x+x^-) = mx.

25. i/(a2-a:2)+:/:i/(rt2-l) = rt2(l-:c2).

J:^-c2 W{bx) + c

26. -^-7— = -^-^

—

^.
l/{bx)+c n

27. V (2^'+5)+ a/(2^^ - 5) = v'15+ v'5.

28. >/(3a:3 + 10)+v/(3^:2_io)= va7+ \^3.

29. v^(3a:2+9)- a/(3^-2_9)= \/34 + 4.

30. >v/(3a-3i+^;2^4.^(2a-26+.c2)= \a^s'x.

31. v' (4^2 -362 _ 2a;2)+ |/(3«2 -362 _a;2) = ,,+:>;.

32. Clear of radicals, -jf (2;6-) - if(2y)—,?X"^)-

33. |/(a+.v:) + /(^^-''') = 2:t^-{ya+ v/(«2+,j2)}.

34.y(.2+ 2..) + ^/(.2-2«.)= ;^^,^).

86. y{(2a+x)2+Z;2}+^{(2a-a:)2+Z;2i=2a.
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Art. XLIV. Sometimes a factor can be discoveied, and the

principle of Art. XL. applied.

Examples.

1. t±fL^l±^ =x^^{a-h)o:^-V{a^-ah)x-a'^h.
x—a

Factoring we have

X — a

or x^ — ax-{-a^ = {x — a)[x — h)
;

.*. (a+Z/ — a)a; = a6— a2, and a: = a - —-.

2. —_ + = Sex
a-\-b a

"^
{a-\-b)^ ~ a (a + 6)3

bx
Transpose — and factor, then

a

. _ab_

a-\-b ~

x-\-a x— b x—c b-\-c

^'
{a-b^c-a)" {^b){b^) " (b~^c){c - a )

" {a- 6}(^6-.-)(c - a)

Add term by term the identity (Th. iii., page 51).

x—a x—b x —c

^a-b){c-a) "^ {a-b){b'-c) '^ {b^c){c-a)

2^ b+G
•'•

(^i^6)^-:7,') - (a_^)(6-c)(c-</)*

_ _1_ b+c
" ' ~ 2 *

b — c

0.
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4. (j:-^a+h}^ + {a-\-hy-{x+by--{x-\-a)^-\-x^ -\-a^ + b^ = ahc.

The left hand member vanishes for x = 0, and .'. by symmetry

for a = and b= ; :. it is of the form mabx in which m is

numerical.

Put x = a = b, and m is found to be 6,

.•. the equation reduces to

6ahx = ahc, .*. and x = ^c.

6. r = oz, I ; let x — b = rn, x — a = n, and ..
\x — bj x — lb-\-a'

m — 7i = a — b, then we have

7?i3 w — (m - 7i) 2ii — 111

n^ m-\-(m—n) 'Im — n

:. 2m^ ^nm^ = 2?i^ — 7i^m, and

2(m'^—'}2^) — m7i{7n^ —n') = 0, which is divisible by m^ — 7i^,

:. in^ —71^ =0, ov m-{'7i = ;

'Bntm + 7i = 2x-a-b = 0, :. x = l{a-{-h).

Let ?/ = a^2_4^^ then this equation becomes

1 7/4-2 1 2/4-3 2, y+3 5 , .. . .

"^* ^+Tr- a—FT* a = T5' or by division,
8 y— l'Q y-3 9 2/— 6 18 -^ '

1 J_ 1 _1 2 2 _ 5

"S"
"^ 2/-1 "^ T "^ ^^^ ~ y ~ y-6 " 18'

°^112
_!_ _ = ; this may be vrritten

y-1 ^ y-3 y-Q
_1 ]_ _1 1

y-1 y-6 + ^-3 " F^"^'
^'^

5 3
T H ^ =0, .-. 5v- 15+3?/- 3 = 0, ory-1 y-d ^

J i J

2/ = 2i .-. a;2-4ic= 2i or :c2-4a; 4:4 = 4+21,

and a; - 2 = + §. We might assume (a; — 2) - = 3/, when the ^iven

equation would take the form
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y 2^^ 5 "^ IT* y-l ~ y ?/ - lU ~ Ib'

And reducing as before, we should find

2/ = 6i = (.7;-2)2, .-. a;-2=±f, as before.

Exercise liv,

2. ^l±i^* = ic3._2a(^+ Z.)^4-(2a-6).t'2_2a262.

2ca;.
a2-fa^-}-62 a^ — b'^ a — h

a-\-b-{-x a b x ^ / -

{^x-h){x-c) • (a+c)(a+^J

1 1 _^^

^ i^ 3a6 a262 53^ 2a-6
6. — _ —- + -— = Sjc

7.

a ft —

6

(a —
/>J3

a {a — b}'

x^-llx^-a^+a^ ^ x'^-3ax-a^'

8. i(^'- la-^+aj^'-^^.
2 [x+ aj

"' x+a

= {x — a) (x— h) (x — c).

10. 1 + J- + 1 = K'.+i+'0^ - ^lj^+±+^]
ax ox ex 2 \bcx acx abxj

^^ 1-nx 1-hx 1-rx /2 2 2\

be ^ ac ^ ab \a ^ b ^ c
j

13. x^-lr{b+ cy + db{b-c)x = b\
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14. x-a-S^(ahx) = b.

15. Ilx^ + 10x^-i0x = lie.

'tn X ac c ax
16. -I- 4_

o+o 1-^cx (i-\-b 1-f-tV'j

19.
7 ^ ^^^'

20.

a:2-lla;+28 ^ ^2_i7^+ 70 s:2_i4,._^40

8 8 a:*

x2-ex+D ' ;t3_i4.y_i_45 a;2-lU--i-10

oi x-ha x-h x+c
^^- r.

—
^tt:;
—^^ ~ r:

—
jx7J~~\ +(a-6)(c~fl) {a-b}(b-c} ^ {b-c){c-a)

a + c

^ {a-b}(b-c){c^ay

22. {x-a)^-\-{a-by-^{b-x)^=x^-a^,

23. .(,7^^) +-^(«-Z^) =2..

24. {x+a)^-{a+ b)^ + {b^x)^ = {x + a){x+b){a-^b),

25. ;^3_(^_5)3_(a;_a4.6)3_a3+ (:/^-a)3 + (a-5)3+&3

= («-&)c2

26. (x+a)-^ -{x+b)^ -{x-by -{2a)^ +{x-a)5 -j-{a+b)^ +
(a-b)^ = {a^-b^)c.

x+ a x— a a^
27. .^2^ax-\-a^ " x^-ax+ a^ ^ x{x^-ta^x^ -^ a*)'

28. {:c+a-\-b)^-{x+ a)^^{x+by+x^-{a+b)^ + a^-]-b^

= 12ab{x^'-^(a-\-b)^}.

a— x b — x c— x Sx
29- ^^^Tjc "• b^-ca "*

c3-rt6 ~ ab+bc+ca

30. a;3(6-«2)+a3(;c-62)-i-63(fl^-a;2)+«5./-(rt6^- 1)

= (a-a;2)(62-a4).
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31. {l+x+x^')^ =«^-(l+^'+^')-

33.

x-ha

x+ a l2':-\-a-^c\ ^

32. Jl^±^j _ ^-^

aj-h6 \2

31. -/(^3+27x'+180)-|/C«'+26^+168)= Vil^s)*

= 14(./j+a)3. (See page 17, Ex. 1).

= ^2_i3+2a(a-^).

3 aj+2a4-6x+ a \^ x+2a4
j-bf ~ x-a-\

37.
2b

38. (5a;-7)^-(2a;-4)3 = 27(x3-l).

39 JL
•^^-^•^-1

i_
a;g-6x-4 _ ^ a;2-63?-7

14 4
= T7 +

5 * c^"2.7-

8

"^
9 '.«2-2u;-24 " 13 *

cc'^ -2^- 48

12
" 585'

41. /,4.a-^-f-i (.24.«2_52);3^

^^ 1 1

"^
. i

„„i8x+57 9r-f08
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44. 51 1^£±L5 _ 9-±^\+863 =
, X—1 X— 4:

J

-/27^c-3 7a:+ 30\

^H"^^2 ^33-)-

45. {x+a){x-]-da){x+ia){x+Ga) = x^ -{-Ga^x^ i-laxi-^a^)

.. 1 2 3 6
4o. . j_ — - 4- — — = .

x-\-Oa x-3a x-\-2a x+a

Exercise Iv.

1. a{b-x)ih{c-x) = l{a-x)-^cxy

2. {a^bx){ar-b)-{ax-b) = ah{x-\-ly

3. {a-h)(x'c) + {a-\-b]{x+c) = 2{hx-\-ad)l/

4. (a-?0(a;~c)-(a+ i)(a; + c) + 2fl(6+c) = O.

5. (a-6)(a~c)(a+a-) + (rt-f&)(a + c)(a-a^) = 0.

6. (:-Z>)(a-c4-a;)+(a+ 6)(a+c-^) = 2a2*/

(solve in {x—c}),

7 ()?i4-rt^(a4-6-a:) + (a— wi)(i-a;) = a(m-i-J).

8. m{a + l'-x)=n{x—a—b).

9. (??i4-n)(7«-?i— a:)+?7i(a;— 7i)-w(a;-w) = 7?i2 -jjS,

m — x n-x
.

jo — a; ^ //
10. + -r

-— =3.^^
771 n p

11. __ + —^ + ---=0.

— a; c—# ^ /a-x h

^"*
^/c ^ ca ^ a6

1 — ax 1 — bx

(Deduce the solution from that of No. 12),

a—bx b — ex , c— ax

15. (. + 6 +c)^-^ = -- +_.c.
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?,ahc an^ {2aA-h)b2x {b+ Sac)x

a-\-b (a+6j3 ^ rt(a-f6)a

10 4 9 2 / 1\ .
17. — + ir = -T- + -5- (Solve in H -t^

a; y a; ' 8

_L J_ _ 23 -a; 7 1 |/

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25. {x-l){x-2)-{x-S){x-i) = S;

(x-3){x-A) = {x-2){x-G).

26. 2(a;-4)(3.c+4)+ (2.^-3)(3.c+2)-6(.c-2)(2.c-3) = 0.

27. {a-x){b-x)=:x'' ;
{a - x){x - b) = x"- - c^

.

28. (a-i^)(6+.r) = 63-:f^,; (a;-«)(^-Z.) =a:'' -a^.

29. {n+x){h+x) = {a-x){b-x)',

(ax 1 6)(6a;+a) = (6 - aa;)(a - 6x).

30. {a-x){b-'x)i{a-'C-^'){x-b+c) = 0.
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31 . {a -x){h-x)- (c - x) [d - x) = (c + cl)x - cd.

32. (x-a){x-h)^{x-c){x-d) = {d~a){d^b).

33. {{a^ -'b^-)x-'ah}{a-(a+b)x}+2ah''x=/
{{a+b)^x+ab}{b-{a-h)x}.

34 (x+l){x+2){x-\-S) = {x-S){x-{-4.){x-^5),

35 ix+l){x+2){x-\-S) = {x~l)(x-2){x-'d)+ ^(x-{'l){ix-hl).

yj 36. (a;+l)(a;+4)(a;+ 7) = (a;+2)(a;+5)3.

37. (a:+ 2)(a;+5)2 = (^+3)2(.c+6).

38 (a;-l)(:c-4)(:>;-G)-a;(:c-2)(a;-9) = 13G.

t 39. {a^x)i^-\-x){c-\-x)-{a-x){b-'x){c''X) = 2{x^-\-ahc).

40
(a;-a)(a;-&)(a;-.)-(^-a)(^-M(r/-^) ^ (^,_^y,^

x-d

41. a-(a;-a)2-(a;-a-i-i)(a;-a+c)(a;-ft-c) = (a2+Af)(/j + '>).

42. (a;-a+^)(.^-i+c)(.c-c + rf)-ie2(a:-a+ ^) = k(fZ-«).

43. {x-a'\-h){x-b-\-c){x-c^-d)-x{;x-ijL'^c){x-c-\-d)

= bc{d-a).

44. (a;- 2«)(a;- 2&)(a; - 2c) - [x -a- b){x-b-c){x-c-a)

45. a:3_(^;_a + /,)(.^_/,+ c)(.7;-c+ ^/)

\ a; / \ ic / \ ic / x^ X

47. (a;+ «)(^+ ^)+ (^+c)('^'+^0 = ('«+ ^)(-^+ ^0+ G'^+^)G'^'+'^)-

48. {ax-\-b){ax— c) — a{b — x){ax+b) = a^(x — c){x—b)^

a{ax— c){c— x).

2x-S Sx-2 _ 5:/j3-29a?- 4
*^- ~a;-4 "^ x-S " x^-12x-\-32'

50 -^•'':i-^
3^+2 _ a;3-30a;+2

•

3(^ + 1)
"" 2(a;-lj " e.y3_6
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S{X + l) Ux+ S

'Ix

ro I-^ 8^-7 _10^+l__c
^"* 3^:-2 "^ a^-1 "^

9a;2 -9^^4-2"

2.r+7
, 3a;-6 b{x-l) 3^-2 5^-- 8 2^2

^"'
ox--7"^2^-5+ 9^-25 ~2:^'5'^y7o~-25'^3.j;-7'

4^3 _ 3^ 3^ 4^:3 +2ic x— a x-h ^
54. —r-]

A
=—2—r '

+ =0'
T

' - 1— a; ic* — 1 x—m x^n

.
c_ f/^

0. 1 ^ — 1 ^ '
. — b~ a ex — (*

66.

57.

-Q ax ex a c

vix^p nx— q in ' n

ax+h cx-\-d a c

mx—p nx — q ~ m n

_p. b — x c-x a(c-2x)
59. —— + = -\^

,, ;

a-{-x a—x a-—x-

a+b b+c
__

a-\-c + 2b

x—a * x— b ~ x— c

GO.

Gl.

ax+h bx ax {nx^ -^h)h

ax-b
""

ax-^h ~" ax—b " a-x'^-b-'

ax— b cx— d {bn+(Jm)x— {hq-\-dp) a r

vjx-p nx — q (mx-2»)[nx— q) ~ '" 'm

no ff^' n p m n V

x~a x-b x-c x-c x-a ^ x—b
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values, of x wLich ^vill make {x-a)<^'xf-'^ vanish. The poly-

nome will certainly vanish if one of its factors vanishes, whether

the other does or not, and will not vanish unless at least one of

its factors vanishes. Hence (a;— a)9(:c)"~^ will vanish if a; - a = 0,

quite irrespective of the value of (pixy^. Also, if ^(a;)"~^ = 0, the

polynome will vanish, irrespective of the value of x — a. It fol-

lows, therefore, that if f{xf can be resolved into two or more

factors, each of these factors equated to zero will give one or more

roots of the equation /(a:)'' = 0.

"When there can he found two or more values of x which satisfy

the conditions of given equations, they are sometimes distin-

guished thus : x^.x^.x^, &c., to be read " one value of a;," * a

second value of a:," "a third value of a;," &c. Thus, if

{x-a){:c-h){x-c)^^,

.*. x^ =a, x^ =^> x^ =c.

Examples.

1. Solve 2a;3_13a;2+27.^-18 = 0.

Factoring,

(a;-2)(a^-3)(2a:-3) = 0,

.-. fl;i = 2, 0-2 = 3, 0:3 = 1^.

2. x"' -{a-\-l)x+ {a-\-c)h = (a^c)c,

... ^2„(« + 6):r+(«+ c)(6-c) = 0,

/. x^--{(a^c)^{h-c)]x^{a-\-c){h-c)=0,

... {^_(a+c)}{a;-(5-c)}=0,

.*. x^=aA-c, X2=b—c.

8. x^a-h)-{-a'-{b-:.:)-{-h'^{x-a) = 0.

.', x^{a-l)-x{a^ -h^) + ah{a-b)=0,

... (^x^a){x-h)(a-b) = 0.

If a— h = 0, the given equation holds irrespective of the values

of x-a and x— b, and therefore of the values of x] but ii' a— b is

not zero, x. =a, o^g =^-
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4 - («^4-6 g )a:-(a^-62)

•'• U-ij b-

5.

x^-l b * «-6

(^a-o:y-\-(h-xY 34

= 0,

= 16,

{a-xY-\-[a~x)(b-x)-\-[b-xY 49

(rf-a:)g+2(^- a;)(5-:>;) + (^J-rg) ^ „ 2(49) -34
''• {a-xY-'2.{a-x){b-x)-^{h-xy " 3(34)-2(49)

••
((«-a;)-(/i-x)J - - '''

...
(^-^J + (^-^J ,,,0, ....,-(55-3.);

• •(c_«)(c-6) "^ {a-h){a-c) ~ ^'

Subtract term by term from the identity (See page 53),

{x-a){x- h) (x-b){x-c) (x— c)(x-a)

lc-a){c-b) "^ l7[Zri^(ciZrcy "^ {b-c){b-a)
~

.. {x— c)(x— a)=:0, :. r^=f, x.j=a.

7. Find the 7-rt/R)??rt/ roots of xA -12x-> + :i'{x'^ -00x+uG = O.

Factoring the left-hand member by the method of Art. xxviii.,

{x-2){x'i){x-'-Gx + l-) =

:. 2^1=2, ar. =4, or.c3-C.cf 7 = 0.

Since x^ — Gx+ l cannot be resolved into rational factors we

know that it will not give rational roots, ;. ajj = 2, x^ = 4 are the

only values that meet the condition oi the problem.
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Any literal equation of the second, third, or fourth degree, and

many equations of the higher degree can be resolved tnto a series

of disjunctive equations. A full analysis for the first four degrees

will be given in Part II., meanwhile the following special forms

of the Theorem in Art. XLV., will enable the student to solve

nearly all the equations commonly proposed.-

(A). In order that two expressions having a common factor

may be equal, it is necessary either that the common factor

should vanish, or else that the product of the remaining factors of

one of the expressions should he equal to the product of the

remaining factors of the other expression, and it is sufidcient if

one of these conditions be fulfilled. In symbols this is

{B). If an equation reduces to the form (mx+ n)^ =c^

(wr^i+n)— c = and .*. x^ =

or {mx2-{-n) + c=:0 and .*. ic^ =

c—n
m
— c —

m
{Cf), If an equation reduces to the form

\px-\-q)
""

"P'

qa — nh —qa— nh

^^^"'^i = mb^a' "'^ = „>6+;«
• (See Exs. 4 and 5 above).

(D). If an equation appears under the form

{a— x)[x— h) = Ci (1)

then iCj =\[a+ h-\-r), x^^^ia+h-r)^

in which r^ = (a— b)^-- 4c.

From the identity {a — x)-\-{x — h)=a— b

we get (a-x)^ + 2{a-x){x-'b)-\-{x-b)^ = {a-b)^ (2)

(2) -4(1) /. {a'-x)^-2{a-x){x-b) + {x-b)^

= (a-Z^)3-4c = r2 say

... {[a-c€)-(x-b)}^-r^=0,

:. {{a—x^)-(xi-b)}+r = 0, Sind.'.x^=l{a+b + 7')',

or {{a-x^)-{x2 — b)}-r = 0, and .-. r^-^ =i(a4-6-r).
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o. X -\- ~ = a -\ .'. x~a = — — —

1

X a ax
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This 'Equation was solved in Ex. 10, hence /: may be treated as

known.

But-—- =., .-. ^-^32^+1 = ^^^.

1x4-1] 2 z-\-2

uTTi) ~ _o» ^ formed solved in ((7).

12. (a-~x)^-^{b~x)^=c.

In the identity

"Let u = a—x, v = x— b, .*. 7i-\-v = a- b SLndu^-^-v"^ = c,

... {a-h)i = c + 4{a-b)^a-x){x-b)-2{a-xy-{x-h)^

Write 2 for (a — a:) (a; - b)

.-. 23_2(a-i)22;-|-(a-6)4 = A{c+ (a-/yj4(=^2^ say,

... .;,_(«_5)2;2^,2

.-. by (B) Zj^ = {a— b)^-t;z^ = {a—b)--\-t,.'. 2 is known
;

But {a— x){x- b)-z

.'. by(D) x, = l{a + b+ i-);x, = l{a+ b-7-) (1).

in which r- =z[a-b)^ - iz,

^(a-b)2-^{(a-by^-t]=At-S(a-br^]
or (a-by-A{(a~by-\-t]=-4:t-3{a-by}^^

&ndLt2 = h{c-^{a-hy}. (3)

Hence x is expressed in terms of n, b, and r,

r is expressed in terms of a, b, and i,

t is expressed in terms of a, b, and c,

and the expressions for r and t are cases of (B).

13. (a-a:)(5+ ^-)4+ (a_a:)4(5^^.) = «^(rt3_|.z,3)

Let a-a; = n-2 and 6-|-.>: = ?i + 2 .'. 7i = J («+ ?;) (1).

The equation reduces to

(n2 -z^){(n^zy^(n-zy] =ah(a5-\-b^)

:. {n^ -z^)i2ji^i-6nz^) = ab{a^ i-b^)

,-. {7i^-z")(n^+rz^) ^ab(a^-ab^h^-)
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z^ may now be found by (D), and from the result z may be

found by (^), and from (1) x = ^{a~h)-\-z
\

^z^ = l{a-hY ori(10a6-a2-^.2)
.-. x = 0,ox a-b, or ](a-fe)+^v/(30a5-3a2-362).

Divide the terms of the identity

by the corresponding terms of the equation,

•'• Wa-xj ~ c-r •*•

a-ic " [c-l]
'

. ^ _ , (^l)l^(c-l)^
" "^ - "•(c+ l)4+(e_l)4-

15. ^(r/-:c)2 + #^{(«-a-)(6-a:)} + 1^(6-^)2 = ,^(a2 + r/i + 62).

Divide the terms of the identity

f{a-x)^-f'{b-xy = a-b
by the corresponding terms of the equation.

... ^/fa-x)-^'(b-x) = ''~-- - . .

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' f/{a^+ab^b^)

Cube, using the form {u—v)^ -u^ — v^—3uv{u — v).

(a~x)-{b-x)~Sf{{a-x){b-x)} . /izL^^

- «2+rt[,+ 62 a^^ab+ b''

a form solved m (7-').

{,/(«-x)+i (.-?,;' _
!«• V(«-a;)-yi:e-6) ~

'^

"

Assume ^/{ti — x)=z^/{x - b)

... ^a~j)-^U-b)^ ,^^1 (r-b).

a -b
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The proiDOsed equation now becomes—
r-i
— =^'

(2-}-l)4 c
a form solved in Ex. 11.

17. (^-2)(aj-5)(a^-C)(.^-9)+ (y+ 2)(2/-4)(y-5)(y-ll)-f

(2+ l)(z + 5){24-8)(2+12)=a-(a:-4)(a;-7)(a:-ll) +
(2/+ l)(y-l)(i/-8)(^-10) + (^+2)(^+3)(.+ 10X^ + ll).

Leta;' = aj3_iia;, 2/' = 2/2 -% and ;^' = 22 + 182,

.-. (a;'-fl8)(a;'+30)4-(2/'-22)(7/'-f20)+(2'-fl2)(2'+40) =

a;'(x'4-28) + (7/'-10)(?/' + 8)+(2'+ 22)(;:'+ 30)

... a;'2+48a^'+540+ ?/'2-2?/'-440+2'2 + 522'+ 480 =

rc'2 + 28:c' +^'2-2^'- 80+2'2 + 52/+ 660,

/. 20^' = 0, .-. a;2_iia; = o, .-. a^i =0, it-g = 11.

Exercise Ivi.

What can you deduce from the following statements ?

1. A'B = 0. 2. A'B'C=0. 3. (a-i);^ = 0. 4. 12a-i/ = 0.

5. What is the difference between the equation

and the simultaneous equations

x — 5y = and ic — 4!/+ 3 = 0.

What values of x will satisfy tJie following equations ?

6. x(x-a) = 0. 7. rta:(:K+5) = 0. 8. (x-a){hx-c) = 0.

9. rt.r2=3r^a-. 10. x^ = {a+h)x. 11. <a;2-«2)=:0.

12. a^x^ = h^x. 13. a;2 + («-a;)2=fl2.

14. a:2+(a-a;)2 = (a-2a-)2. 15. •(«-a^)2+ G«-i)~ =«^-F^2.

16. {a-^x)(x-b) + ah = 0.

17. (a-ic)2-((^-a:)(a;-6) + (a;-?>)2=a2+^5+ ^3.

19. .i-3-((Y+6 + c).'(;2 . «&-f 6c+ca)a;— aZ/C = 0.
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If X must Le positive, what value or values of x will satisfy the

following equations ?

20. (:>;-5)(a;+4)=:0. 21. a:2-f29:c-30 = 0. .

22. a;2- 17a; -84 = 0. 23. 3.^2 ^_i0a;+3 = a

•z4. a:4-13./;2+3G = 0. 25. ic3 _2^2 _ 5^_j_6 = 0.

Solve the following equations :

28. {a-xY \-[x-hY ={ii--yf ,
^

27. {a-xY ^{a-x){x-h)^{:c-hY ^{a-hY. ^
28. a'^{cL-xY=h^-{h-xY, 29. a3(6~ic)2 = Z/2(rt-a:)2.

'^

30. (a:-a)3 + (a-Z/)3 + (6-:/:)3=0.j31. («- 1)- =rt(^;2 - 1).

on « — a; :/;-« oo a-\-h-x _ g — c+-g

aj — 6 "~
c-\-x a~c — x a-\-o—x

34. (a;-g+ 6)(a;-rt+c) = (a-i)3-.r2.

35. {x-ay--b^ + (a-^b-x)(b+c-x)=0.

36. (a+6+c).'c2_(2a+6+ c).'c + ffc = 0.

q_ a+6— a; rt4-^—

c

38. («-a:)2 + (a-6)3 = (a+ &-2./-)^.

39. a:(a+ &-a;)+ (a+ &+ t")c=:0.

40. {n—p)x^'{-{p—m)x+)n — n = 0.

.^ ax'^ —hx-\-G c .n ax^ — hx-\-c a — h-\-o
41. ^— = — . 4z. = ,

77ix^ — nx'\-2) y iux^ —i\x-\-p m — n-\-p

43. ix''-^-a^-h^--2{a-\rh)x^{a-x){h-\-x)'{a^x\h-x).

44. (2c^-fc-a;)2+9((/.-?/)2 = (rt-f/>-2.(;)3.

45. (2a4-2c-a;)2 = (2i+a;)(3rt- i-|-3c-2.t•)•

46. (3a-5&+a:)(5a-3&-a:)-(7a-6-3.rP.

47. (3a-6+.i')(-^' + ^^-*'^) = (''>'^+ ^^^-3'^)^-

48. rt(a-i)-&(a-c).t-t-c(6-c)u;'^=0.
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•t{a— c)^x.

60. {x + l){x+3)(x-i){x-l)-\-{x-l){x-3){x-\-^){x+ l) = d6.

51. (x-l){x+3){x-5){x+9)+ {x-\-l){x-3){x+6){x+ d)-\- 18

= 0.

52.
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7-4. {a ^o^ih+xY {{a-xY-'yh-^xY -\-{a- xrih^-xY \-

{a-xY{h-irx) = {a-\-h)c.

(a _^)4+ (^_6)4 _ 41

(a-a:^- + (a;-i)5 211 , ,^

76. ;,_,).^;,_,ji = -97- (^^-^^)-

77.

78.

79.

{a-x)^^{x-h)^ _
gi + h ^

{a-xy^+{x-by^
~

as + fes'

(^_a;)44-(a;-/.)4 ^ a4 ^ ^,4

(a— £c)5+ (^— /^)^ a^—l-
(a-xj^(x^b)^

"
a3-63

« — a? x—h a h

82.

83.

{n-x)i-\-(x-b) ^ _ a^+^^^

{a-xY-^{x-hY _ cr-b^

^a-xY--^{x-bY ^ ^ '

(^a-xY-(x-bY {a-b)i^
85.

[a-x)'-{x-b) {a-x){x-b)

86.
f"-4^+["-=~?::

= c(«-.)(..-6).

87.
(,,_.^).'5 4.(.,_A):

{a-xY-\-{x-bY {u-x){x-b)

88. ^l+.«-)3=(^;^'-3)3.
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0:4 + 1 ___ ^ ^^ {x^iy-(x^'+ l) ^ ^
2x{x''-hl) " o' ' (x-l)Hx^--x+lj b

93 ('^^+1)^ _ iL 94 (^+^)' _ ^

g ^(^+1)1 _ _^ 96 g- + a: + l x^x-l ^ a_

^ ' {x-l)^ ~ b' ' {x+iy * (:c-l)3 b

97
^'^-'^"+1 _ _^ 98 ^i^^ + ^) _ _^

(a;+l)(a:3 + l) __ a_
^^^

(x+ l){x^ -l) ^ a^

' {x-l){x^-l) "6* * {x-\){x'- + l) b

101 (^±11-' = -1. •' 102. (:^±^ = ^.
iC*+ l 6 iC^+1 ^

103. 2{a-xY-%a-x)Hx-h)^U{a-xY{x-bY-
'd{a-x)(x-bY+2{x-h)^--=0.

104. 4((X-a:)^-17(a-a;)2(a;-6)2+4(a;-Z')*=0.

Find the rational roots in the following equations :

105. a:^-12^;3_L.49 = 0.78;c+40 = 0. [Let s = a;3 -6a;].

106. x^-Qx^-\-lx'^-{-Qx-Q.

107. ./j^-10jj3 4-35^3 _ 50:^4-24 = 0.

108. 82.7;4_48a;3_io^3 4-21i5+5 = 0.

109. a^3-6a;3+5a;+12 = 0. V^— ^

110. A-J L__^4--^ = 0.

111.

112.

iC
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... 1 31 20 8 20 31
,

111. _ 4- Jr. -f ^ 4-
X x~l x-'l x-3 x-i x—o

X — b

116 T/(^L!±2^)jV(f^l:iM ^
V^(a2j-2^)--,/(a2-2:c)

wV >v/(m2^4-2)+^(w2.^-2)

~a^ ' y{ni^x+ 2)-i/[m.^x-2)

117. A/(a:3-a'^)4-v''(:c2-&2) + ^(^.2_c2) = a;.

118. {V{a-x)+V{b-[x)}{V((t-x)-V{o-x)\==c.

119 f>-^)- r(^-6) __ a-i-b-2x
^

^{a-x)-{-f/{x-b) "' a-b

120. V(^ + .r)-}-V(«-.r)=y(2a).

^^^-
'f'ia-x) +f/{x-b)

""^ ''' ^

[Write u for -^ '(«-.<;), and v for -|^(a;— 6)]

.
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CHAPTEE YI.

Simultaneous Equations.

Art. XLVI. There are three general methods of resolving

simultaneous linear equations, 1° by substitution, 2^ by compar-

ison, 3^ by eUmination. The last is often subdivided into the

method by cross-multipUers, and the method by arbitrary multi-

pliers.

In applying the elimination-method the work should be done

with detached coefficients, each equation should be numbered,

and a register of the operations performed should be kept.

Ex. Resolve n-hv-{-x+ 7/-\-z = lo.

u-\-2v+ 4:X+Sy + 16z = 57.

ii+Sv+ dx-^-^lij+ Slz = 179.

i< + 4i-+ 16a;+64?/+256z = 453.

ii + 5v-\-2ox+125tj-\-62oz = dlD.

, Register

(2)-(l).

(3) -(2).
(4) -(3).
(5) -(4).
(7) -(6).
(8) -(7).
(9)-(8).
(11) -(10).

(12) (11).

(14)- (13).'

(15)^24.
^{(13)-60(16^}.

t [(10)- {12(17)4-50(16)}].

(6)-{3(18)+ 7(17 +.5 16)}.

(1)-{(19)+ (18)+ (17)+(16)}.

u
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An examination of the Register will show how easy it would

have been to shorten the process, thus (10) is (7) — (6) which is

(8) + (l)-2(2); similarly (11) is (4) + (2) -2^:3); .-.(13)18(4) +
3(2) - 3(3) -(1), &c.

A general systematic arrangement of the elimination-method

will be given in Part II. For two or three simultaneous equa-

tions it may be stated as follows.

d iX-\-b lU -\- c ^ =0
a2X-\-h^7j-{-c^ = 0.

Arrange the coefficients thus

—

«i ^^1 ^1 ^'i

«2 ^'2 ^2 ^'2-

Form their products diagonally from left to right downwards,

thus

—

a^h.^ h^c^ ^i«2*

Form their products diagonally from right to left downwards,

thus ^\'^2 ^\^^2 ^l'"2*

Subtract the latter products in order from the former, thus

—

Divide the 2° and 3^ remainders by the 1° remainder, the first

quotient will be the value of a-, the second quotient will be the

value of //.

[Writing B^, i?2, i^s for the three * remainders ' respectively,

the general result is {mx-{-ni/)Ii^ =ii}B^ + '2^«'3J •

Ex.1. Solve 1 1 .r+ 5// -08 =
6x--7^+ 31=0

11 5 -68 11

6-7 31

-77
30
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Ex.2. '1
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a, h^ c^ giving a^h.^r^

\

«2 ^2 ^2 «2^3'^r

«3 ^3 ^3 «3^^^2

«) ^1 ^'l

^2 ^2 ^3

Fo)-m the diagonal products from right to left downwards, thus

:

«i ^1 (^i
giving c^/igrt

3

/
«2 ^o ^o cj)^a^

ag &3 Cg C3&i^2

/ /'

a^ b^ c-

/
/

^2 ^2 ^2

From the sum of the former products take the sum of the latter

products obtaining a remainder, which call I\. .

Similarly form a 2^ remainder, 7?^ from the 2°, 3° and 4^ columns

a 3^ *' 7?3 '' 3^4° and 5^

a 4^ " A^ " 4^5^andG^

Thena; = 7?o-^/?l, y = U^-^]l^, z^r^^Iij,

and generally

Ex. 3. Sx-[-2i/-iz+20 =

5x-li/-Gz- 1 =

7.c+ 5// + 5^-24-0.
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<
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13. iy = ix-l. U. %x+hj = 17.

iy=lc-l. |a:+f^ = 19.

15. l-5a;-2^ = l. 16. lx=107j-{-'l.

2-ox-Sy = 6. llx=16y-^'l.

17. 5x-47/+l= 0. 18. 'lGx-'04:y = l.

l-7:i--2-2?/+7-9 = 0. 'ldx-'lly = l.

19. S-DX-]-2ly= lS+4:\x—B'5ij.

2^x+-8y = 22i-{-'7x-3iy,

20. 1 + 1 . A. 21. 1 + 1 = 3.
X y (J X y

JL_Jl_JL l?___i_4
X y ~ Q X y

'

22. 1^ = ?1^ _ 1. 23. 17. - :^ = 3.

:^ + 5:^^ = 5. 16. - ^ = 2.
X y y

5 n# ^x -3
24. _ ,- _ = 4J.

25. :y + - = 6.

26. ^^.;-K'/+ l) = l. 27. ^ = 2^^.

7 5
i(^+i) + Uy-i) = o.

3a;-2 6-y

= 4,

28. -^- = _^. 29. ^^'^-
8.C+ 1 %4-4 a;-//

1 _ 2 7a; -13
4;;rr3

-
t^Tg* 8y-5

30. 1^ ^ 8. 31. ?:^ = 4
12v-fl9 , -,

.r— 10
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32. ^L^ = 1. 33.

5-3^ ~ y
34.

;G.

3-+ 3V+ 13
-. = 30. 85,

'8x-r'ly-{- '6
_^

1

5.r-f3//-23 ~ T*

3 4
=

S.r-4//+3 4x-2>/-9

4.

= 4,4^3
37. 20(x-hl) = 15iy + l) = 12{x+i/).

38. (a;-2) : (7/+I) : (a;+ ?/-3) :: 3 : 4 : 5.

39. {x-5) : (?/+9) : (x+y+ i) :: 1 : 2 : 3.

''•
If? = fS' .

''' C-4)(,-f7) = (.-3)(,+4),

Ifri) =
It?-

(^+ 5)(,-2) = (.-f2,(^-l),

42. (s;-l)(oy-3) = 3(3..-+ l). 43. {x-{-l){2y+ l) = 5xi-9y+ l

(.r-l)(42/+3) = 3(7.e-lj. (a-+ 2)(3^+l) = 9.^'+ 13y+ 2.

44. {3x-2){5y+ l)=.(5x-l){y+ 2).

iSx-lXy+ o) = {x-\-5)(7y-l}.

45. xi-y = S7. AG. 2x+2y = 7.

y-\-z = 25, 7xV9z = 2d.
2^+ ^ = 22. 2/+8^ = 17.

47. l'3:^-l-9?/= l. 48. 5./:+ 3y4-22 = 217.

1 7//-ll2 = 2. 5x-'dy = 39.

2-P2-2-la: = 3. Sy-2z= 20.

49. 4a;-^y = 0. 50. l^x+ Uy = 10.

ix-lz = l. 2^x+2lz = 20.

lz-^y = 2. 3iy+ 3|z = 30.
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x^i/-z=n.
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4 3
69. = 1.

X y

2 3— + — = 4.
X z

1-1 = 0.
y s

71 _5!/_ ]_
x^-y ~ 5

y^ _ JL
x-^-z

" 6*

zx 1

73. (:?:+ 2)(2?/+ l) = (2.^+7)2/.

(:c-2)(3z + l) = (a;+3)(32-l).

(^ + l)(.+2) =(^+3)( . + 1).

74. (2a:-l)(?/+l) = 2(^+l)(^-l).

(;,+4)(z4-l) =(:^+2)(2 + 2).

(2/-2)(z4-3) =(2/-l)(z+l).

75. (;,-fl)(5y-3) = (7.T+l)(2^-3).

(4.7;-l)fz+l) = (a;+l)(2^-l).

(y+3)(2+ 2) =(3y-6)(32-l).

76. 21:/:+31y4-42- = 115.

6^2.>;+ */) = 3(3.v+2) = 2(7/+z)

77. 15(.7: - 2y) = 5(2.r.- 3^) = 3(^+2).

21.>-+31?/ + 41z = 135.

78. Q.r{y-\-z) = ^yiz^x) = dz{,: -f y),

1 + JL + 1 = 9.

79. 3.>j + 7/+2 = 20. 80. .T+2+ 8?/ = 33.

3?/+ic+ 4?/ = 30. 5u-\-y-^z = ll.

3ii + 6^4-z = 40. 4w+a;+z = ll.



81.

85.

u-\-2xi-2ij-\-2z = 2(j7.

u-\-2x-\-S7j+iz = 4:10.

^^+^-•+^+- = 60.

n+ 2x+S7/-\-iz = 100.

u-\-Sx+ 6i/-\-10z = 150.

u + ix+10?j-\-2Gz = 2lO.

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.

82,

137

84.

86.

ly 17

u^x-^])-^z = 2i.
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2. x+ y-\-z = (1).

aj'-\-b>/-\-cz = (2).

bcj:-i-cay-\-abz-\-{a-b){h-c){c-a) = (3).

cx(l)-(2) gives {c-a)j-+{c-b)i/ = 0.

.'. y = \^~^'^
^ an^ siroilarly,

b — G

(a — b)x

b — c

Substitute in (3) these values of y and z, and reduce,

.-. x{a-b)(c-a) = {a-b)ib-c){c-a),

.'. or x = {b — c), .'. y = c--a, z = a— b.

3. a{yz—zx-xy) - b{zx-xy-yz) = c{xy—yz-zx) = xyz.

Divide the first and the last equations by axyz
;

.-._____ — _ — , and hence, by symmetry,
a X y z

Jl _ i_ _ i- _ i-
b ~ y z X

1 _ 1 i_ __ i_
c z X y11 ^

,-. -_ I .- _. — , and by symmetry.be X

_!_ - _L ^ _ A,
c a y

1 + 1= -1.
ci b z

4. ax-Yby+ cz = l (1)^

«2.7^+i2^+c2^ = l (2).

o^x+ b^y-[-c^z = l (3).

cx(l)-(2) gives a{c-a)x+ h{c-h)y = c-l (4).

ex (2) -(3) " a^-{c-a)x+ b'-{c-b)y = c-l (o).

J X (4) - (5) " ab{c-a)x -a^-{c- a)x = b{c - 1) - (c- 1),

or a[a— b){a — c)x = (c-l'){b-l)i

... X = iluMzA;
a{a— b)[a— c)

whence y and z may be derived by symmetry.
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6. Eliminate x, y, z, u (which are supposed all different) from

the following eq^uations :

x = hy-\-cz-\-du,

y = cz-\-du+ ax,

z = du-\-ax-\-by,

u = ax-{'by-{-cz.

Subtracting the second equation from the first,

/. x — y = by—ax, or

{l + a)x = {l + b)y = {hj symmetry) (1+c)s = (1 + ^m.

These relations may be also obtained by adding ax to both

members of the first equation, by, to both members of the second

equation, &c.

Now divide the first equation by these equals.

1

"
1+ c/ ~ 1+ 6
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4. There is a set of equations in x, y, z, u, and ic, with corres-

j^nding coefficients (a to x, Sec), a, h, c, d, and c, one of the

equations is

x = hi/-\-cz-i-du + eir, write down the others.

Solve the following equations :

i). — _|_ — z= a, — + — z= h, — 4- — = c.
m n n ]> ni ' p

G. X+ (uj -f- Iz = m, y-\-az-^ hx = n, z-\- ax-\-hy = p.

7. x-\-cnj = I, y-{-bz= m, z-{-CH = n, u-^dw=p, ic-\-cx = r.

8. Ehminate x, y, z, (supposed to be all different) from the

following equations

:

x = ly+ cz, y = cz-{-ax, z= ax+hy.

9. Ehminate x, y, z, from

X y T
z

y^z z-\-x x+y ^

10. Having given

x = hy-\-cz-[-du-{-eu',

y = cz-^ du+ ew+ «x,

z =du + eiv-{-ax+ by.

u = ew-\-ax-\-hy+ cz,

w = ax-{-by-\-(z+ du,

Shew that
if;, + Y+4 + 1^ + 1+7; + iT^ = ^-

Art. XLVIII. Resolution of Particular Systems of Linear

Equations.

Ex. 1. x-{-y+z = a (1)

y+z-{-u = b (2)

z+ u+ x = c (3)

u+x-}-y = d (4)

(l) + (2) + (3)+ (4) 3i^u + x-^y-\-z) = a + h-\-c+d {5')

3(1) . 3(x+y+z) = Sa (6')

^{{5')-{e')} u =i(_2./+^-}-c+ (7.)
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The values of x, y and z may now be written down by sym-
metry.

The following is a variation of the above method, applicable to

a much more general system.

Assume the auxiliary equation

u-\-x-^y^z = s, (5)

.*. (1) becomes ^ s—u = a,
(6)

(2) * ' s-x = h,
(7)

(3) " s-y = c,
(8)

(4)
'' s-z = d, (9)

(5) + (0) + (7) + (8)+ (9) 4.s = 5-{-a+ /.+ ^+'7.

.-.- - .*. s = K^'+ ^J+c+ ^0-

s is now a known quantity, and may be treated as such,

in (6) giving u=s — a

Ex. 2. ?/^ = «('/+ 2), (1)

(2)

(3)1-11
(1) - ayz,

{2)^bzx,

(3) -r cxy,

This may now be solved like Ex. 1, using the reciprocals of a

c, X, y and z instead of these quantities themselves.

Ex. 3. a^u+b^(x-{-y-\-z) = c^ (1)

,«2«-l-^2(z/+2 + w) = C3 (2)

'«32/+^3(2+?'+^) = r3 (3)

• a^z+ b^(u-^x-\-y) = r^ (4)

Assume the auxiliary equation *
*"

ui-x-\-y-\-z = .^. (5)

u
(7) "
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2 I 4 /jQX

From (10) we can at once get the value of s, which may there-

fore be treated as a known quantity.

in(G) giving w =^—
-^

and the value of x, ?/, and z may be obtained from (7), (8) and

(9), or they may be written down by symmetry.

Ex. 4. ax-\-b(y+z)=c (1)

ay+h{z+ u) = d (2)

a'^+h{u+x) = e (3)

^u+b{x+y)=f (4)

Assume ti+x+ y-\-z = s (5)

• (l)+ (2) + (3)+ (4) (a+2b)s =:c + d+e-\-f (6)

Hence s is a known quantity and may be treated as such.

From (1) and (5) hs—bu-\- (a — b)x = c,

:. bu— (a~b)x=bs—c, (7)

Similarly from (2) and (5) bx-(a- b)y = bs—d, (8)
'' " (3) " " hy-{a-b)z=-.hs-e, (9)

" (4) " *' lz-{a-b)u = bs-^f, (10)

* 6(7) + («-&)(8) b^u-{a-bYy = abs-bz-{a-b)d,(ll)

b(Q) + (rt - 6)(10) b^y -(a-byu = abs- be -{a- b}f, (12)
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b-{ll)-\-{a-h)^l2) {hi-{a-b)^]H = ahs{b^ + (a-hy-}

-a[bhl-i.{'t-h)lf}~b{h^c-d) + {a-b)^e-f}} (13)

The values of x, y, and ~ may now be written down by sym-

metry.

Ex. 5. ti^-\-a^.r-\-a>j-{-z = 0,

b^-^b-^x-¥bi/-^z = 0,

The polynome t^ -h xt- \-yt-\-z vanishes for t = a. f = h, t = c;

.'. by Th. IL, p. 46, for all values of t,

t^ +xt^ -\-yt+z = {t-a){t-b){t - c)

= t^ -{a+ b-J[-c)f^ -\-(ab-{-bc + ca)t-abc,

.'. Th. III., p. 53, x= -{a+ b-^c),

y = ab-^bc+ caf

z= —abc.

Ex. 6. x+y-{-z-{-u = l, (1)

ax-{-by-{-rz+ du= 0, (2)

a^x+b^y+ c^z + d^u = 0, (3)

a3x + b^y+ c^z + dhc = 0. (4)

Employing the method of arbitrary multipliers,

(4) + ?(3) + m(2) +;?(!) a^x+ b^\y+ c^ z + d^

+ la^ -hlb^
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.-. using these values in (9)

— bed
X =

[a— h)(a— c)[a — d)

The values of y, z and u may now be written down by sym-

metry.

Ex. 7. _^ + ^^. + _^ = 1. (1)m— a

^ 'I ^ - (()\

n — a

X

+
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By Art. XXXVII.,

x-\-a y-\-b 2+c Ix-{-wy-\-nz-\-Ia+ mh-{-nc

P ~
'J

r ~ ipJ^-iMi^nr

/ov s- -\-la-\-mb-^nG ^
\^) = —;

—

\ \
= ^, say

,'. x=pR-a, y = qR — b, z = rU — c,

Ex.0,
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imilarlv from (-2) : = ~ H—^ (4)
ii — c a — b

(3) and (4) ... x-a-h-\-c = -'^^{n-l-\-c-y)
a-\-c

a — b

n-\-b a -r
But unless _1- = ^- ^, this cannot be the case excopt for

(/ + c* a — b

a — b-\-c — }j = 0,

in which case x— a — l-^c = also,

giving j: = a-\-b— c and y = a — b-\-c. (o

)

na-\-b a — c—T- = r ••• «2_?,2=,,2_,.2 (C)
a-rc a — b ^ ^

h^-c^ = 0, or {b+ c){h-c)'-.0,

h = c, 01' h=—c.

But if b=-^c or — c, (1) and (2) are one and the same equation
;

hence if (1) and (2) are independent, (6) cannot be true, thus

leaving only the alternative (5).

Ex. 11, 2ax = {b + c-a){y-^z), (1)

2by = (c+ a-b)(z-]-x), (2)

^
(^ + 2/ + ^)'-'+^^'+y-+~^-=^(«-+5^-tc2) (3)

(1) and page 122 (5) ^— - -^+^ _ ^-+-^"^^
(4)

^ ^ -^ ^ ^ b+ c-a - 2a - b+c+ a ^ ^

(2) '* ** y _ ^+^ _ ^'+//+g /gx

c+ ^^-& ~ 26 ~ c+ (/+ /j
^

^

(^4), (o)and - ...'-t^
a-|-64-c 6-["^'~^* c+rt—

6

a-\-b — c'

Reduction and (3)= ^•^^^;^^l^^7^f+^ = 1.
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Hence the value oi x-ii-z- is known, call it —; and substituto

in (4)

1 X
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i;(3;H-(ll)} x^^y^^rz^ = '^l±^ (12)
a-\-b-\-c

(5)and(10) x"--\-y''-^z''^-
''^ = a

a-\-h-\-G

.-. rx = (a+ h+c){x- +?/- + :- ) - «(«+ Z/4-C)

(12) =a2^.z,2^c2_rt(a+Z/-fc)

(5), (G), (7) are symmetrical with resi^cct to (j'-T^'-V^k)
; (10) sho'^g

this substitution does not affect r, and consequently the values

of y and z may be written down at once from that of x.

Exercise lix.

2. ox-}-h}j = e,

mx — ny = d.

' -^ + f ^ 1. •

a

x-{-y = c.

c. ^ + f = 1.
a

X y

b a

a h

8. r — = "?,

y

b a— + — = «.
X y

(a-{-c)x— {a — c)y = 1nh, x—r ^ a

{'( + h)y -{a-h)x = 2ac, ' y-c ~ b

1.
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y+^ __
<• + ^

x-b y --C

x-\-c " b-\-a,' a — c a — b ~ '

VI -a "^ m-6 ~ ' {b-^c)x+ (a-{-c)y-^(a-]-b)z

-^ + -^ = 1. "^'
n - rt ~ 7j — 6 ' bcx-^ any + ai: = 1.

17. a:+^v4-5; = /, iC-« _ y^b _ z- c

ax-j-by + C2 = m, ^^- "jT " q " ~V*

1L. ,
9 i{,:-a)^m{y-b)+n{z~c)

15.

X

19.

Z-a "^ Z-6 + Z-c ~ ^* =1.

•lx-\-my-\-nz = l.

21. ic+ ?/ + s = a4-Z» + (7, 22. a:+ ?/+2 = 0,

bx-^cy-\-az = a^-\-b'^^c^, ax-\'by-\-cz=^ab-irhc-{-ca,

cx+ay-\-bz = a2+b^^^c^. (b-c)x+ {c-a)y-{-{a-b)3

= 0.

23. x-{-y-\'Z = my 21. aat+J//-}-r^ = r,

X : y : z = a : b : c, mx = my, qy=pz

25. a^^+2/2 + ^a; = 0, «?/2;+ ^2.r-f-r:t*?/ = 0,

bcyz-\-acxz-\-abxy{-{a-b){b— c){c — a)xyz = 0.

26. (a+ 6)a;+(&+c)?/+ (c+a)2 = rtZ^+ k4-crt,

{b-\-c)x + {a^o)y^{a + b)z = a^'-\-b^--]-cK

27. ???a; + w?/+^;2+ ^z< = r, r
'

am -\- bn + c/j - dq

x y z u

a b ~ c ^ d'
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28. .—— = ''^-y- = —c
' ' - ai-b-c

i- + i- + -i- = a + bi-c.

X y ^

29. {a-b){..i^c)-ay+hz = {c-a)[y^l)-cz-V

30. ax^hy^h ^l' ^'J^rmx^n,

ax = ^, x = a-Vb.
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15. y-\z-x = a, IG. 7.r-j-ll//+ r ^^,
z >rx-y = h, 7_v4-ll2;-f-.,j = /,

x^y-z = c. lz-\-llx^y = c.

17. ± ^ !L _ 1_ ^2ab ^^' (^^-^){x+ c)-ayi-L, = 0,

X y z

19.

h r a— + — =2hc,
y z X
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28. UxiO//-]-z-u = a, 2'J. j--{-a!j -\-a~z j-a^u+ a^ =0,

llz+ 9i( + x-i/ = c, a-+ Cfj-\-C'Z-}-c^u + c'^ = 0,

32.

x+ i/
= a,



5. -J^A _

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.
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CHAPTER YII.

ExA^iixATioN Papers : Education Department and Univsbsity

OF Toronto.

I.

1. State tlie rules for the addition and subtraction of Algebraic

quantities. Express in the simplest form

{b+ c-a)x-\- {c-\-a - hhj-}-(a-^h - c)z

(^r^ri-h)x-h(a+ b-c)i/-\-{b-{-c-a)z

{'t + h-c).c-{-{b+c~a)>j+ {c-\-a-b)z

2. State and prove the Index Laws. Assuming these to be

general, interpret x"'".

Find the products in the following cases :

(1) {x^ + Gxhj+ 12xy'^+8y^){x'--6xhj+U.iy--S>/^^).M.

(2) {a + b+c){b+c-ayc-{-a-bya + b-c).^

3. Prove the rule of signs in Division.

Divide : [Apply Horner's Method to (1)]

(1) a;«-22.^i+G0^3_55^.2^12a;-flby a;'-4G.i-+l.
'

(2) a;^ + 94-81^-1 by x-2- 3 + 9.C-2. (8) a;"' - 1 by ^'» - 1.

4. Find the square roots of

(1) .u.4-_A^.-.n. ^ l.^cm

(2) — + — 4- — - 2— - 2— + 2 --.

b- (•- a' c (I

5. Distinguish between an algebraic equation and an identity.

Solve

(1) (Ml-2..) + ^(l + LV) = J.
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x-{-2, .c — z x — o

6. A person bought a certain number of oxen for $820. If be

bal been able to purchase four more for the same sum, each

would have cost him $4 less. Find the number ^of oxen. Ex-

plain the negative result.

7. (l)If^ = ± shew that
^^ + 2./.+8/.^ Ha-U)

f2) Find the value of .f« -^OO^-^ +198^-^+ 200^-3 - 197^-3

-397^ when a; = 199.

8. Three towns, A, B, C, are at the angles of a triangle. From

A to C', through I)', the distance is 82 miles ; from B to A, through

(;, is 97 miles ; and from C to B, through A, is 89 m.iles. Fiud

the direct distances through the towns.

11.

1. Prove a:'" -r a;" = a;'"-".

(1.) Simplify {a+h + c)^ -S{a + h+ cyc+ S[a+ h+ c)c2 -c^.

2. Prove the rule for finding the L. C. M. of two quantities.

Find the L. C. M. of

a->J^h^^c^-Sahc, and {a + b)^ +2[a-{-b)c+cK

a G ac
3. Prove -^ >< Y =

bd'

/l-.r3 1-x V 7 1-^
Simplify [^—^ + 1—r^.) -^ [y:^-•+^•3 1+X^I'

4. Pieduce to their lowest terms —^r;^.
—

-^—^, and
(I " ~\- (I — ^

a {a+ 2/.) + h{b+ 2c) + c{c+ 2^)

a2_^2_t.2_26(;

5. (1.) li a^ -pi^'+'ja -r = 0, then x'^ -pxl-^q:c-r is exactly

divisible by x — a.

(2.) Prove that {a-^b-\- c){bc-}-cc: -i-ab) - (b-J-c){c + a)(a + b) is

divisible by abc. Is there any other divisor ?
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'a + Jj\ ^^ ^ (I- -h- ln+ h\ n±'*_

7. Solve the equations

—

2x 5-2x
(1.) J-.- - „-^ = 1

(-)

2x 7-2.C ~ 7-16^j+ 4^-^

r+3 r+1 4.r+ 9 12^+17

8. A porson going at tlie rate of p miles an hour, and desiring

to reach home by a certain time, finds, when he has still r miles

to go, that, if he were continuing to travel at the same rate, he

would be q hours too late. How much must he increase his

speed to reach home in time ?

9. Of the three digits comprising a number, the second is

double of the third ; the sum of the first and third is 9, and the

sum of the three digits is 17. Find the number.

10. A owes i? $rt due /;? months hence, and also ^h due ?i

months hence. Find the equation which determines the time at

which both sums could be paid at once, reckoning interest at 5

per cent, per annum.

III.

1. If.r=10, ^/ = 11, 3 = 12, find the value of

I
^2 _ (,/.|.,,)2

j. X ^±^^; and subtract

(
y — 5\( 2 _|_ (2 - x)ab -\-{x — y)h'^ from

{>l-x)(r--(ij-z)<ih-{z-x)h^-.

2. Divider ^{a-irh)x^(a + }>-irc'^x'^ -'(n-\-h-\-c)x^ ^[h^c)x^

•^rx-'hy 1-f .'• + .'-
-f./-^ ; and find the square root of

y - 2 l./'-l-o; V^ - 1 1( V-' + 120./-^ - 140^: ' -f 100./;«.

^ ^, ,^
4^-1-5 x-\-ry 2./-+> x"-\0

3. Solve (1» -
. -r -I-

, 1 = . .> ~ Vl.-T+'^-
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ix-iy+lz = l.

•^ 4. A boy boiTglit a number of oranges at the rate of 45 cents a

ciozen ; if he had received 20 oranges more for the same money
tlie whole would have cost him only 40 cents a dozen. How
many did he buy ?

6. A farmer took to market two loads of wheat, amounting to-

gether to 75 bushels ; he sold them»at different prices per bushel,

but received on the whole the same amount for each load ; had he

eold the whole quantity at the lower price he would 1 ave received

$78.75 ; but had he sold it at the higher price he would have re-

ceived $90. Find the number of bushels in each load.

6. Show how to find the square root of a -f- y^'b.

Find the square root of l4-;/(l — a^)

6^+^ ^x— 1 7.'-' 4-

1

7. Solve -^—^ + ; and find the value of a

when ax'^ — ^^x 4-81 = 0, has equal roots.

that a-b \/{<(c)- \ {bd)

9. Show that rt3(6— c)+ 65(c-r/)-f-c3(rt — 6) is exactly divisible

by a-\-b-\-c; and resolve the expression into its factors.

IV.

^ 1. Maltiply rtM-'>2_^2 4.2rt& by a^ -b^ +c^-{'2ac, and divide

the product by a^ —b- -c- -f 2//c.

2. Simplify

t >'-f^ ^
1 7(r+ (0 " \2lab^ "^ ^^T^rpj/

I

•
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r 8. FliidtlieL.CM. oi4:x^-9i/\ ix^ -lOxn + Qr/^-, and ox'^

-

18^7-f f)//3, and the G.C.M. of l+x^-i-x^-x^ and 2x+ 2x'-\'

dx''-\-'3x

4. Obtain the square root of J — §;/i, and find the value of c

when 4cx* — 12x^1/ -rcx'^i/^ — 12a;^3_^4^4 jg ^ i^erfect square.

5. Distinguish between an equation and an identUy. Give ^w

example of each. What value of m makes (x - 3) 2 _ [x - l){x — 6)

= m an identity ? Can any value of m make it an equation ?

G. Eeduce to its simplest form

^/{2+x)—y,^(l-\-x) ^ l+y^[l-l^(l+ .r^}

^ 7. Solve the equations

... 2x'+5 2.C--5 4.>^-5
(^) 777:7 + TT r = ^^•

x~\-A oz— A x—1

(2) 7%-5.i-=:.c— 5^)(;.+ 3^),

2 5 _ 7

x—by x-\-'dij ~ 83*

f- 8. A person performed a journey of 22^ miles, parti v by car-

riage, at 10 miles an hour, and partly by train, at 3G miles an

hour, and the remainder by walking, at 4 miles an hour. He
did the whole in 1 hour 50 minutes. Had ho walked the first

portion, and performed the last by carriage, it would have t*xken

him 2 hours 30^ minutes. Find the respective distances by car-

riage, train and walking.

9. Solvo

^^4-3 _ .r+ l _ 4./'+9 12./' 4-17

a-+l ~ x-\-2 " 2x-^l ~ 6.c-f IG"'

f.
10. "What value of// will make 2.<;^-}-3.ry-{-G//2 eracil^* divisible

by a-- 3?

If a and /^are the roots of the equation a:- -j-.c ;1 = 0, show

that a3- 63 = 0.

N
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V.

1. Multiply

Prove that

(^ix— y)^ — (x - iy)^ is exactly divisible by x+y.

2. Express in words the meaning of the formula

{x+ a){x+ h)=x^--{-{a-\-l)xi-ab.

Betaining the order of the terms, how will the right-hand

member of this expression be affected by changing, in the left-

hand member (1) the sign of b only, (2) the sign of a only, (3)

lihe signs of both a and b ?

nC o. Simplify (a4-&)^-t-(rt-&)^-2(a3-6^)3 ; and show that

(^a^b-\'c){b^c-aj{a-\-c-b){a'\rb-c) = iaH^

when a 2 4- 6

2

a
4 Prove that 7-

ad

Simplify

5. I went fi-om Toronto to Niagara, 35 mjles, in the steamer

•' City of Toronto " and returned in the " Piothsay," making the

round trip in 5 hours and 15 minutes ; on another occasion I

went in the " Piothsay " (whose speed on this occasion was 1 mile

an hour less than usual), from Toronto to Lewiston, 42 miles, and

returned in the '' City of Toronto," making the round trip in 6

hours and 30 minutes ; find the usual rates per hour which these

steamers make.

-
"

G. Solve

^ ^ X y " a' X y a

(2) x-2+5x-=5/(x-2 + 5^j+ 2S)-4.

y\ 7. Find three consecutive numbers whose product is 48 times

the middle numbsr.
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8- If m and n are the roots of ax^ +hx-\-c = 0, then

ax' -\-hx+ c=:a(x— m)(x-n).

Show that if ax- + lx+c = has equal roots, one of uicm is

given hy the equation

(2a'' -2ah)x+ah-b^ =0.

^ ^ ?w w
-, x"^ y^ ^ ., ^

9. If — = — and—- + Vr =1, prove mat
x [I a^ h-.

^

VI.

: 1. SimpUfy

^3 /
' ^ a;..|_^3

/''Nh 2. Divide a^ —h^ - c^ —oal>c by a-6 — c, and show, without

expansion, that

JfX 3. Eesolve into factors x^ -\x'^y- -\-y^, and

7j52-G^2_a^y4.19;,; + 33y_36; and prove that

h^{c-^a)-{-c-{a-{-h)-a-{h-\-c)-\-ahc is exactly divisible by

h-\-C — CL,

4l. Apply Ilorner's method of division to find the value of

5^'+497^'^+2nO./:^ + 190./-^-218x'-2000 when :i-=-99, and

the va ae of Gx' -\-ijx^ - 17x^ — Gx" 4-10^' — 2 when 2^^ _ _ 3 ^. ^ 1,

5. Find what

2_jv—I

—

/ , y y
/ becomes when x = -.

\{a-{-x)—v{(t-x) 1+63

G. If a and b be any positive numbers, prove that

1 n a h

7 + 1+.. > '
'i + T >

'•
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7. Solve tlie equations

—

(1) ^- + / = 5,

» +2/ = f.

(2) ^;4-2.v+ e2 = i4,

20; + 3?/ + 2 = 11,

3^+ ?/-l-22 = ll.

(3) (:c+l)(x-\-S){x+ i){x+6)-^lG.

8. There are three consecutive numbers such that the sum of

their cubes is equal to 16|- times the product of the two higher

numbers : find the numbers.

9. (1) Form an equation three of whose roots are 0, i/( — S),-

and 1 - 1/2.

,(2) If one of the roots of the equation x'-\-])x-\-q= 0, is a

V mean proportional between p and q, prove that

10. Two trains start at the same instant, the one from B to A,

the other from A to B ; they meet in 1^ hours ; and the train for

A reaches its destination 52^ minutes before the other train

reaches B : compare the rates of the trains.

YII.

1. Give some application of the '-rule of signs" in Algebraic

Multiplication and Division.

2. Find the numerical value of the quantity

hc{c — a)(a — 5) — ca[a — h){b — c) -\-ah{h - c)(c — a),

•wben a = 10, h = -01, c = 0; anJ prove that if

X = , then will {a-l-b) . —-^——
ai-b a-}-b — c-\-x
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P. Investigate a method of finding by inspection the remainder

after dividing any rational and integral function of x by x-\-a.

Show that the quantity

is divisible by each of the quantities x-\-a, x-\-h^ a—2x, h-x.

4. Investigate the rule for finding the H.C.F. of two algebraic

quantities, showiiig under what limitations factors may be inko-

duced or suppressed at any step.

Find the H.C.F. of

(1) 6^4_7^.3_i3^2 + 19^,_G andx3+2.«3_i.

(2) {x^y){ax^ -h]r^)-xij{a-h){x+y), and

{x-y){(tx^^hy-^)Jrxy{a-h){x-y), .
'

5. Prove, by general reasoning, that the value of a fraction is

not altered by multiplying or dividing both the numerator and

denominator by the same quantity.

18 7 x-4.
Simplify (1)

12(2x--3) 12(2.i-+3) 4a;3-f9

(2) f
^ • 1

)

f
1

. 1 )

\{x+ a){x-\-b)
"^ (x-a){x-h)\'

6. SolvQ, with respect to x, the equations

(1)
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2. Multiply (a;2 +,.^4^2)2 l^y (.,_7/)3.

Find the values of a and b which will make

x^ +ax-\-h divisible by x-{-p, and also by « f §.

8. Divide x'^ + >j'''-\-2x^j^ by {x+ i/y-, and

4. Investigate a rule for the extraction of th(^sf[nare root of any

algebraic quantity, and deduce the rule for the extraction of the

square root of a number.

If to any square number be added the square of half the num-

ber immediately preceding it, the sum will" be a complete square

:

viz., the square of half the number immediately following it.

5. Find the square root of

(1) rt 2^6 ^ 2abx^ + (h^+ 2rtc).t2 ^ c^x--+2bc.

(2) i:^ -ix^ -^iJ -^iJ -iJ^+^J.

6. If x-+c(x+b and x^ +a'x-bhsiYe a common measure, it

will be rc-f —^— , and the condition that they may have a com-

mon measure is 4:b = a- —a'^.

Find the H. C. F. ot x^-i-2:>''x^-\-p^ and x^ + 2rx^ -^p^x^- -p*.

Find the L. C. M. of 2h{x^-[-x-20), Si(x'--x-dO), and

4^^-2-10^ + 24).

7. Find values of a and b which will render the fraction

Sx^-{4:a^b)x+a+ 2b^

5x^-{Qa+b)x-a+ 4:b^

the same, for all values of x.

8. Solve the equation 2 + -j/ (a;+ 1 ) i :/:+ S) - ^Z (^ - 1 ) \x -j- 5 ) = 0,

anl account for the circumstance, that the values of a;, determined

from it, apparently do not satisfy the equation.
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IX.

1. Prove that a{27i^l){a^ -\-n'n-^l) -n{2a -^l){7i^ -\- a^oTl)

2. If a, 6, and c are positive quantities, and if « > i and c > a -^ 5,

prove that

c - (a— h) =c—a-\-b.

Assuming this equation to hold good when a, h and c are unre-

stricted, prove that the expression -( -«), occurring in an algeb-

raic operation, is equivalent to +a.

3. lix^-\-ax^-\-h and x^+2^x-\-q have a conimon measure of i

(thhe form of a:^ -\-mx + n, then a^bq = {b~q)^,

4. Find the H. C. R of

a'^-b--ahx>j + abx--hj-\ and a^x^ -b^ij-'^+a^hx^ij-h^xiT^,

5. A and B are two numbers, each of two digits. The left-

hand digit of A exceeds that of B hy x] the excess of A above B
is ?/ ; but the sum of the digits of B exceeds the sum of the digits

of ^byz. Prove that y-\-z = 9x; and give an example of two

such numbers as A and B.

6.
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X.

1. DiviJe ax^-V2cxyz^-h,j^+a:c-{y-\-z)-\-h7/'{z-\-x)-\-'lcxy{x-\'y)

by x-\-y-\-z.

2. Prove that if x^-^px'^ +qx-{-a^ be divisible by a;'-l, it

is also divisible by a:^ - ^2,

3. Explain the reason for introducing or suppressiug factors in

the process of finding the H.C.F. of two algebraical quantities.

Why is the name " Greatest Common Measure " objecticnable ?

FindtheH.C.F. of ic*-a;3-a;3-a;-2 and 3a;3 -7i»M-3^-2.

4. A traveller leaves A for B at the same time that another

leaves B iov A] the former walks at the rate of 3 miles an hour

till he has performed half the distance ; he then rests for an hour

;

after which he resumes his journey, walking now at the rate of 4

miles an hour ; the second traveller goes at the rate of 4 miles an

hour till he has got over one-third of the distance between B and

A ; he then rests for 40 minutes ; after which he resumes his

journey, walking now at the rate of 3 miles an hour. The tra-

vellers reach A and B respectively at the same time. Find the

distance between A and B.

5. Show by examining the square of rt+6 how the square root

of an algebraical quantity may be found.

Find the square roots of

(1) 15x^-^{)ax^^i^a^x^-~2ia^x+ lQa^, and

(^^S + g- (f^il^^ +T
m

6. Show that «" = V^""* when m and n are integers, and m is

divisible by n ; and state the principle on which you would main-

tain the truth of the equation for all values of m and n,

7. Solve the equations

m ^^^^^-^ _ 7a;^-3a;-9
^ ^ 5:c-4 " 7:^-^0

(2) (3;c-l)2 + (4i«-2)-^=:(oa;-3)?.
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8. Two regular polygons are so related that the number of

their sides is as 2 to 3, and the magnitude of their angles as 3 to

4 ; find the figures.

XT.

1. State in words the several operations to be performed in

order to obtain the result expressed by the following algebraical

expression :

^ VI -{-n

Also find its value when a = b = 4:.

2. Two men, A and B, dig a trench in 3| days. If A were to

do more work by one-third than he does, and B more work by

one-half than he does, they would dig the trench in 2? ^ days. In

what time would each dig it alone, at his present rate of work ?

3. Perform the multiplications in

(1)

(2) ( >^2 + ley + i!/^){ix'' - Ixy+li,^).

4. Divide

(1) a;4-f9+ 81.«-^ by .^•3-3 + 0x•-^

(2) x^-iri+h+pyc^ + iap+ hp-c-hq)^- -{ctq-\-bq-c>f)x-qc by

X- -px+ q.

5. Show that :«""'+^-.)r"~^ is always divisible by x±l, m and n

being any positive integers.

6. Define a fraction ; and from your definition prove ti rule for

adding together two fractions with different denominators.

Add together the fractions,

(('i-br b--ca ('--ah
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7. Solve the following equations :

:c'i^ 2x-\-2 .o;^4-8.r-4-20 _ x'-^4x-\-6 x^-\-C,x+V2

^ ^ 'Ic+ i
"^ ^H^l ~ x+'2 "^

x-i-'d '

(2) (x-2+^2)^ ^ 100, (^2_y2)JL = 51.yd X ^

XII.

1. When ??i and ?i are whole numhers, and m greater than n,

rt"* 1

show that — =a'"-" and that ~^ is correctly symboUzed by a '*.

2. U\i\tii^\j{a'b){a-\-h){a'- +h^){a^+h^) . . . to (/i-fl) factors.

3. Divide 1 — a; by l — 2x, to 5 terms, and write down the

(;-+l)th term, and the remainder after (''+1) terms.

4. If the number three be divided into any two parts, show

that the difference of the squares is three times the difference of

the numbers.

5. Find the L. C. M. oi 1 -8x+17x^- +2x^ -2AxA, and

l-2a;-13u;2+38x3-24;f^.

6. What relation must there be between the coefficients m, ?i,

p and q, in order that

{x^- -[-mx+ n)^ -{-px- +qx

may be an exact square for all values of ic ?

7. Solve the following equations :

ax-h^ ^ l/(ax)-b
(-)

\ {ax)-\-b

a.

''2\
: , = ' —C.

n

8. Given .c+ ?/+z = rt^ = ^^,' find {x-\-ij+z) ^z.

9. Find a number expressed in the decimal notation by two

dif^its, whose sum is 10 ; and such, that if 1 be taken form its

double, the remainder will be expressed by the same digits in a

rev<?rsed order.
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XIII.

1. Find the value, when a = 2h, i = 3j, c = 4^of

{b-{-c){c+ a){a-\-b)

2. Show that the vahie of the expression, in the preceding

question, is not altered by changing a into a-\-x, h into h-\-x, and

c inte c+ x,

3. Multiply (l+«^a;)(l + r/o;c)(l+«3a:) ... (l+«„a:) to 3 terms.

4. A speculator borrows a sum of money at the yearly interest

of 7 per cent.
;
part of the amount he Invests at Qh per cent., and

the remainder at 9 ; and, at the end of the year, he finds that he

has made a profit of 875 ; but, had the former part been invested

at 9 per cent., and the latter at 8.^, his profit at the end of the

year would have been only "^Qo. Find the whole sum boiTowed.

5. Given ax-{-h}j = c, a'x+ h'i/ = c', determine the value of

mx-\-mj, and find the conditions under which the value becomes

indeterminate.

then will rt, +rt.^+n'„-f . . . + a,, = —

.

7. Eliminate x and y from the equations
J 1 'i

X + 1/ = a

« = x+dx'y'

8. m(x--\-lx-{-c = n d /,.?;- +/^i.7;-fri =0, then will

9. Find that number of two tia^ures to which if the number
formed by changing the places of the dit^its be added, the sum is

121 ; and if the same two numbers be subtracted, the remainder

is 9.
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XIY.

1. Simi^lify

a(h+ cY^h{c-\raY- + c{a-\-hy--{{a-h)[a-c){h-\-c)+
^h-c){h-a){c'Va) + {c-a)[c-h){a-Yb)],

2. State the law of Indices, and prove it for positive integral

indices ; and assuming it to be general, interpret the expressions

m

x~"', x^ , where di and n are positive integers.

3. Having given the equations,

prove that a ^{yz-y 'z ') -\-h- '^zx - z 'x ')-\-c^ {xy — x 'y
') = 0.

4. A traveller P sets out to walk from .4 to 1>, proceeding at^

the rate ot 3 miles an hour ; and, 3*2 minutes afterwards, another

traveller Q sets out to walk from B to A, proceeding at a uniform

rate. They meet half way betwixt A. and B. P then quickens

his pace by 1 mile an hour ; and Q. slackens his 1 mile an hour.

Q reaches A at the same time that P reaches B. Find the dis-

tance between A and B.

5. How are equations classified ?

Solve the equations

—

(1) m7ix-\-amn = 7i-x-{-am^,

(2) x^-x'-+y^-y^ = 84.,

x~'{-xJy^+y^=4:9.

6. What two numbers are those whose difference, sum and

product are to each other as the three numbers 2, 3, 5 ?

XV.

3. What is the meaning of the symbols a, a-, a^ , , ?

Show a jmori that tr^l; how do you know that ab = ha 7

How is it proved that the multiplication of Hke signs gives a
positive, and that of unhke signs, a negative result.
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2. Find tlie value of

(h-<:y^2{c-ay + {a-hY-^h-c){c-a){a~h)
when rt = 1 , 6 = —

J, c= |.

3. Simplify the following expression :

{ac-h'''){cc-cr-)^{ae-c^-){hd-c^-)-{ad-hc)(he-ca)

4. P and Q are travelling along the same road in the same
direction. At noon P, who goes at the rate of m, miles an hour,

is at a point A ; while Q who goes at the rate of n miles in the

hour, is at a point B, two miles in advance of A. When are they

together ?

Has the answer a meaning, when m — n is negative ? Has it a

meaning when m = )i? If so, state what interpretation it must
receive in these cases.

5. Show how to find the Least Common Multiply of two or

more algebraic quantities.

(1) x^-ax-2a^, x^+ax'^ and ax^-x^.

(2) x^ -x^fj -a^x+ a^y and x^ i-ax^ -xy^ -a?/^.

In what algebraic operations is the Lowest Common Multiple

of two or more quantities required ?

6. State and prove the principle upon which the rules of Addi-

tion and Subtraction of fractions are founded.

Simplify the following expressions :

x''+y^-^:'+ 2xi/ a^j^h _ a{a-b) 2ab
(^^

x"- -r - z-'-{-%jz a^b-l/^ {a-\-h)b " a'i^^y

7. U ax-h>f -{-c(x-y) = ('I - b)(a + b - c),

bi,-rz-{'n{y-z) = (b-c){h+c-a),

cz—i(X+ b{z — x) = {c-a)(c-{-a—b)

then will a^{b-c)-^b'i(r-n)-\-c^{a^h) = 0.

8. P is a number, of two digits, x being the left hand digit, and

7/ the right. By inverting the digits, the number Q is obtained.

Prove that 11 (j; + 2/)(P- (?) = 9 {x-y) {P+Q).
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XYI.

1. Show that

(a4_64)(;c4-?/4); and that

2{a-h){a-c)-{-2{h-c){b-a)-i2{c-b){c-a)

Is the sum of three squares.

2. li s = a-{-h-{-c-\-&c. to n terms, then

4. -1. 4- <5:c. = 71—1.
s a s

3. Show that a — b, b — c, and c—a cannot he all three positive

or all three negative.

4. Extract the square root of

4^8 ^ 9^6 _ Ux^-^-lQx- +9 - 2x{6x^ - Sx* +9a;2 - 12).

5. Given ab-^{a-\-b){p + q)+pq = Q,

cd-\{c-\-d)[v-^q)-\-pq = 0,

find the value oij) — q, and show that if either a or 6 is equal to c

or d, then^; is equal to q, unless a-\-b = c-\-d,

6. Find the value of -^, having given

y

x-^' — ay-'' _ xr—h(x—yY

7. Prove that (a— f')(6— c)(c-rt) is a common measure of the

quantities

c^-{a-b)-¥a^{b-c)+b^{c-a).

8. Find the conditions that a^:):+ ^i7/ = Ci, a^x-^h^y^c^, and

a .'c+?^3^ = C3 ttiay he satisfied by the same values of x and y.

9. Two persons, A and B, start at the same instant from two

stations (c) miles apart, and proceed in the same du-ection along

the line joining the stations with velocities («) and (h) miles per

hour. Find the distance (x) from the stations where A over-

takes B, and interpret the result when a^b.
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XYII.

1. Express in symbols the result of subtracting from unity the

quotient obtained by dividing the sum of a and h by their product.

2. Multiply together x + ^/a-\-h, x- Va-\-h, x+\/a-b and

X- Va-b; and divide 24a3_22a26 + 2a2c-5a624-27a6c-34ac»

-f GZ>3_2262c-|-i66c2 + 8c3 by 3a-26+4c.

8. n x-ha be the H. C. F. of x^+px+q and x'^-^p'x+q',

their L. C. M. will be {x-\-a){x-{-p — a)[x-\-i)' — a).

Show that the difference between

X X ^ -, ^ . ^^ f ^
+ and-—- + -—7 -hx—a x— h x—c x— a x—b x — c

is the same whatever values be given to x,

4. Prove, if the four fractions

hx+cy-j-dz cx+dy-\-az dx+ay + hz ax + ^1/ + ^g

b+ c +d—a c+ c^-t-rt — 6' 'd-{-a-\-b— c a-\-b-^c-d

are equal to one another, their common value will be equal to

X-\-}/ + Z

2
as long as a + b-\-e-\-d does not vanish.

5. What do you mean by solving an equation. Show that 3 is

a root of the equation

3-fi^(a;-2)

6. Eliminate x between the equations

7 If — 4- — — — = ——7
, a, h, c are not all different.

8. A cask, A, contains w gallons of wine and n gallons of water

;

an' another cask, B, contains p gallons of wine and 7 gallons of

water, how many gallons must be drawn from each cask so as to

produce by their mixture b gallons of wine and c gallons of water ?
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XVIII.

K 1. Multiply together the factors .

'

1-a;, 1+ar, 1+^2^ 1+2^*, and 1+^9, \^

and show that if n is any uneven number, the sam of the nth

powers of any two numbers is always divisible by the sum of the

numbers.

2. Find the numerical value of the expression

c \/a+ \/c

b s/a— ^/

c

where a, 5, c are connected by the equation a'h — c)2 — c(//+c-) - = 0,

^ 3. A has a younger brother, B. The difference between their

ages is J of the sum of their ages. By adding twice 5's age to

times J.'s, we obtain the age of the father ; and by subtracting

twice jB's age from o times .4's, we obtain the age of the mother.

Show that the age of the mother is y\ that of the father.

^ 4. Find the H.C.F. of

a;3-(2a4-^)^-+«(2rt-f/>)a;-rt2(rt-f5), and

a;3 -(26+a)^2+5(26+«)^-^2(^+ «).

5 If — 4- — = > shew that
h c a

W (^^5_^)3+2(6 + c-a)3 + (c+ a-Z.)3 = 2(6+c)3.

G. Show fully how the rule for finding the square root of a

given number is obtained. If n + l figures of the square root of

a number have been obtained, prove that the remaining n may be

obtained by division.

>«^Extract the square root of

7. Find the value of the expression

x-v •> ^+ ^^ - - ^^when X =^ -, y =
X-^xij a-b
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8, Solve the equations :

(1) l[.v-2a)-^x-^?ja) + l(x-Ga)=0.

(2) \ {2x^^-Jrl)+V{2.>-+S) = 2{l-x).

9. Divide 21 into two parts, so that ten times one of them may
exceed nine times the other by 1.

XIX.
1. Multiply together

X' + \'ax -a3 - -Ix-^-^a-h

Divide this product by

^x^ + }jax~2a'^-lx-^2a'-l; V
and extract the square root of the quotient.

2. If x+ij+z= {
f-
— = 0, shew that

X y z

(x^+y''-{-z^)^{x-^+7j^+z^)=x>/z.

?j. Find the H. C. D. o(2Qx^-{-x^ -1 and 75.c*4-l«^^^ - 3.C-3 ;Y
also of {x-\-7j)'^ -x'' —y'' and {x^ —y^)"- '

4. Given that rt/j-(«-f 6)(x*+ 7/) 4- 4a,-^ = 0, ,^,

a-{c-\-d){x-y)^^xy^^, r
find the value of (x-y)^.

5. Having given

x^=yUz'^-2ayz
y'^=Z'+x^-2Jzx
2==^-+y-+2r^y,

3-2 ,/2 ,2

Show that l-a3 1-62 ~ l-c3

l+.x'+i/{2.-+^-'-") _
l-x-{- v{2x+x-)

7. Determines in terms of a and h in order that .r'-|-2(-./'' -f-

Sh'^x' — id^x+ib'^ may be a perfect square.

8. A company of 90 persons consists of men, v/omcn, aiul

children ; the men are 4 in number more than the women, and

the children exceed the number of men and women by 10. How
many men, women, and children arc there in the company.
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XX.
^< 1. Divide (l-^m)x^-{m'}-n)x>/(x-y) — (71- l)i/^ hy

,' 2. If x^-^-px^+qx-^-r is exactly divisible hy X'-\-mx+njiheTi

nq — n^ = rm.

3. Prove that if m be a common measure of jo and g, it will also

measure the difiference of any multiples of }j and q.

y Find the G.C.M. oi x^ -px^ + (q-l)x- +px-q and

X^ — qx^-\-{p — l)jj2 J^qx —p.

V" 4. Prove the rule for multiplication of fi-actions.

An

1

n rt a a2 2a3-63-ai3
and _ -L — —

5. What is the distinction between an identity and an equation /

/ If x — a = ij-\-h, prove x— & = ?/4-^.

Solve the equation

16.C-13 40^-43 _ 32a; -30 20^;- 24

4a;-3 "^ 8a;-9 " 8a:- 7 "^ 4a:-5
*

6. What are simultaneous equations ? Explain why there must
be given as many independent equations as there are unknown
quantities involved. If there is a greater number of equations

than unknown quantities, what is the inference ?

V Eliminate a; and !/ fronj the equations ax-rby=Cf a'x-i-h'y = c'^

^ a"x + h"ij = c\

7. Solve the equations

—

(1) f/(n-hx)-^^{n-x) = m.

^(2) 3a-+^+ ''^ = 13, Sy+z-^x = 15, Sz+ x+ ij = 17.

8. A person has two kinds of foreign money ; it takes a pieces

of the first kind to make one £, and b pieces of the second kind :

he is offered one £ for c pieces, how many pieces of each kind

must he take ?
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Jt

9. A person starts to walk to a railway station four and a-half

miles off, intendii^ig to arrive at a certain time ; but after walking ^

a mile and a half he is detained twenty minutes, in consequence /
of which he is obliged to walk a mile and a half an hour faster in

order to reach the station at the appointed time. Find at what
pace he started.

10. (a) If -1 ^ ^ then will ^-^' - -^'li'. X
(h) Find by Horner's method of division the value of

a;5+290ic4-f-279a^-2892x- - 58G^- 312 when u:= -289.

(c) Show without actual multiplication that v

8(a+ 6)(i+c)(c + a). /

Note.—In. Ex. 6, p. 87, after proving that a+h+ c is a factor,

we may proceed as follows to discover the remaining quadratic

factor

:

The quadratic factor must be of the form

m{a- -{-h- +C-) -\-n{ab-{-bc+ ca),

in which ??i and n are independent, being either zero, or a positive

or negative number. To determine them put r = 0, then tlie

given expression gives

{a^-\-b^-^'Sab{a+b)}^(a+ b) = a^--]-h'^^2ah,

but also = 7n{a^-\-h^)-^nab. :. w = l and /? = 2.
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different subjects.

MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT

Gives solutions to difficult problems, also to Examination
Papers.

OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT
Contains such regulations as may be issued from time to time.

Subscriptions: $i.oo per Annum, strictly in advance.
Specimen Number Free. Address W. J. Gage & Co.,

Publishers. Toronto.



New Work, Authorized by the Education Depart-

ment in Ontario for use of Teachers.

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE,

For Schools and Families.

BYEDWARDPLAYTER,iyi.D.,EDITOR OF THESANITARY JOURNAL

PRICE 90 CENTS.

Not too large and Technical, nor too ele-

mentary and incomplete.

Comprehensive

—

comprising all parts ol the
subjects treated of.

Concise, yet highly interesting.

Well and practically illustrated ; and with
copious questions and a full index.

" As a text-book for schools, we have no hesita-

tion in recommending it in preference to any oi

the text-books on this subject now in use."

—

Canada Lancet.

•' A very judicious selection has been made of

what is likely to be useful and absorbed by, the
non-professional reader."

—

Canadian Journal of
Medical Science.

" An admirable little book. Specially adapted
to High Schools and intelligent laymen."

—

Michi-
gan Medical News Detroit.

Educational f*iiblislior§.



>
BEATTY'S SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP.

HE Ge[|IT NATIONAL SYSTEM OE PENMANSHIP,

Tlie most jsixcoessfiil sei^ies of Headline
Copy-Books ever published in Canada.

IVearl:^ S,000,000 sold Annualhj.
A-ixtlioi-izecl for exclusive use in the Province

of Manitoba.

Adoptea by the Toronto. London and Ottawa
School Boards as the only series of Books to
be used in their Schools.

TJsed almost exclusively in nearly all the toivns
and villages of the Province of Ontario.

Intr-oclixcecl into many of the Principal Schools
of the Province of Quebec.

Inti-odu-ced into a number of the Schools of
Nova Scotia.

Endoi'secl by the Press of the United States
and Canada as one of the best series extant.

Appi'ovecl by Leading Educationists in every
Province of the Dominion.

GRADING perfectly adapted to the requirements of our
Public Schools.

PRINCIPLES.—The fewest possible elements are in-

roduced.

THE PEN:T1ANSHIP i3 plain, practical and easily

written.

EXPL-\NATIONS on cover are clear, concis3 and complete.

PAPER is of the very best quality.

MECHANICAll execution unrivalled.

^" Can he had through any Bookseller in the Dominion. -^^

W. J. GAGE & COMPANY. Toronto.



Manuals for Teachers.

No 2.

MANUAL OF PENMANSHIP.
S. G BEATTY, late Principal of Ontario Business College,

and author of Beatty's Practical Penmanship.

A. F. MacDONALD, Principal of Wellesley School, Toronto.

A Handbook intended to accompany
Beatty's system of Penmanship, contain-

ing a full exposition of the system.

CONTENTS:
Oi'ganizing Classes.

J)i4ributio?i <& Collection of Writing Materials.

Position, Pen Holding, Ilests and Movements.
Movement Exercises.

Counting in Conce^'t.

iSpacing,^ Slope, Shade, dec.

formation, Analysis, and Criticism of Small
and Capital Letters.

Continuation of Letters

Figure Making.
Hints to Teachers.

Embellished with Cuts, illustrating the lon.'^th

and size of Letters, Spacing, Slope, Movement Ex-
ercises, Rests, Position and Pen Holding.

Printed on Toned Paper, Price 50 cents-



>This volume, taken with the eight small vol-

umes containing the account of the different

epochs, presents what may be regarded as the

most thorough course of Elementary English His-

tory ever published.—A6erdee^ Journal.

It is just such a manual as is needed by public

school pupils who are going up for a High School

course.

—

Toronto Daily Globe.

THE EPOCH PRIMER
OF ENGLISH HISTORY,

BY —
REV. M. CREIGHTON, M.A., late Fellow

AND Tutor of Merton College, Oxford.

3rd eid.,—:pi?,ic:ei so ce:n"ts.

^^ Teachers in every part of Canada have

been loud in their complaints of the unsuitahility

of the text books hitherto at their disposal to pre-

pare pupils for admission to High Schools, With

a view of meeting this icant, the Editor of the

Epoch Series has prepared the Epoch Primer.

Teachers ivill be glad to know that the Epoch
Primer has been authorized by the Education De-

partment in Ontario, for use of Pupils preparing

for admission to High Schools.

W. J. OAG^E *& Co.,
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS,



3XAIVXJAL OF

DRILL & CALISTHENICS,
FOR USE IN SCHOOLS.

BY J. LAUGHLIN HIGUES,
Public School Inspector, Toronto, Graduate of Military School,

H. M. 'ZUh Regiment.

T^HE WORK contains:

The Squad Drill prescribed for Public
Schools in Ontario, with full and explicit direc-

tions for teaching it Free Gymnastic Exercises,
carefully selected from the best German and
American systems, and arranged in proper classes.

German Calisthenic Exercises, as taught
by the late Colonel Goodwin in Toronto Normal
School, and in England.

Several of the best Kindergarten Games,
with the words and music of the songs used and
detailed explanations which will enable any
Public School Teacher to introduce them.

A Few Choice Exercise Songs ; several
exercises to be performed with the aid of Good-
year's Pocket Gymnasium, the simplest and most
efficient single piece of apparatus used ; and
rules for School movements in general.

The instructions throughout the book are di-

vested as far as possible of unnecessary techni-

cahties.

THE WORK IS ILLUSTRATED BY A NUMBER OF CUTS.

PRICE, - 40 CENTS.
W. J. GAGE & CO., Educational Publishers.



W. J. GAGE & GO'S.

MANUALS FOPt TEACHERS.

No. 1,

i^lSTAKES IN TEACHING.
By J. LA VGULIN HUGHES, SujjL

of PuUic Schools, Toronto.

This work discusses in a t^se manner OVER
ONE HUNDRED of the mistakes commonly

made by untrained 'or inexperienced Teachers.

It is designed to warn young Teachers of the

errors they are liable to make, and to help the

older members of the profession to discard what-

ever methods or habits may be preventing their

highest success.

The mistakes are arranged under the follow-

ing heads

:

1. Mistakes in Management.

2. Mistakes in Discipline.

3. Mistakes in Methods-

4. Mistakes in Manner-

Toned Paper. Cloth Extra.

r»i*ice ^O Cents.



The Best Elementary & Grammar Composition
—IS THE

—

—OF—

Millsr's Swinton'sLanguage Lesson;

NOW IN INDESTRUCTIBLE IRON BINDING.

5th Edition. SOtii Thouiiand. l¥lth Examination
Papers for admlNwIon to High Schools. Adapted as
an Introductory Text Book to .'Tlason'N Grammar.

Proofs of the Superiority of iniller's Edition.

Miller's Swinton's is authorized by the Education
Department for use in the Schools of Ontario.

Only Edition adopted by the Protestant Board of

Education of Montreal, and used in many of the

principal Schools of the Province of Quebec.

Only Edition used in the Schools of Newfoundland.

Only Edition adopted by the Supt. of Education
for the Schools of Manitoba.

Miller's Revised Swinton is used in nine-tenths of

the principal Schools of Ontario. "

Only Edition prepared as an introductory Book
to Mason's Grammar, both having the same
Definitions. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(A THOROUGH EXAMIXATION GIVEN).
St. Thomas, Nov. 30th, 1878.

To the President & Members of the County of PHgin Teacher's Assoc'n :

—

In accordance with a motion passed at the last regular meetinR of the Association,
appnintinR the nndersiRncd a Committee to consider the respective merits of different
Knclish Grammars, with a view to sncgest the most guita)>ie one for Polilic SchojU,
•we befr leave to report, thai, after fully comparinK the viirious editions that have b- en
recommended, we believe that " Miller's Swinton's LanRuage Lt-ssons ' is best adapted
to the wants of junior pupils, and would urge its authorization on the Government,
and its introduction into nur Publi<' Schools.

Signed, A. F. BUTLER Co. inspector.
J. MoTiKAN", Town Inspector.
J. Mir.LHIi, M.A., Head Master St. Thomas High School.
A. STKKLK. M A.,

" Aylm.T High School.
N. CAMPBKLIj •' Co. of Elgin Model School.

It was moved and i>«cunded that the report be received and adopted.—
Carried unanimously

;55^ TO AVOID MISTAKKS, ASK FOR
REVISED EDITION MILLER'S SWINTON

I:E^03s^ botjistx^.



< One ofthe most popular Text Books ever published.'

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC
ON THE

UNITARY METHOD
BY THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Science Master, Xormal School,

ana WM. SCOTT, b.a., Head Master Model School, Toronto.

Inlendi as aa Ltrodiiclory Teit Book lo Hamblin Smith's Anlhnifctic.

CLOTH EXTRA, 196 Pages with EXAMINATION PAPERS
added. PRICE 25 c.

Prescribed by the Council of Public Instruction

for exclusive use in the Schools of Nova Scotia.

Adopted in many of the best Schools in Quebec.

Adopted in a tiumber of the Schools of New-
foundland.

Authorized by the Council of Public Instruction^

Prince Edward Island.

Authorized by the Council of Public Instruction^

Manitoba,

Highly recommended by the leading Teachers of
Ontario.

Nearly 100,000 Aai^d been sold within first eighteen

months of its issue.

Commended by the Press of Canada and the United
States.

Highly commended by the leading Teachers in

every Province of the Dominion.

W. J. GAGE & CO., EUCCATIONXL. PCBLXSHEBS.



** Epochs in History mark an ^i^Lixh in the Study of it.

"

Q. W. JoMBOH, H.M.M.S., Hamilton.

An Acceptable Tezt-Book on English History

EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY,

BT

REV. M. CREIGHTON, M.A.

Authorized by the Education Depftrtment.

Adopted by tJu Public Schools of Montrcaly and a number Oj
the best Schools in Ontario.

*' Cliaracterized by Brevity and Comprehensiveness."

—

Canada Presbyterian,

*' Amongst manuals in English History the Epoch
Series is sure to lake high rank."—Daily Globe.

** Nothing was more needed than your excellent
Primers of English History."

—

Fred. W.Kelly, M.A. ,B.D.,
Lect. in English History, High School, Mont eal.

In Eight Volumes, 20 cents each,

—OR—

WHOLE SERIES in TWO VOLS. 0NL7 50c. each.

Fart I. Contain First Four of the Series.

Tan H. Contains Last Four of ihe Series,

W. J. GAGE & COMPANY,
(Late ADAM 3IILLER & CO.)



MANUALS FOa TEACHERS.

No. 3.

HOW TO SECURE & RETAIN
ATTENTBOIM.

By J. LA VGELTN HUGHES, Sup.

of Pullic Schools, Toronto,

Ready, March 1st. Toned Paper. Cloth extra.

Trice SO Oents.

No. 4.

HOW TO TEACH ARITHMETIC

J3y J. A. McLELLAN, M.A., EL.D.,

High School Inspector, Ontario,

Ready March 1st.

W. J. GAGE & CO.,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS.



W. J. GAGE & CO.'S EDUCATION-AL SERIES.

NEW WORK ON BOTANY.

AN

ELEMENTARY BOTANY
INTENDED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS.

With special reference to the study of

CAMAmAW PLAINTS-
TO WHICH IS add-:d a

SELECTION OF EXAMINATION PAPERS,

JOIIIV IMACOTJIsr, M.A., r.L.S.

Professor of Botany in Albeit University.

AND

H. B. SPOTTOTnT, M. A.
H.^id Master of Barrie II gh School.

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHORS.

IHO Pjvffcs, T<>iio«l l'iii)Oi% S*-<>^-



ittillcr & (ITo/js (Eburational ScricB.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S

MATHEMATICAL WORKS,
IRK USED ALMOST EXCLl'SIVKLT

In the Normal and Model Schools, Toronto

,

Upper Canada College ; Hamilton and
Brantford Collegiate Institutes ; Bow-
manville, Berlin, Belleville, and a large
number of leading High Schools in the
Province.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S ALGEBRA,
W\ih Appendix, by Alfred Baker, B.A., Mathematical Tutor, Univer
•ity College, Toronto. Price, 90 cents.

THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Science Master, Normal School.

" It is the text-book on Algebra for candidates for second-clasi
aeitificates, and for the Intermediate Examination. Not the least

valuable part of it is the Appendix by Mr. Baker."

GEO. IiICKSON, R.A., Head Master, Collegiat* Institute, Hamilton,
" Arrangement of subjects good ; explanations and proofs exhau*

tive, concise and clear ; examples, for the most part from University
and College Examination Papers, are numerous, easy and progressive.
There is no better Algebra in use in our High Schools and Collegiate
Institutes."

WM. R. RIDDELL, B.A., B.Sc, Mathematical Master, Normal
School, Ottawa.

" The Algebra \a admirable, and well af'apted a» a general text,
book."

W. E. TILLEY, B.A,, Mathematical Master, Bowmanville High School.

" I look on the Algebra as decidedly the best Elementary Work on
the subject we have. The examples are excellent and well arranged.
The explanations are easily understood.

R. DAWSON, B.A., T.C.D., Head Master, High School, BeUeville.

"With Mr Baker's admirable Appendix, there would seem to be
nothing left to be desired. We h»Te now a first class book, well
adapted in all respects to the wants of pupils of all grades, from the
beginner in our Public Schools to the most advanced student in our
IJolIegiate Institutes and High Schools. Its publication is a great buoii
to the over-worked mathematical teachers of the Provinoe



EXAMINATION PAPERS

ARITHMETIC,
By J. A. McLellan, LL.D,, Inspector High Schools, and

Thos. Kirkland, M.A., Science Master, Normal School,

Toronto. Second Edition.

PRICE $1.0 0.

From the GUELPH MERCURY.

. . . Tlie work is divided into six chapters. The first is on the
Unitary Method, and jri^es solutions showini^ its aiiplicatlon to a

variety of problems, in Simple and Compound Proportion ; Percentage,
Interest, Discount, Profit and Loss; Proportional Parts, Partnersliip;

Chain Rule, Exchang^e, Alligation ; Commission, Insurance, &c.,

Stocks ; and Miscellaneous Problems. The *econd is on Elementary
Rules, Measures and Multiples, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions. 'Ihe

third contains Examination Papers for entrance into High Schools and
Collegiate Institutes, the fourth for candidates for third-class certifi-

cates, the fifth for candidates for the Intermediate Examination and
second-class certificates, and the sixth for candidates for third-class

certificates and University Honours. It will be observed that the work
begins with the fundamental rules—those principles to be acquired
when a pupil first enters u[K>n the study of Arithmetic, and carries

him forward till prepared for the highest class of certificates and for

Honours of the University. . . . Teachers will find in it a necessary
help in supplying questions to give their clashes. Those who aspire to

be teachers cannot have a better guide—indeed there is not so good a
one—on the subject with which it is occupied.

From the ADVERTISER.

... By all who are groping after some method better than
they have at present, this volume will be cordially welcomed, and
maiiy who have never suspected the possibility of accomplishing so
much by independent methods, will be, by a perusal of the mtrcKluc-
tory chapter, impelled to think for themselves, and enabled to teach
their pupils how to do so. . . . It is far superior to anything of the
kind ever introduced into this countrj-. . . . The ty^Kigraphical
appearance of the work is of a very high character— quite eq>ial, in

fact, to anything of the kind issued by the best publishing^ houses of

London or New York.

From the TELESCOPE.

. . . Tlie plan of the work is excellent, the exerci-jca being
arranged progressively, each series preparing the student for the next.
The problems are all original, and so constructed as to prevent the
student using any purely mechanical methods of solution. . . . We
should really feel proud of our Canadian Authors and publishing
houses, when we consider the infancy of our country and the progiesj
it has made and is makings in educational matters, and particularly in

the recently perished educational worica.



Mental Arithmetic.
By J. A. McLELLAN, M.A., LL.D , Inspector

of High Schools, Ont.

PART 1 -FUNDAMENTAL RULES, FRACTIONS,

ANALYSIS. PRICE, 3Qc.

PART ll.-PERCENTAGE, RATIO, PROPORTION, &C.

PRICE, 45C.

W. D. DIMOCK, A.B., H.M.
Provincial Model School, Nova Scotia.

Dr. McLellan's Mental Arithmetic supplies
a want that we should have had supplied in

our Schools long ago. Same progress cannot
be made in Mathematical work, unless what
we call Mental Arithmetic is thoroughly and
systematically pursued. A boy who is con-
versant with the principles of Mental Arith-

metic, as given m this little text-book, is worth
as a clerk or accountant 50 per cent more
than the prodigy who can boast of having
" gone " through his written arithmetic half a
dozen times.

J. S. DEACON, Principal Ingeraoll Model School.
Dr. McLellan's Mental Arithmetic, Paii; I., is a

credit to Canadians, and it supplies a long-felt
want. It is just what is wanted for " waking up
mind" in the school room. After two weeks use of
the book with my class I am convinced that it is

much superior to any of the American texts that
have been used here "both as to the grading of ques-
tions and the style of the problems.

J. A. CLARKE, M. A., H. M. H. S., Picton.

Dr. McLellan's Mental Arithmetic contains a
great number of useful problems well adapted to
develop by regular gradations the thinking powers
of the pupil, and to suggest similar examples for the
use of the teacher.

D. J. GOGGIN, Head Master Model and Public
Schools, Port Hope.

Simple in its arrangement, varied in its types of
practical questions and sugg&estive in its methods,
it is the best book of its kind that I have examined.

From THE WE SLEYAN, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The series bids fair to take a good place in schc
Ustic work.



W. J. GAGE & CO.S EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

TEXT BOOKS

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
-^^i- —BV

—

MASON AND MACMILLAN.

Mason's Advanced Grammar.
Including the principles of Grammatical Analysis. By C.

r. Mason, 13. A., F.C.P., Fellow of University College, London.

Enlarged and thoroughly revised, with Examination Papers

added by W. Houston, M.A. 27th edition, $0 75

• I asked a Grammar School Inspector in the old country

to send me the best grammar published there. He immedi-

ately sent Mason's. The chapters on the analysis of difficult

sentences is of itself sufficient to place the work far beyond

any English Grammar before the Canadian public."—Alex.

Sims. M.A., H.M.H.S.. Oakville.

Mason's Shorter English Grammar-
With copious and carefully graded exercises, 243 pages—New
and improved edition §0 60

Mason's Outlines of English Grammar
For the use of Junior Classes $0 50

English Grammar Exercises.
"By C. P. Mason. Reprinted from Common School Edition,

$0 30.

REVISED £DlTlo:V

Miller's Swinton's Language lessons.
Adapted as an introductory Text Fx-'ok to Mason's Grammar.
By J. A. Macmillan. B.A. It contains the Examination
Papers for admission to High Schools, and teaches Grammar
and Composition simultaneously. 5th Edition, 50th thousand,

«o 25.
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BCOKS FOR TEACHERS ^k STUDEI\TS,
By dr. McLELLAN.

"In our opinion the best Collection of Problems on the Ameri an
Coiitiiieiit."—iVa//o>iai Teachers' Monthly, N Y.

EXAMINATION PAPERS in ARITHMETIC,
By J. A. McLe[<lan, M.A., LL.D., Inspector High Schools. Ont., and
Ti/OMAS KiRKLAND, M.A., Science Master, Normal bchool, Toronto.

Foaii'tli Complete Edition, Price, $1.00.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic-Part i

By J. A. McLellax, M.A., LL.D., and Thos. Kirkland, M.A.

Price, - - -'• -- - 50 Cents.

This Edition has been issued at the request of a large number
of Public School teachers who wished to have a Cheap Edition
for the use of their pupils preparing for admission to High
fcchool.

Hints and Aoswers to Examination Papers in Aiitlinietic,

By J. A. McLellan, M.A., LL.D., and Thos. Kirkland, M.A.

2nd Edition, - .-.-.. $1.00,

McLellan's Mental Aritlimfetic.—Fart 1.

Containing the Fundamental Rules, Fractions and Analysis.

By J. A. McLELLAN, M.A., LL.D., Inspector High Schools, Ontario

2nd Edition, . . - 30 Cents,

McLeilan's Mental Arithmetic,—Part II.

Specially adapted for Model and High School Students.

Second Edition,

Price, - 45 Cents.

W. J. Gage & Co., Educational Publishers-
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